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ABSTRACT

The focus of the practicum was to provide conjoint therapy fiom a pro-feminist
approach to couples with a history of domestic violence in their relationships. The profeminist approach addresses systemic issues in relationships and priontizes the safety of
women by providing therapy to couples where the risk for violence is minimal (Trute,
1998). A malehnale CO-therapytearn was used to deliver the conjoint counselling to

higlilight the influence of gender in abusive reiationships. Couples participated in
individual and conjoint sessions. The purpose of the individual sessions was to assess
safety concems and to determine the feasibility of providing conjoint therapy. The total
number of sessions that the clients attended ranged from eight to sixteen. One of the
outcornes of the conjoint therapy was the identification of power, trust and closeness as
universal themes for the couples who participated in the practicum. The expenence of
the couples in their family of ongin appeared to be a variable that strongly shaped the
dynamics of the relationships. interventions that addressed issues related to safety
planning, emotional abuse and relationship patterns wece implemented with the couples.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The provision of conjoint therapy is a relatively new approach to working with
couples who have a history of domestic violence in their relationships. The use of couple
counselling in situations of domestic violence began to appear in the literature during the
1980's. The traditional approach to conjoint therapy addresses the commuiiication and the

conflict resolution skills of the couple to irnprove the overd1 functioniny of their
relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).The focus on the interactive process between
the couple in traditional marital therapy oRen resulted in the minimization of the role that
yender plays in shaping the dynaniics of power and control in the relationship (Bograd,
1984). Consequently, the traditional models used in couple therapy have been criticized

by the feminist perspective for ineffectively dealing with power differences based on
gender (Tnite, 1998). Feminist theory supports the belief that conjoint therapy c m
potentially re-victimize the women because the fear and domination that characterize
abusive relationships can be replicated in the therapeutic environment (Aldarondo &
Straus, 1994; Bograd, 1984). The feminist position advocates that womcn should be
empowered io leave their abusive relationships. However, many abused women remain
with their partners and attempt to obtain treatment services to help stop the occurrence of
violence in their relationships (Magill & Werk, 1984). The pro-feminist approach to
conjoint therapy evolved in response to the limitations identified with the family systems
and feminist theories. The pro-feminist approach (Tnite, 1998) provides interventions that

are systemically based and that highlight the influence of gender in marital relationships.
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The safety of the woman is prioritized in treatment and the initiation of conjoint therapy
only occurs when the risks of physical abuse to the women appear to be minimal.
The delivery of conjoint therapy through a CO-therapyteam at the Elizabeth Hill
Counselling Centre offered me an excellent leaniing oppottunity to advance my
understanding of relationship issues for couples who have a history of domestic violence.
Also, 1 wanted to develop greater insight into the gender issues that seem to be inherent in
relationships characterized by doinestic violence as one key aspect of the lemir,;:
experience.
Learnin~Goals

To develop an effective and complementary working relationship with a CO-therapist.

To enhance this therapist's understanding of a feniinist based approach to conjoint
therapy for couples with a history of domestic violence.

To leam more about the role that gender plays in the relationship dynamics that
characterize couples with a history of domestic violence.
To develop the clinical skills required to comprehensively assess the safety risks to
abused women and to, simultaneously, address systemic issues to help couples
consolidate changes that support a non-violent relationship.

To identify areas of resistance presented by couples ûnd to address this resistance in

a way that helps them progress through therapy.
To examine this therapist's emotional reaction to working with couples who have a
history of domestic violence in their relationship.

To identify the emergence of this therapist's personai biases that may be triggered

dunng the provision of therapy.
Overview

This paper is the presentation of the practicum experience that involved the
implementation of conjoint therapy from a pro- feminist perspective for couples with a
history of domestic violence. Chapter two consists of a literatilre review that delineates
the theoretical and clinical issues that are critical to understanding couple counselling and
domestic violence. The first part of chapter two describes a historical perspective of wife
assault followed by the socio-economic and psychological theories that highlight the
dynamics of the abused woman's situation. The second part defines the theoretical
assumptions and intervention strategies characteristic of systemic family therapy and
feminist approaches to domestic violence. The third part discusses the issues and criteria
that are relevant to assessing the suitability of couples for the receipt of conjoint therapy
from a pro-feminist perspective. Three pro-feminist models that support the provision of
conjoint therapy are then presented. The 1 s t part identifies the therapeutic issues that are
comrnonly addressed in counselling couples with a history of domestic violence. Chapter
three identifies the protocols and procedures rcquired for the implementation of the
practicum. A key component of this chapter is the discussion of the intake process for the
selection of couples who would participate in the practicum. The case studies of the three
couples selected for presentation in this paper are discussed in chapters four to six. The
first part provides the demographic information and the history violence for each of the

couples. The second part identifies the issues relevant to the pnmary systemic themes of
family of origin, power, trust and closeness for each couple. The assessments of the
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relationship dparnics central to the couple's hinctioning are also presented. The third
part is a discussion involving the implementation and the outcomes of the intervention
process. The fourth part compares and discusses the pre-and post-measurement scales that
were completed by the couples. The fifih part identifies the changes that were
experienced by the couples h m participating in therapy. Chapter seven summarizes my
development of theoretical knowledge and clinical skills from participating in the
practicum.

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Historical Perspective oa Wife Assault
One of the inherent difficulties with documenting a comprehensive history of wife
assault is the paucity of adequate information which is primaily attributable to the
pnvacy of family life (Dutton, 1995). Although the historical research is sparse, wife
abuse appeared to be predominantly accepted as a cultural n o m that was difficult to
change.
Dutton (1995) identifies that the earliest documentation of wife assault began in
the Middle Ages when the abuse of women appeared to be socially and legaily sanctioned
by theological wrîting. The first institutionalization of theological wntings was the
"Decretum" which stated that men were entitled to allegiance from their wives and any
acts of disobedience must be punished. Punishment was required bccause women were
believed to be naturally infenor to men and, subsequently, vulnerable to the power of
devils. The alleged vulnerability of women to diabolical forces was used to justi fy the
murder of women in the Middle Ages as a method to eradicate witchcrafi. The Church
appeared to rationalize violence against women as a behaviour that was in their best
interest.
Dutton (1995) reveals thai the systemisation of religious law followed by the
Napoleonic Civil Code influenced conjugal laws throughout Europe in the eighteenth
century. The spirit of influence on European law was shown through legislative changes
that concentrated the power in the family with the man.Women could only use violence
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as the basis for a divorce if the courts determined that the intent of the assault was
attempted murder. Consequently, the amendments to the European domestic law granted
men the legal right to physically assault their wives for the purpose of guarding the
position of male power in the farnily.
Dobash and Dobash ( 1979) assert that wi f'e abuse was socially accepted and was
only challenged three times in history when there was intense pressure for social reform.

The fint challenge occurred in the late 1800's when the relationship between conjugal
laws and wife assault became an issue that pnerated public debate. The public debate
was initiated by social activists who wrote political critiques on the injustices to women
inherent in the domestic laws that govemed wife abuse. John Stuart Mill, a prominent
activist during this period, wrote an essay entitled "The Subjection of Women" (1 989)
which cntiqued the laws by stating:
The vilest rnalefactor has some wretched woman tied to him, against whom he can
commit any atrocity except killing her, and, if tolerably cautious, can do that
without much danger of the legal penalty. The law, which till lately le fi even these
atrocious extrernes of domestic oppression practically punished, has within these
few years made some feeble attempts to repress them. (Mill, 1989, p. 152).

In the preceding passage, John Stuart Mill suggests that attempts to control the
abusive behaviour by men were virtually impossible because the domestic laws were
rarely enforced and the institution of mamage was founded on the premise of male
domination. Dutton (1995) suggests that Mill's efforts to advocate for women contributed
to the idea that lrgal refom was an integral part of addressing the problem of wife abuse.

The governrnent in England responded to the social pressure that called for changes to the
conjugal law by exarnining the evidence that supported the brutal nature of wife assaults
in Parliament and the opposition against legal reform was based on the belief that change
would violate the sanctity of marriage (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). In spite of these
objections, domestic laws were passed that provided women with marginal protection
against violence by allowing them to use a narrow definition of cnielty as grounds for
divorce.
AAer the legislative passing of the new dornestic laws in England, the problem of
wife assault faded frorn public view. Violence against women emcqed as a social
problem for the second time in the early 1900's when the British Suffragettes made wife
assault part of their political agenda (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). However, wife assault
quickly disûppeared from the public sphere, again. because the suffragettes decided to
focus their efforts on obtaining the vote for women as they believed that the vote would
give women the political power necessary to solve key women's issues, like wife assault.
The third and most contemporary challenge came in the 1970's when wife assault
was re-discovered as a social issue by the feminist movement (Dobash & Dobash, 1979).
Screarn Ouietly or the Neiehboun Will Hear by Erin Pizzey marked the contcmporary reappearance of wife abuse as a social problem (Walker, G., 1990). According to G.
Walker, Pizzey's book chronicled the establishment of the fint shelter for battered
women in Britain and her description of abused women produced a vivid illustration of
the homfic lives that these women were forced to experience. This information was
considered invaluable by feminist organizations because the history of silence that
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characterized wife abuse had resulted in an inadequate understanding of this issue by the
public (Dobash 8r Dobash, 1979).
Walker (1990) indicates that Pizzey's book provided the impetus for the feminist
movement in Canada to advance it's work beyond consciousness raising about wife
assault to political action that focussed on changing the social structures that perpetuated

violence. Consciousness raising by women generated an abundance of information to
support the reality that institutional responses to wife abuse were minimized and punished
the victim. The systems' response to abused women was inadequate and the provincial

and federal levels of govemment were lobbied to provide funding for research into the
area of wife abuse. in 1979, the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women was
created and the outcome of their research was the publication of the first Canadian book
on wife abuse called Wife Batterine. in Canada: The Vicious Circle. The Advisory
Council also generated public awarcness of wife abuse as a social problem and advocated

that the govemment should implement changes in organizations to produce a more
sensitive response to abused women.
Dvnamics of the Abused Women's Situation

The ability of the feminist movement in the mid 1970's to sustain wife abuse as a
social problem was instrumental in revealing the perspective of abused women. The
feminist movement pioneered the development of socio-economic and psychological
theories that helped explain the dynamics involved in domestic violence. The significance

of these theories was the emphasis on the interco~ectionbetween socio-economic
conditions and psychological factors that operate to keep women in abusive situations. A
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careful examination of the victim's position indicated that it was far more realistic to
remain in, rather than leave, an abusive relationship.
Socio-Economic Conditions
Many abused women remain in the relationship because of economic dependence
on their partner. Women in abusive relationships tend to be less educated, posses fewer
job skills and are more likely to be unemployed outside the home than other wornen (Star,
Clark, Goetz, & O'Malia, 1979). This finding suggests that women in abusive situations
appear to have less access to financial resources and fewer opportunities to find
employment thaii other women (Gelles & Strauss, 1988). Furthemore, even if women are

cmployed outside the home, the perpetrators are usually in control of the finances and
their partners are denied access to rnonçy, chequing and charge accounts (Walker, L.,
1984).
Magill and Werk (1985) indicate that the financiai situation of abused women is
also controlled by the patriarchal organization of our society to the extent that women
often encounter obstacles which can limit their ability to achieve economic indepcndence.
The labour market discriminates against women by lirniting their opportunities to low

paying menial jobs and women in occupations are paid less than their male counterparts.
The bleak employment situation is compounded by the lack of affordable child care
alternatives for single working mothen which often means that they live in poverty if
they leave an abusive situation.
Abused women tend to be socially isolated which greatly restricts their capacity to
receive help and to explore alternatives to living in a violent relationship. There is
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evidence to suggest that women who become involved in abusive relationships rarely
participate in community events and have limited social contacts (Star et. al., 1979).

Many women report that this pattern of isolation continues after the marriage and their
activities are restricted to events within the fmily because of their husband's intense
jealousy. It appears that abusive men systematically isolate their partners from social
networks and that women reireat to prevent further embarrassrnent resulting from their
husband's behaviour and to protect others from the possibility of h m (Walker, L..
1984).

The socialization of women contributes to the perpetuation of abusive
relationships by promoting beliefs that women should be subservient to men in
relationships. Women are traditionally socialized to assume the primary responsibility for
domestic work and to ensure that the physical and emotional needs of their partners and
children are met (Myen-Avis, 1985). In contrast, men are socialized to assume control for
decision-making and economic functions in the family. Subsequently, domestic
exploitation requires systemic socialization which psychologically conditions women to
accept sole responsibility of unpaid domestic labour, a marginalized status in the work
force and the relinquishment of persona1 development in order to promote the well being
of others.

Psychological Theories
The saiient psychological theories that demonstrate the process of victimization of
abused women are based on the cycle theory of violence. The theories presented are
learned helplessness, traumatic bonding and post traumatic stress disorder.
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The cycle theory of violence was formulated by Lenore Walker (1984) and this
concept consists of three distinct phases which delineate a pattern of abusive behaviour.
The three phases are known as the tension building stage, the acute battenng incident and
the reconciliation stage. The tension building stage is characterized by an incremental rise

in the level of tension which is generated by discrete abusive behaviours, like pinching,
slapping, mind games and restrained verbal abuse. The man will display hostility, but not

in an intense or explosive manner. The woman tends to respond to her partner's hostility
by attcmpting to placate him as a way to prevent a further escalation of his aggressive
behaviour. The woman is often successful in appeasing her partner for brief penods of
time which only serves to reinforce the erroneous assumption that she is capable of
controlling his behaviour. in spite of her efforts, the tension continues io build and, at
some point, she can no longer control his hostility. The woman will oRen withdraw from

her partner because she is exhausted fiom trying to cope with the rising tension and she is
fightened that she will accidentally ignite an explosion of his anger. The tension between
the couple becomes intolerable because he typically responds to her efforts at distancing
by trying to get psychologically closer.

The atmosphere of unbearable tension marks the transition into the second stage
of the cycle lcnown as the acute battering incident. The distinguishing feature of this
phase is the uncontrollable release of tension which has escalated during the Tint stage.
The man charactenstically explodes with a tirade of verbal outbunts and acts of physical
assault that result in the woman being emotionally abused and physically injured.
Sometimes, the woman will precipitate the explosive incident in an attempt to exert some
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control over the situation. The second phase ends when the man stops his overt abusive
behaviour and he then experiences an acute reduction in psychological tension. This
reduction in tension is a factor that strongly reinforces the man's motivation to repeatedly
use violence against his partner. The third phase is the period of reconciliation. The

pnmary characteristic of this phase is the attempts that the man makes to apologizc to his
partner for his assaultive behaviour which occurred in the preceding phase. The man
convinces himself that he will never behave violently again. He also attempts to convince
her that he has clianged by demonstrating remorse, indulging hcr with gi fts and promising
never to hurt her again. The woman wants the promises to be true and she re-affirms her

hope in the belief that he will change. Many abused women can oRen empathize with
their partner's sense of isolation and assume responsibility for their emotional well being.
The reconciliation phase represents the positive reinforcement for the woman to
stay in the relationship. At this point, the illusion of absolute emotional interdependency
is solidified in the wornan's mind because she is dependent on him for caring behaviour
and he is dependent on her for forgiveness. Consequently, undemath the gim cycle of
tension, violence and forgiveness, each partner may truly believe that he/she is incapable

of functioning as an independent person.
The theory of learned helplessness applied to situations of domestic violence
implies that abused women learn to believe that they are powerless to change their
situation (Geffner & Pagelow, 1990; Karpel, 1994; Magill & Werk, 1985). This sense of
helplessness prevents abused women fkom recognizing that there are alternatives to
staying with their partner and, subsequently, they feel they are trapped in an abusive
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relationship (Magill & Werk, 1985).
Traumatic bonding described by Lenore Walker (1989) is the developrnent of an
intense emotional relationship between two people when one of the two intermittently
threatens, abuses or intimidates the other. in an abusive relationship, the perpetrator's
main source of power is his apparent random use of intimidation and violence. An abused

wornan c m never be certain of how her partner will behave; there are times when her
partner is kind and there are periods when he is cruel and abusive. The kindness provides
the positive reinforcement for the wornan to hope her partner's behaviour will change.
The cycle of kindness and cruelty strengthens the woman's bond to her abuser because
intemittently rewarded behaviour is the most difficult to change.
The traumatic bonding that occurs between the partners in an abusive relationship
is ofien referred to as the Stockholm Syndrome because the emotional process is
rernarkably similar to the attachent that can develop between a hostage and a captor
(Geffner & Pagelow, 1990; Herman, 1992; Karpel, 1994; Magill& Werk, 1985). Heman
(1992) describes the dynamics between the captor and hostage that are characteristic of

the Stockholm Syndrome. The victim is abused and isolated, and the ultimate goal of the
captor is to engender a fear of death in his victim along with a sense of gratitude for being
perrnitted to live. Political prisoners frequently descnbe situations where they believed

they were going to be killed and, at the last moment, they were allowed to live. Ironically,
the experience of being repeatedly saved fiom potential death can eventually result in the
victim believing that the captor is her saviour. The dynamics of the Stockholm Syndrome
c m develop between a women and her abusive partner. The repeated cycle of violence,
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which occurs in the context of an intimate relationship, can lead to the woman having an
intense dependency on her partner who she sees as omnipotent. The woman may live in
fear of his abusive behaviour, but she might also believe that he has superior qualities,
like strength and wisdom. Some abused women share the idealized belief system of their
partners and suppress any doubts about them as signs of loyalty and submission .
More recently, it has been suggested by Herman (1 992) and L. Walker (1 989) that
battered women suffer from post traumatic stress disorder. This disorder develops in
individuals, like abused women and war veterans, who have been subjected to unexpected
trauma or chronic abuse. These victims often develop particular psychological symptoms
that affect their capacity to function long after the occurrence of the initial traumatic
event. Women who have been chronically abused may suffer fiom psychological
conditions like psychic numbing, self-hypnosis and dissociation.
Familv Svstems Approach to Domestic Violence

Theoretical Assumptions
The family systems model emphasizes that the violence is a relationship issue and
that moral judgement should not be passed on the occurrence of violence. A discussion of
the three primary theoretical assumptions and areas of intervention reflect these values.
The tint assumption of family systerns theory is that significant meaning is
attributed to the dynamics and fùnctioning of the fmily as a cohesive unit (Gelles &
Maynard, 1987). Domestic violence is seen as the outcome of a couple's repetitive pattern

of behaviour which occurs in the context of the family and each member plays a role in
maintaining this cyclical pattern (Cook & Cook, 1984; Gefher & Maynard, 1987). If the
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equilibnum of the farnily is threatened, then violence can erupt to serve the function of
re-establishing the homeostasis of the fmily system (Gelles & Maynard, 1987). Newton
(198 1) suggests that violence c m regulate the degree of closeness and distance between
partnen who have inadequate personal boundaries. For example, couples coping with
domestic violence tend to be enmeshed with their partner and oRen stmggle with issues
related to autonomy or separateness. Subsequently, each partner tends to assume
responsibility For the other and can be intimidated if hisher partner does not express
opinions or interests that are identical to hislher own. Violence c m erupt when one or
both partners become overwhelmed with a sense of enrneshment and experience a
temporary loss of individuality. Therefore, violence has the potential to serve a
homeostatic function by regulating the intensity of c loseness and distance between the
couple when separateness or intimacy becomes threatening. Violence could be avoided if
the marital system remains unchallenpd, but any attempts to create a more symmetrical
relationship may threaten the equilibnum of the relationship and violence could erupt to
re-establish the balance (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984).
The second assumption of farnily systems theory is that the hidden or subtle rules
that govern the patterns of interaction between the couple are a contnbuting factor to
violence in the relationship (Gelles & Maynard, 1987). Violent couples tend to be unable
to cooperatively negotiate issues and the relationship becomes characterized by "rigid
unilrteral control" (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984; Geffner & Maynard, 1987). The violence

in the relationship is viewed as an interactive pattern between the couple characterized by
one partner attempting to exert unilateral control which compromises the flexibility
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required for negotiation (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984; Geffner, Mantooth, Franks, & Rao,
1989). Violence in a relationship is a likely outcome when the couple lacks the capacity

for negotiation and the man has learned to be violent in response to tension (Geffner et
al., 1989).
The third assumption of farnily systems theory is that the behaviour of a couple is
influenced, to some degree, by the pattems of behaviour that each of them witncssed in
their family of ongin (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984; Geffner & Pagelow, 1990). The family
systems theorists believe that an individual's exposure to violence dunng childhood is a
reliable predictor for the severity and duration of abuse in adult relationships (Geffier &
Pagelow, 1990). It has been observed that children who witnessed their parents fighting
and/or were physically îssaulted often becorne involved in relationships that are violent
(Newton, 1981). For many of these children, violence is nomalized and they repeat the

same pattems in their relationships as adults. The man will be abusive to his partner and
the woman expects that violence is acceptable in relationships.
Interventions

There are three primary areas that the traditional family systems theorists focus on
when intervening with couples. The basis of the interventions appear neutral in the sense
that they are designed to address the behaviours of both partners in the relationship and
the aggressive behaviour of the man is not isolated in treatment. The interventions are
based on the assumption that blaming the man for the violence and identifying the woman
as the victim lacks clinical merit because the cause of the violence is the couple's
inadequate relationship and communication skills (Gefher & Pagelow, 1990; Gelles &
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Maynard, 1987; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). Violence occurs because the couple is
unable generate solutions to problems in the relationship and neither partner is aware of
how to behave differently (Geffher & Pagelow, 1990; Gelles & Maynard, 1987).
The first area of intervention is to challenge the interactive pattern of behaviour
behveen the couple and encourage them to recognize that violence is a symptom of a
dysfunction in the relationship (Cefhcr & Pagelow, 1990; Gelles & Maynard, 1987). The
assumption is that the violence will stop once the hidden rules that regulate the
interactional patterns of the family are changed.
The second area of intervention attempts to facilitate a re-structuring of
boundaries and hierarchies between subsystems in the family (Gelles & Maynard, 1987).
As stated earlier, couples coping with domestic violence tend to develop boundaries that

are either ngid or enmeshed. interventions attempt to help the couple re-evaluate their
ability to negotiate issues and to strengthen thcir personal boundaries to prevent mutual
over dependency.
The third area of intervention is to enable the couple to examine the relationships
that they have with their families of ongin. The spouses may be susceptible to pressure
from extended fmily memben, like parents or in-laws, who play a role in sabotaging the
couple's relationship (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984). A contributing factor to the couple's
pattern of violence may involve intense interference by extended family members and this
dynarnic may be perpetuated by the inability of the couple to emotionally separate fiom
their families of ongin.

Feminist A ~ ~ r o a ctohDomestic Violence
Theoretical Assumptions
The feminist model is founded on the belief that patnarchy is an ideology that
encourages the subordination of women for the social and economic benefit of men
(Goldner, 1992). The feminist model 1s designed to make the relationship between gender
and power explicit. Four theoretical assumptions and three areas of intervention
characteristic of the ferninist approach are discussed.

The first assumption of feminist theory is that patriarchy promotes the ideology of
male suprernacy and the subordination of women in social institutions (Walker, G.,

1990).The feminist perspective supports the belief that marital relationships are
structured according to an inequitable allocation of power based on gender. That is, men
have greater access to resources and, subsequently. they form the dominant social and

economic class; women are perceived to be inferior and to occupy a subordinate position
to men.This division based on gender in a patriarchal society serves as a justification for
the physical assault of women in the sense that a husband has property rights over his
wife and, subsequently owns her.
Feminist theory States that the concept of male ownership and economic control
has been used by men throughout history to justify the physical assault of their wives. In
exchange for economic dependence, women are expected to comply with the demands

made by their husbands. Frednch Engels illustrates the relationship between power and
economics that characterizes the mamage: "The husband is obliged to eam a living and
support his family and that in itself gives a position of supremacy. Within the family, he
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is the bourgeois and the wife represents the proletariat" (Engels, 1984, p. 105). According
to the feminist perspective, the ideological belief that men are entitled to own property,
which includes women, is so strongly ingrained in Our culture that wife assault is a
socially acceptable method for men to control women.
The second assumption of feminist theory is that power is a prirnary issue in wife
assault and the systemic use of male violence against women must be addressed (Walker,

G., 1990). Male violence against women is seen as an inequi table distribution of power
between gender and that this power imbalance is reflected in the unequal social
organization of society. Social institutions like the labour market, justice systcm and
social services are dcsigned to discriminate and oppress women.
The third assumption of feminist theory is that mainstrearn models of mental
health developed theones whic h re flect patriarchal ideology to explain domestic violence
(Bograd, 1984). The problem of male violence has been minimized and prirnarily
attributed to female pathology (Thome-Finch, 1992). Ptior to the 1WO's, inost of the
psychological literature supported the belie f that an analysis of the penonality
cliaracteristics of abused women could reveal indicators of mental illness (Walker L.,

1989). This belief facilitated women being blarned for their own abuse because they had
psychiatrie problems that caused men to be physically aggressive (Giles & Sims, 1983;
Walker, L., 1990). Women who stayed with their abusive partners were thought to have
serious pathology characterized by a masochistic desire to be physically harmed and
punished (Dobash & Dobash, 1979 ; Gefier & Pagelow; Walker L., 1984). A major

study on battered women completed by Snell determined that women were sexually
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frigid, aggressive, masculine and that these characteristics made them unsuitable wives
(Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Walker L., 1989). Women were not only blamed for male
violence, but led to believe that if they possessed traditional female traits, like passivity
and nunurance, they would not be assaulted (Bograd, 1984).

The fourth assumption of feminist theory is that the socialization of women and

men contributes to domestic violence because the promotion of traditional gender roles
creates a power irnbalance between men and women. Women are traditionally socialized
to assume the primaty responsibility for domestic work and the maintenance of
relationships; men are socialized to be in control of the family (Myen-Avis, 1985). The
dichotomy of gender roles and expectations appears to establish a context for
relationships where women are unequal, and subsequently more vulnerable, to men.
Furthemore, Goldner, Penn. Sheinberg and Walker, G., (1990) assert that the
dichotomy between women and men is superficial because gender differences are
emphasized and any similarities are suppressed. The fear related to the division between
gender dissolving and the shame associated with gender similaritirs are two powerful
foices that influence the use of physical force in heterosexual relationships. That is,
patriarchy gants men power and privilege on the basis of gender and they are conditioned
to expenence embarrassment when gender similarities with women emerge. Women
expect punishmeni if they attempt to daim traditional male power and priviiege.
Therefore, the feminist perspective suggests that one possible explanaiion for wife abuse
is that the man's use of violence represents an attempt to re-construct gender differences
whrn the perception of not being different enough from his spouse becomes unbearable.

2I
Interventions based on the feminist model imply that wife abuse should be
conceptualized as both a social and individual problem. The patriarchal structure of
society oppresses women which sanctions wife assault and men can potentially choose to
use violence as a way to control their partners (McKeel & Sporakowski, 1993). Feminists
believe men should be held solely accountable for their violent behaviour because women

are not responsible for being abused and they do not play a role in initiating the abuse
(Bograd, 1984). That is, a man who assaults his wife is the perpetrator of a criminal act
and therefore, he is entirely responsible for the abusive behaviour (McKeel &
Sporakowski, 1993). For a relatioiiship to become non-violent, the couple must believe
that he is solely responsible for ending his abusive behaviour and altering her behaviour
is not connected to stopping the violence. Feminist counselling incorporates components
that involve healing, education and a political awareness of how patriarchy impacts
women (Levine, 1983).The "traditional" feminist approach advocates separate
interventions for the man and the woman and couple counselling is not considered a
viable treatment option. This position is based on the belief that women would be unable
to speak openly in therapy because of the fear of retaliation from thcir abusive partncrs
(Leeder, 1994; Trute, 1998).
lntewentions

The first area of intervention promoted by the feminist model is the provision of
pragmatic assistance and emotional support to women who are seeking safety fiom their

abusive partners (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). The feminist movement provided a unique
response to domestic violence by offering abused women and their children temporary
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accommodation in shelter (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Geffher & Pagelow, 1990). in
addition to temporary housing, the shclter system provides women with individual
counselling for the purpose of empowering them to separate from their abusive partners
(Geffner & Pagelow, 1990; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). Empowerment is an integral
process in feminist counselling because it enables women to identify their personai needs
and to develop characteristics like assertiveness, positive self image, self sufficicncy,

persona1 strength and independence (Thome-Finch, 1992). The feminist approach to
counselling further empowered wornen by validating their experiences. The traditional
view that therapists are the experts was challenged through promoting the belief that
women best understand their own situation and that this knowledge should be respected

by the therapist (Levine, 1983; Thome-Finch, 1992). Also, feminist counsellors often use

self disclosure to highlight the common experiences that women share as a result of
gender. It is thought that women will be less likely to tolerate an abusive relationship if
ihey had greater control of their lives.
The second area of intervention is group therapy and peer support to help raise the
women's awareness about the socio-political nature of domestic violence (Geffher &
Pagelow, 1990).The feminist movement supports the participation of women in groups
to promote individual and collective power because women can be empowered through
sharing their experiences of victimization to discover that they are not isolated (ThomeFinch, 1992). Also, the participation of women in groups provides reciprocal support and
enables the resolution of problems cooperatively (Levine, 1983). Women in groups learn
how gender socialization and the patnarchal family contribute to the perpetuation of male
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violence towards women (Thorne-Finch, 1992). The ability to link penonal struggles to
the systemic discrimination of women constitutes consciousness raising which helps
women redefine their personal expenences in a political context (Levine, 1983).The
integration of the personal and the political enables women to be less likely to blarne
themselves and to advocate for systemic change to the structures that prornote the
exploitation of women.
The third area of intervention provides group treatment for the purpose of helping
men leam to control their anger as a way to prevent the re-victimization of subsequent
partners (Geffner & Pagelow, 1990). Also, the feminist approach advocates that wife
abuse is a cnminal act and abusive men should be charged with assault. The presence of

cnminal charges implies that men are individually responsible for the violence which
could result in them having to be more accountable for their abusive behaviour.
Furthemore, legal sanctions reinforce the message that domestic violence is unacceptable
which may help change the patriarchial values that promote the domination of women by
men (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Mcleod, 1987).
Feminist Critiaue of the Familv Svstems Mode1

Conjoint couple therapy has emerged as a controversial topic in the treatment of
domestic violence as a result of the opposing ideological views advocated by the family
systems model and the feminist perspective. Pari of the controversy involves a feminist
critique of the family systems model for inadequately addressing issues related to ynder,
power and coercion in domestic violence (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994; Bograd, 1984;
Thome-Finch, 1992; Willbach, 1989). Bograd (1984) suggests that there is a gender bias
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towards men inherent in the farnily systems model which inadvertently sanctions violence
against women by supporting theory based on patriarchal ideology. She also asserts that
systems theory does not address the social conditions that perpetuate wife abuse and
subsequently the therapeutic interventions based on this theory could potentially replicate
the conditions that contributed to the abusive behaviour in the first place. Six primary
criticisms of the family systems model which constitute the feminist critique are
discussed.
The fint criticism is that f m i l y systems theory obscures the emotional and
physical impact that domestic violence has on women by defining violence as a problem
that is just as significani as the other problems in the relationship (Bograd, 1984; ThomeFinch, 1992). The violence is typically viewed as a symptom which indicates that there
are more fundamental problerns in the relationship and that the violence will stop once
the more fundamental problems like the husband's alcoholism or poor communication

skills are resolved (Bograd, 1983; Thorne-Finch. 1992). The implication of not treating
the violence as the central issue, which requires immediate attention, may result in the
abusive behaviour of the man beinp overlooked (Bograd, 1984). The minimization of the
violence could compromise the effectiveness of therapy. The abusive behaviour may not
be treated as a problem that is independent of relationship issues, which in tum, devalues

the emotional h m and physical danger to the woman.
The second criticism is that the family systems model can lead to the implication
of women in their own victimization by defining the farnily as a closed homeostatic
system. Bograd (1984) indicates that this model conceptualizes eûch partner in the
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relationship as interdependent components which constitute the whole system; each
component interacts in a reciprocal and repetitive pattern which c m escalate into a violent
outburst. The presence of these patterns between spouses suggests that both individuals
are equally responsible for the violence given that the definition of family functioning

highlights the mechanics of interaction and avoids the issue oldatem~ininywho is
ethically responsible for the violence. The diversion from the issue of responsibility
enables the man to avoid accountability for the violence and likely results in the woman
feeling increasingly at fault for his abusive behaviour (Thorne-Finch. 1992). Willbach
( 1989) believes that blarning women

for their partner's abusive behaviour is further

exemplified by the failure of systems theory to explain coercion. The inability to explain
the motivation of the man to use physical force against his partner insinuates that the
woman must be responsible, to some extent, for his abusive behaviour. Family systems
theorists tend to overlook the differences in the physical size between men and women
and the differences in attitudes about using physical force br self defence (Thome-Finch,
1992). That is, men are socialized to use physical aggression and women are taught to

depend upon men for physical protection. Many farnily therapists have difficulty
recognizing that women may not have done anything to initiate the abuse and be
genuinely innocent (Bograd, 1984; Thome-Finch, 1992).
The third cnticism is that family systems therapists inadvertently support
stereotyped gender roles by attempting to facilitate change with the individual who is the
least resistant in the relationship (Bograd, 1984; Myers-Avis, 1985; Thorne-Finch, 1992).

in situations of domestic violence, it is usually the woman who is the most cooperative
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person in the relationship because she has been socialized to assume the prirnary
responsibility for the well being of the family (Bograd, 1984; Edleson & Tolman, 1992).
Consequently, the therapist may primuily intervene with the woman to make changes
that might impact on her reluctant partner (Edleson & Tolman, 1992). The woman is then
placed in a precarious position of erroneously believing that i I sht: did something

different, then the abuse would stop (Thome-Finch, 1992). Bograd (1984) points out that

the motivation for men to participate in therapy is oîten spunous because they attend io
appease their partners or to control the information presented in counselling. Targeting
the behaviour of the wife in therapy may have the effect of consolidating the traditional
belief that a prirnary function of women is to ensure harrnony in the home.
The fourth criticism of the fmily systems approach identifieci by Edleson and
Tolman ( 19%) is aimed at the therapists assuming a neutral position when dealing with
conflict presented by the couple. A basic pnnciple of neutnlity is that change occurs
when individuals are permitted to descnbe iheir persona1 experiences in a non judgnental
therapeutic setting. Therapeutic neutrality is desired because it enhances the ability of the
therapist to establish an alliance with each peson in the relationship. The counter
argument to neutrality is that it may be clinically helpful with some issues but not in
situations of domestic violence because this implies an acceptance of the abuse which
furtlier victimizes the woman (Bograd, 1992; Goldner, 1992). Also, therapeutic neutrality
implies that the abuser and the victim share the responsibility for the violent episodes
(Bograd, 1992; Edleson & Tolrnan, 1992). If the therapist has taken a neutral stance, then
it becomes virtually impossible for the man to assume full responsibility for the violent
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behaviour which could jeopardize the woman's safety (Bograd, 1992; Goldner, 1992).
Men should assume full responsibility for their violent behaviour if their partners
are to be safe from further physical assaults and psychological intimidation or, more
covertly, being seen as contributing to the violence (Goldner, 1992). There is evidence to
suggest that the seriousness of abusive behaviour escalates in the absence of interventions
and the therapist's position of neutrality fails to acknowledge that the risk of violence
rnay escalaie into more severe episodes (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994; Bograd, 1984; Celles

& Maynard, 1987; Willbach, 1989).

The fifth cnticism of couple counselling is that it potentially endangers the safety
of the woman when she discusses her partner's abusive behaviour because he may
retaliate with the use of physical forcc against her for speaking out about the violence
(Aldarondo & Strauss, 1994; Bograd, 1992; Gefher & Pagelow, 1990; Hansen, Harway,
& Cervantes, 1991; Karpel, 1994). It is unrealistic to believe that a woman in a

relationship that was dominated by fear could speak honestly about relationship issues in
front of her abusive partner (Trute, 1998). An additionol risk in couples counselling is
that the man could become physically abusive because painful relationship issues are
highlighted and discussed between the partners (Trute, 1998). Also, both the man and the

woman will typically deny and minimize the seriousness of the abusive behaviour and
safety for the woman can be compromised if the couple's perception of the violence is
accepted without exploration (Geffher & Pagelow, 1990; Trute, 1998). Most abusive men
will start therapy with a denial of responsibility for their violent behaviour and they will
attempt to blame their partners for their loss of control (Willbach, 1989). There will
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always be a nsk to the woman's safety until the man can accept full responsibility for his
abusive behaviour. Abused women may minimize the senousness of the abuse because
perpetraton use power, violence, control, intimidation and social isolation to erode the
women's sense of reality (Bograd, 1992). Also, abused women tend to feel empathy for
their partnen which could result in them excusing their partners violent behaviour (Star et
al., 1979). Given that the woman's perception of the violence may be distorted, it follows
that her ability to accurately determine the extent and senousness of her partner's abusive
behaviour is restricted.
The sixth criticism identified by Bograd ( 1984) and Thorne-Finch (1 992) is that
one of' the p a l s of conjoint therapy may be the preservation of the relationship in spite of
the physical abuse. Men or women will often request counselling to help them restore
their relationship and family therapists may emphasize strengthening the maniage at the
expense of efforts required to stop the violence. Abusive men are frequently motivated to
participate in couple therapy because they fear the loss of their partner and they will
attend counselling for the purpose of saving the relationship. This agenda, in combination
with the therapist's motivation to preserve miuriages, could limit the fieedorn of the
woman to consider other alternatives like establishing economic independence or leaving
the relationship. Family therapists need to be aware of thrir own biases and acknowledge
that ending a relationship could be interpreted as a clinical success if a separation is

required to end the violence.

The feminist critique of traditional marital therapy contnbuted to the modification
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of systemic based treatment approaches designed for couples with a history of domestic
violence (Trute. 1998). The influence of feminist values on systemic treatment practices
resulted in the creation of a "pro- feminist" approach to marital therapy which recognized
the impact of power and control in relationships (Trute, 1998). The pro-feminist approach
described by Tnite j 1998) paraileis the fieminkt based treatment approach that is used io
treat abusive men by promoting the implementation of systems based interventions with
couples and by highlighting the role that gender plays in relationships. A pro-feminist
approach emphasizes the safety of the women and the children (Bograd & Mederos,
1999; Leeder, 1994; Perez & Rasmussen, 1997; Trute, 1998). Conjoint therapy does not

begin until the physical abuse has stopped and the couple is prepared, in the absence of
violence, to address issues relevant to their relationship. The cessation of violence is key

to adverting the issue of therapeutic neutrality because stopping the violence is not a goal
of therapy and, subsequently the therapist cm support each of the individuals in the
relationship (Trute, 1998).

The current knowledge about domestic violence suggests that conjoint
counselling, in certain situations, can be an appropriate choice of treatment for several
reasons (Trute, 1998).The initial interventions designed to help battered women achieved
limited results because many of the women were not ready to leave their partner (Lipchik,
Sirles, & Kubicki, 1985; Magill & Werk, 1984). Evaluations of the effectiveness of
mandatory arrest and education groups revealed that the outcornes were less than
satisfactory (Lipchik et al., 1995). It is believed that approximately fifly percent of
women who stayed in shelters retumed to their abusive spouse and women tended to stay
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in abusive relationships even though they were advised by their therapist to leave
(Gefher & Pagelow, 1990; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). Many reports fiom abused
women indicate that they wanted to remain in the relationship, but that they wanted the
abusive behaviour to stop (Gefher & Pagelow, 1990; Leeder, 1994). Advocates of
conjoint therapy support the decision made by the woman IO remain in the relationship
and believe that treatment services should be extended to the women and their abusive
partnen (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Magill & Werk, 1985). Therefore, helping women

separate fiom their abusive partners appears to be a marginally successful intervention;
safe and effective therapy should be offered to couples who want to remain in the
relationship (Lipchuk et al., 1995; Trute, 1998).
Edleson and Tolman (1992) suggest that conjoint counselling can help the couple
repair aspects of the relationship that were damaged by the violence. Couple therapy
provides men with the opportunity to integrate positive changes in their behaviour that
could enable them to become more supportive partncrs. Also, the context of couple
therapy c m provide a safe setting for helping women articulate their negative feelings and
thoughts that resulted from the abuse. Another key relationship issue that could be
addressed is the emotional abuse that perpetraton often use afier the violence has
stopped. Emotional abuse can be an effective method of intimidation, even though, it
does not pose a threat to the physical safety of the woman (Leeder, 1994; Trute, 1998).
Couple therapy could also enable parents to provide a more positive environment
for iheir children if the marital relationship was non-violent. Children who witness
violence ofien experience difficultieswith their health, psychosocial development and
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persona1 relationships (Carlson, 1984). The impact on the development of these children
is profound considering that the research demonstrates that children who witness
domestic violence oAen have similar emotional and behavioural difficulties exhibited by
children who have been abused (Carlson, 1984; Gefher et al., 1989; Gefher & Pagelow,
1990; Karpel, 1994). Furthemore, children who witness violence tend to exhibit

behaviour that is characteristic of traditional gender role stereotypes (Carlson, 1984). For
example, girls are at high risk for exhibiting passive behaviours and somatic symptoms
whereas boys O Aen engage in aggressive behaviours, like tantmms and fighting with
peers (Carlson, 1984). Subsequently, these children are at greater risk for becoming
involved in abusive relationships as adults (Geffner & Pagelow, 1990; Trute, 1998). Boys
who witness domestic violence are much more likely to be physically abusive in an

intimate relationship than boys who did not see violence (Karpel, 1994). Also, girls who
see their rnothers being chronically assaulted rnay learn to believe that physical abuse is

an inevitable part of living in a family (Trute, 1998).
Trute ( 1998) indicates that the prospect of couple counselling may motivate
abusive men to participate in treatment services. Abusive men are usually reluctant to
attend treatment because they fail to perceive that they have any persona1 problems. In
spite of this, abusive men tend to feu the loss of their partner and this feu can potentially
be used to elicit the participation of men in treatment, when it is appropriate to do so.
Finally, conjoint therapy can provide support to the couple by facilitating a safe
separation if a decision is made to end the relationship (Bograd & Mederos, 1999;
Edleson & Tolman, 1992; Trute, 1998). It is advantageous to help couples separate safely,
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if this decision transpires during the course of couple therapy. Separating fiom an abusive
partner can place the woman in an extremely vulnerable position because the statistics
indicate that women are at the greatest nsk for violence when they attempt to leave an
abusive relationship. If emotional support is offered to the man,then the woman may be
able to safely leave the relationship. in fact, it has bern recommended that couple
counselling can provide a setting that is conducive for the partners to conciliate issues
like visitation and the division of marital property.
Issues in Couale Counselling

Several critical issues have been identified by Tmte (1 988) that should be
exarnined before couple therapy is initiated. To begin, it is important to clarify that
clinicians practicing in the area of domestic violence should be able to enact the roie as an
agent of "social control" and to engage clients to facilitate therapeutic change. Therapists
cm perform both roles concomitantly when intervening in situations of domestic

violence. The safety of the women and the children must be the predominant concem for
the therapist and couple therapy should not begin until the safety of the victims can be
assured. Group treatmeni interventions for men and women should be used to the point
where there is sufficient evidence to suggest that there are no threats to the woman's
physical safety. Couple counselling should be suspended if violence occurs or if the
therapist believes that the woman will be physically assaulted dunng treatment.
Another issue identified by Tmte is when couple counselling should be introduced
into the treatment process. A comprehensive approach to domestic violence involves
sequencing the implementation of group, individual and couple interventions throughout

two phases of treatment. The type of intervention selected is determined by safety
considerations. The goals of the fint phase of treatment are to help men assume
responsibility for their abusive behaviour and to encourage the women take the initiative
for their own safety. These goals are usually achieved through individual treatment and/or
separate treatment groups for men and wornen. The treatment objectives for men should
be the examination of their persona1 beliefs which are ofien based on patriarchal values
and the development of individual plans to assist with the expression of anger in non

violent ways. The treatment services for women should help build their sense of self
worth and encourage the creation of safety plans for themselves and their children. The
tirsi phase of treatment services should continue uniil ihere is evidence to suggest that the
physical assaults have stopped and that fear does not dominate the relationship.

The second stage of treatmcnt is marked by the beginning of conjoint therapy.
Conjoint therapy should be pursued aRer the violence has ended and when the woman
perceives she is safe. Also, both individuals should express an interest in improving the
relationship. Couples should address issues related to communication and conflict
resolution. If couples decided that they want to end the relationship, then the therapists
can provide support to both partners to facilitate a safe separation.

The use of a female-male CO-krapyteam in the provision of conjoint therapy is
another critical issue to explore because there are many advantages to using this approach
with heterosexual couples (Harris,1986). A female-male CO-therapyteam can collect data
when individual interviews are needed with each partner. This approach also enables the
assessment of gender patterns in the couple's interpersonal style of communication and
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their interaction with the therapists. The opportunity for the couple to communicate with
both fernale and male therapists can be a significant factor in the development of trust and
hannony when both spouses think their perspective will be understood. Clients c m also
gain support from "same-sexed" therapists to help them comfortably articulate their
emotional reactions and thoughts (Trute, 1998). Clients appear to be more accepting of
challenges to their values and behavioun thrt are raised by same sex therapists. It has
been suggested that male-female CO-therapistsprovide the couple with a mode1 for how to
positively resolve conflict because they are sensitive to the manner in which the members
of the therapy team interact (Keith & Whitaker, 1983; Napier & Whitaker, 1978; Papp.
1983). The style of conflict resolution demonstrated by the CO-therapistswill be carefully

observed by the family and this provides an opportunity for modelling respect and mutual
problem solving (Napier & Whitaker, 1978).
Assessment Criteria

The implementation of a pro-feminist approaches requires a comprehensive
assessrnent of at least six criteria to help detemiine if conjoint therapy is an appropriate

form of intervention (Trute, 1998).
The first criterion that should be exarnined is the risks to the physical safety of the
woman during the therapeutic process. The purpose of couple therapy is not to stop the

perpetrator's current use of violence and couple therapy should only be considered as an
option when the woman is reasonably safe From physical danger (Trute, 1998).individual
interviews should be conducted with the man and the woman to help detemine the
viability of couple work (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Leeder, 1994; Perez & Rasmussen,
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1997; Trute. 1998). Some of the key issues to explore with the man are the minimization

of the scriousness of his abusive acts, deflection of the responsibility of his behaviour

onto others and the existence of any current physically abusive behaviour. A protection or
non violence plan should be established and reinforced with the couple (Bograd &
Mederos, 1999; Edleson & Tolrnan, 1992; Gemier & Pagelow, 1990; Karprl, 1994;
Leeder, 1994; Magill & Werk, 1985; McGregor, 1990; Perez & Rasmussen, 1997; Trute.
1998; Weidman, 1986). The establishment of protection plans with couples is a technique

designed to prevent the re-occurrence of violence by helping them recognize the waming
signs that could lead to the escalation of an argument. If both partners can recognize the
warning signs of violence, then they can potcntially avoid an escalation of anger by
committing themselves to a non violence plan. Part of this plan is a time out technique
that involves the man physically rernoving himself from a situation when his anger is
escalating and subsequently, the woman's safety is reasonably assured. The time out
procedure is essential given that there is fiequently a honeymoon period aAer starting
therapy (Geffner & Pagelow, 1990; Karpel, 1994). Conversely, the woman needs to plan
for safety if she recognizes that her partner decides not to take a time out during an
escalation. A protection plan should include an agreement by the couple that police
involvement would be initiated for the purpose of laying charges if violence re-occurred
(Trute, 1998).
Trute (1998) suggests that an adequate period of time elapse between the 1 s t
incident of physical abuse and the beginning of conjoint therapy because the "cycle of
violence" is prevalent among couples with a history of domestic violence. A satisfactory

time interval is difficult to gage becaiise the arnount of time required to attain nonviolence in the relationship will be different for each couple. However. a three to six
month penod of non violence serves as an adequate guideline to establish safety. A
critical question with respect to safety is to assess if the perpetrator is attending therapy to
leam ncw behaviour or if his motivation is to keep the woman in the relationship.
The second criterion to be assessed is the senousness of the abuse that occurred in
the past. Perpetrators who are mild to moderately abusive are appropriate candidates for
couple therapy and perpetrators who use severe violence would usually not be considered
(Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Geffner et al., 1989; Gelles & Maynard, 1987; Goldner, 19%;
Taylor, 1984; Tmtc; 19%). Men who inflict severe physical damage to victims and/or
exhibit extreme behaviours, like killing pets, are generally not suitable for ccuple therapy.

These perpetrators could be provided with supports to help promote a safe separation, if
the decision to ieave is made by the wornan. The fear in the victims and the motivation
for the man to commit abusive acts should be carefully examined when attempting to
deternine the seriousness of the abusive behaviour in the relationsliip (Trute, 1998).
The third criterion that requires exploration is the degree of feu that dominates
the relationship and restricts the ability of the woman to make choices (Bograd &
Mederos, 1999; DeMaris & Swinford, 1996; Trute, 19%). The success of couple
treatment is contingent upon the ability of the couple to genuinely discuss matters related
to the relationship (Trute, 1998). Attempts to strengthen the relationship would be
ineffective if the woman was fearful of her partner and, subsequently, her ability to raise
relevant issues in therapy would be restricted (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Gefher &
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Pagelow, 1990; Star, et al., 1979; Trute, 1998). The f e u that abused woman have of their
partnen should not be minimized. Abused women often report that they remain with the
perpetrator because they are afiaid for their safety and the safety of their children. The
woman's perception of fear should be thoroughly assessed to help detemine if she is
ready to participate in conjoint therapy.
The fourth criterion identified by Tmte (1998) is the man's motivation for
committing abusive acts. It is essential to ascertain if the perpetrator has examined his
beliefs regarding women and gender roles because techniques that emphüsize anger
control are insufficient to prepare men for couple counselling. Abusive men's selfexamination of their value system is important because the opportunity to be introspective
allows men to identify sexist beliefs and help hem daim personal responsibility for their
attempts to control women.
Also, it is important to provide abusive men with education that reinforces the
concept that they are still at risk for being violent, even though they may not be currently
physically abusive (Trute, 1998). Education c m help abusive men recognize how their
patriarchal value system guides their behaviour and how to start assuming persona1
responsibility for their abusive actions. These are essential steps for abusive men to iake
if they wish to overcome their tendency to blarne others, in particular the victims, for their
violent behaviour (Edleson & Tolman, 1992; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). The risk for
violence is greater for men who have failed to intemalize respect for their partner and the
advantages of mutual problem solving (Tmte, 1998). Therefore, the determination of
eligibility for couple counselling is demonstrated by the recognition of the perpetrator that
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violence is unacceptable and he can assume responsibility for his abusive behaviour.
The fifth critenon that requires assessrnent is the nature of the couple's
relationship (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Tmte, 1998). The positive aspects of the couple's
relationship should be identified to help determine the extent of healthy bonding and
mutual caring. The couple should be able to articulate their cornmitment to improving
their relationship. in some cases, the couple may have children and are no longer invested
in maintaining their mamiage, but as parents, they may have a strong emotional
connection to the children (Trutc, 1998). Afler the physical abuse has stopped, it is
appropriate to provide conjoint thenpy to these families for the purpose of improving
parent ing and addressing relationship issues between the parents as a second therapeut ic
objective.
The sixth cnterion should be an exploration of mental health issues and substance
abuse by the couple (Taylor, 1994). People who demonstrate signs of serious personality
disorders and psychosis are not appropriate referrals for couple therapy (Hansen &
Goldenberg, 1993; Tnite, 1998). Furthemore, it has been documented that the abuse of
alcohol is a relatively cornmon factor in situations of domestic violence (Bograd &
Mederos, 1999; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993; Karpel, 1994; Leeder, 1994). The use of
alcohol is not a justification for violence, however it is a mitigating factor that increases
the nsk for violence and the consumption of alcohol should be stopped before couple
therapy proceeds.
Pro-Feminist Models

Three pro-feminist models designed for the provision of couple counselling are
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discussed. Al1 of the approaches prioritize the safety of the victims and descnbe the
optimal conditions under which couple counselling should be initiated.

The pro-feminist mode1 proposed by Leeder (1994) provides treatment to the
abused woman, the perpetrator, the couple and the farnily through a three stage process.
The sequencing of treatment for each part of the farnily is determined by the
circumstances of the individual and the therapist's assessment of the level of risk to the
victim. This approach is not appropnate if there is a high probability that the victim could
be injured during therapy and if the perpetrator refuses to engage in treatment.

The first stage of treatment is marked by the engagement process which involves
individual counselling for the perpetrator and the abuscd woman. The objectives of
individual work with the man are to explore farnily of origin issues, prornote individual
responsibility for his violent behaviour and develop anger management strategies, like
time outs.
individual counselling with the woman centers on developing a safety plan and
teaching the skills necessary to implement her plan. The message that the woman does
not deserve the abuse and that her partner's use of violence is a choice is reinforced. The
woman must have a safety plan in place at this point or individual therapy with the

abusive m m cannot begin.

The focus of the second stage of treatment illustrates how traditional role values
influence abusive dynamics in the relationship by educating the man and the woman on
the process of gender socialization. The man is taught that gender socialization sanctions
the use of male violence as a means of control. This is designed to broaden his
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understanding that the use violence is a choice and to reinforce that he can leam non
violent ways of expressing anger. The man leams assertive communication skills and
explores the consequences of his physically abusive behaviour. He is advised of the legal
consequences of using physically abusive behaviour to help reiterate that violence is
unacceptabie and a criminal act.
It is explained to the woman that gender socialization has taught her to assume the
role of the prirnary caregiver in the relationship. The extent to which these values have
influenced her decision to remain with her partner are explored. The woman is
encouraged to stop assuming responsibility for her paner's abusive behaviour and to
ful fiIl some of her individual needs in the relationship.
The third stage in the treatment process involves conjoint therapy if the man has
successfully achieved the objectives in the preceding stages and there are no overt safety
risks to the woman. The interventions at this stage include improving the couple's
communication patterns and reinforcing safety and protection plans. The children are
often included in therapy at this stage to help them cope with the impact of the violence.
The farnily is seen together and safety plans are negotiated with each family member that
stipulate what action should be taken if violence occurs again. Safety is further reinforced

by the participation of the couple's extended family members and fiiends in sessions to
help set limits on the abusive man's behaviour. Strateg-ies are developed that allow for the
couple's family and fiends to intervene before any abusive behaviour occurs. The
presence of a supportive network can decrease the social isolation of the woman and
strengthen her ability to enact her safety plan.
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Perez and Rasmussen (1997) discuss a prevention prograrn designed for couples
who have engaged in minor incidents of physical aggression, like pushing and are at nsk
for escalating to more severe forms of violence. The philosophy of this prograrn is based
on the belief that inequality stemming from gender differences contributes to power
discrepancies in relationships. Relationship issues are not addressed until the safety of the
woman can be reasonably assured. Couple therapy is stopped if the abusive behaviour
does not decrease or if an incident of violence occurs during treatment. Individual
counselling is provided to each partner until they begin separate treatment groups. The
prevention mode1 consists of three phases.
The fint phase involves as assessrnent of the nature and frequency of aggressive
behaviours in the relationship. The women and men are interviewed separately in order to
obtain a more accurate assessnient of the abusive dynamics in the relationship. Separate
interviews also enhance the ability of the therapist to formulate safety and protection
plans with the couple.
The objective of the second phase is to develop a treatment plan with the couple
to address signs of ambivalence rrlated to changing abusive behaviours. It is common for
the women to minimize the nsks to their safety and for the men to rationalize their
abusive behaviours at the begiming of treatment. The minimization of the abuse suggests
that the couple is ambivalent about changing their behaviour in the sense that the women
may not execute their safety plans and the men are not assuming hl1 responsibility for

their abusive actions. The process of negotiating a treatrnent plan not only clarifies the
expectations for therapy, but also h e l p demonstrate that interventions that address abuse

can ameliorate their presenting problems.
The third phase is the implementation of interventions based on a Bowenian
approach which implies that enhancing the couples' capacity for autonomous functioning
will reduce the risk of violence. A key objective of treatment is to promote self
differentiation to increase the couples' ability to think rationally and to decrease the
emotional reactivity in their relationship. The other objectives focus on helping the couple
internalize the belief that violent behaviour is unacceptable and developing non abusive
strategies to resolve conflict.
The pro- feminist approach to couple counselling described by Bograd and

Mederos (1999) provides an assessment Framework to detect domestic violence and to
determine the feasibility of couple work. The authors assert that couples do not always
disclose violence and that therapists should detemine if there is abuse in the relationship
bcfore couple work is initiated. Part of the assessment process involves sequencing
interviews to minimize the escalation of violence and to promote the safety of the
women.
The assessment process begins by interviewing the couple to identify the affective
qualities of the relationship that reflect areas of positive functioning, reciprocal empathy
and cornmitment to each other. hquiries about domestic violence should not be pursued

because the disclosure of physical abuse places the woman at risk for a retaliatory assault.
AAer the conjoint interview, individual meetings with the man and the woman should be
conducted to assess for domestic violence. A primary objective of the individual meetings
is to detennine the extent of danger to the woman and to evaluate the potential for life
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threatening violence. The following facton indicate life threatening violence: substance
abuse, a history of spousal abuse and/or violence to others, extreme acts of violence,
threats to harm or kill the woman and stalking behaviours. If the man reveals that he has
been violent, then the therapist needs to explore his motivation to change his abusive
behaviour. Safety planning should be completed with the woman and her social support
network should be assessed. The woman should also be infomed of legal options, like

restraining orders.
Once violence has been identified, couple counselling should only be considered
if certain conditions are met. The woman must chose to enter therapy and not be
pressured by her partner to attend. The man should voluntarily participate in therapy
because his motivation to change is doubtful if he is mandated to attend. The man must
assume responsibility for his abusive behaviour and the woman cannot blarne herself or
believe that she deserved the abuse. Couple therapy is unadvisable if the man blames his
partner for his abusive behaviour and the woman feels that she deserves the abuse. The
violence should not be an entrenched pattern and consist of minor incidents that have not
resulted in injury to the woman. Couple work would be suspended if any violence
occurred during therapy. Furthemore, the identification of one of the preceding risk
facton indicative of life threatening violence wouid result in the rlimination of couple
counselling as an option, even if the history of physical abuse has been absent or minor.

Thera~euticIssues
Couples with a history of domestic violence typically struggle with four issues.
One issue relates to the propensity of couples, who have expenenced violence, to be
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overwhelmed with emotion and these emotions are oflen expressed intensely d u h g
therapy. The perpetrator may have powerful feelings of anger and the victim may be
overcome with fear (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). The couple may be unable to
accurately perceive their emotional states and patterns of interaction if the emotional
intensity between them is ovenvhelming. The primary task of the therapist is io çrraie a
safe environment to enable the expression of feelings while minimizing the potential for

an escalation of emotional tension (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993; Walker L., 1986).
Venting anger or any other inappropriate expression of emotional is counterproductive
with couples who have a history of domestic violence (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993).
The discussion of two topics has the potential to generate emotional intensity
between the couple. The fint is the discussion between each partner to help identify their
persona1 triggers for anger and their perception of what sets off their partner's anger
(Weidman, 1986).The intent of this discussion is to a create awareness of the patterns of
behaviour that led to violence. The therapist needs to intervene by de-escalating emotions
if the couple starts to re-enact old fights (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993; Weidman, 1986).

The second is the treatment of family of origin issues (Edleson & Tolman, 1992). It is

highly likely that the men have experienced domestic violence as children in their
families and, subsequently, farnily of origin issues may need to be addressed. This tends
to be a highly sensitive ana for couples to discuss because each partner may reveal
vulnerabilities that makes them feel emotionally exposed. Family of origin work should
be undertaken when a supportive therapcutic context for the couple has been established.

Also, therapeutic efforts should be directed towards helping the couple establish
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healthy boundaries. Couples in abusive relationships seem to struggle with separateness
and tend to be enmeshed with each other (Newton, 1981). The presence of enmeshed

boundaries O ften results in each partner reacting emotionally to the other which limits
their ability to rationally resolve confiict (Perez & Rasumussen, 1997). Couples should be
encouraged to decrease their emotionai reactivity and to assume more parsonal
responsibility for their behaviour.
Furthemore, treatment should expand the alternatives of behaviour for the couple
(Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993).The man should leam that he has other ways to behave
rather than just abusively; the woman should realize that she has alternatives to
participating in an abusive pattern and that she can choose roles other thm the victim.
The enhancement of "interpersonal relations" and "gender equality" should be

promoted in treatment (Tnite, 1998). This could involve each partner developing
assertive communication skills and examining the detrimental impact violence has on
their relationship (Trute, 1998; Weidman, 1986). Also, treatment should promote the
ability of the couple to engage in mutual problem solving techniques that focus on
collaborative efforts.
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CHAPTER 3. THE PRACTICUM SITE AND PROCEDURES

Historv

The Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre (EHCC)is a mental health training c h i c
operated by the University of Manitoba and located in the core area of downtown
Winnipeg. The mandate of the EHCC is to provide accessible treatment services that are
sensitive to the cultural and socio-economic conditions of the families living in the core
area. The EHCC also provides opportunities for students in the mental health professions,
like social work and psychology, to develop a culturally sensitive approach to clinical
practice. Most academic programs for mental health professionals does not involve
training for intervention with core area families. Clinicians should be sensitive to the
systcmic problems, like poverty, discrimination and inadequate housing, that core area
families tend to experience. Clinical treatment for these families should involve a multidisciplinary approach and accessible service. Consequently, the EHCC was created to
help address the problerns associated with the provision of service to core area families
and student training in mental health. The funding for the EHCC is provided by the

Manitoba Department of Family Services.
Setting

This practicum was part of the Couple's Counselling Project offered at the EHCC.
The Couple's Project is a specialized program that provides "second stage therapy"
(Trute, 1998) to couples who have a history of domestic violence in their relationships.

The clinical sessions with clients were conducted at the EHCC. Written consent
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to video tape sessions was obtained fiom each client before therapy began. in addition, a
verbal explanation about the video taping procedure was given to each client for further
clarification of the consent Forms. Conjoint therapy was the primary intervention of the
practicum. individual sessions with female and male clients were also conducted to assess
the appropriateness of initiating conjoint therapy. lndividual sessions were also provided
to augment couple therapy. The goal of intervention was to see each couple for a one hour
session per week for a minimum of five to six weeks.
The members of the advisory committee were Dr. Bany Trutc, Dr. Diane
Hiebert-Murphy and David Charabin. All of the members of the advisory committee are
affiliated with the Faculty of Social Work. Dr. Trute was the prirnary clinical supervisor.
Dr. Hiebert-Murphy is a faculty member and David Charabin is the Director of the

EHCC. The advisory committee approved the practicum proposal in October 1996. The
committee members provided support and direction throughout the practicum experience.
Su~ervision

Clinical supervision was provided by Dr.Trute. The arnount of supervision
provided depended on the size of the client caseload and the need for clinical direction. in
general, the arnount of supervision ranged from one to four hours per week. Three types
of supervision were provided. Individual supervision involved case discussion and the
review of sessions with individual clients. Live supervision occurred when Dr. Trute
observed the session fiom behind a one way mirror. The primary advantage of live
supervision was that the non- verbal expression, like body language and voice tone, of the
therapists and the emotional process of the session seemed more apparent live than on the
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video tapes. Also, Dr. Trute provided supervision by participating in some sessions as a
CO-therapistwhich allowed this therapist the opportunity to observe his clinical skills
(e.g., formulating systemic questions and re-frarning presenting problems). Joint

supervision consisted of case discussion and the review of video taped sessions with the
CO-therapistand me. Segments of the tape were reviewed and discussioii focussd oii
clinical themes. interventions and practica issues. Similar discussions also occurred about
couples without reviewing the video tapes. Dr. Trute also assessed the skills and style of
interaction of the CO-therapistsand provided many suggestions to improve the
effectiveness of the team.
Co-thera~vTeam

The CO-therapytearn consisted of myself and a fellow social work student, Lome
Sirota. One advantage to a CO-therapyapproach was that we could provide each other
with support and collaborate efforts to develop comprehensive assessments and
intervention strategies. We atternpted to equally share the workload by dividing the intake

and administrative tasks. We met prior to each session to discuss the dynarnics of the
cases and to plan intervention strategies for the session. Video tapes of each session were
reviewed to assess the couple's body language, emotional expression and communication
patterns. We were also cognizant of our functioning as a CO-therapyteam and efforts were
made to track our intervention style and non-verbal communication. Any issues related to
the couples and the development of the CO-therapyteam were raised for discussion during
supervision.
One of the reasons conjoint therapy was delivered by a female-male team was to
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enhance our ability to establish an alliance with the same gender clients (Trute, 1998).
This was achieved through meeting with the sarne gender client pnor to the start of
couple work to assess safety issues and to develop protection plans. We also supported,
validated, confronted and sat across fiom the same gender client to further strengthen the
alliance.

Pre and Post Measurement
Pre-and post-test measures were administered to the couples who participated in
therapy to enhance the assessrnent process and to help detemine the success of the
interventions. The measures improved my understanding of the couple's perception of the
problems and the strengths in iheir relationships. The Marital Satisfaction Inventory
(MSI) and the Hudson scales that measure physical and non-physical aspects of abuse
were the two scales that were administered to each couple when appropriate. Pre-test
measures were obtained for al1 of the couples in the practicum. However, it was not
possible to collect measures from al1 of the couples at the end of treatment. Somc couples
did not attend their 1 s t scheduled appoinmients and the post-test measures could not be
administered.
The MSI is a self report measure that delineates the nature and intensity of the
marital problems for each individual in critical areas of their relationship (Synder, 1981).
Each partner identifies their perception of the relationship by responding to each of the

280 MSI questions with a true or false answer. The 280 questions are separated into I I
independent measures. These measures are identifed as the conventionalization, global
distress, affective communication, problem-solving communication, time together,
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disagreement about finances, sexual dissatisfaction, role orientation, farnily history of
distress, dissatisfaction with children and confiict over child rearing scales (Synder,
1981). With the exception of the conventionalization and role orientation scales, high
scores on the 9 other scales suggest proportional levels of discontent wiih the specific
attribute of the relationship measured.
The psychometric properties of the MSI are strong (Synder, 1981). Each of the 1 I
subscales have established strong intemal consistency and test-retest reliability.
Cronbach's alpha coefficients of intemal consistency for the 1 1 scales have a mean coefficient of .88 which confirms a high b e l of intemal consistency of the individual
scales. The test-retest reliability coefficients suggest high temporal stability of the scales
with a mean correlation of 39.
The Hudson scales were used to measure each individual's perception of the
physical and non-physical abuse that shelhe received and delivered in a relationship
(Fischer & Corcoran, 1994). The Physical Abuse of Partner Scale (PAPS),the Partner
Abuse Scale: Physical (PASPH), Partner Abuse Scale: Non-Physical (PASNP) and the
Non-Physical Abuse of Partner Scale (NPAPS) were the Hudson scales administered to
the couples. Each of these scales consist of twenty-five items and each item is rated on a

7 point scale (Bloom, Fischer, & Orme, 1995). The numerical values for an item c m
range fiom 1 to 7 with a value of 1 indicating that the item never occurs and 7 means that
the item occurs al1 of the time (Bloorn et al., 1995). Each Hudson scale can generate
scores hom O to 100 (Hudson, 1992). There is a positive relationship between the scores
and the magnitude of the pmblem. More specifically, higher scores suggest a greater
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severity of the problem measured (Bloom et al., 1995). The Hudson scales have shown
excellent psychornetric characteristics (Bloom et al., 1995). In the Walmer Assessment
Scales Sconng Manual (1992), it is reported that these scales consistently attained an
Alpha coefficient of .90 or greater for reliability and validity coefficients of .60 or higher
for content, construct and factorial validity.

lnlake Process
It was a slow and oRen hstrating process to fmd couples that were appropriate
candidates for the practicum. Many attempts were made to elicit refenals fkom
comrnunity agencies like Ma Mawi Wi Chi Itata, Child and Family Services, the Parole
Board and Comrnunity Youth and Correctional Services. Community Youth and
Correctional Services was targeted for referrals. They provide educational group
programs for men who have been convicted of domestic assault and this intervention
should prepare men for the next stage of treatment which is conjoint therapy.
informational meetings that expiained the philosophy and intake criteria for this
practicum were held with staff representatives fiom Community Youth and Correctional
Services as a way to generate referrals.
Unfortunately, the response fiom the community agencies was poor and the main
source of refemls for this practicum was direct contact by the clients. The other referrals
were initiated from lawyers and social worken in the child welfare system. The primary
consideration in determining the eligibility of couples for conjoint therapy was the safety
of the women and children. Four criteria sewed as a pideline to help detemine the
extent of the safety risks involved with the couples' relationships before conjoint therapy
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was initiated (Trute, 1998). The first criterion was that a sufficient penod of time must

have elapsed between the last incident of violence and the beginning of conjoint therapy.
It was difiicult to standardize a satisfactory interval that measured the time between the

last violent incident and the initiation of conjoint therapy because each couple is different.
Subsequently, a three to six month period of non-violence was ycneraily acczpted as ari
appropriate time frame. The second cntenon was that the perpetrator was expected to
assume responsibility for his violent behaviour by not blarning others and to acknow ledge
the seriousness of his abusive behaviour. The man also needed to demonstrate that he
could control his anger by using techniques like time outs or positive self talk. The third
criterion was that the women were expected to complete a safety plan to help rninimize
any risks that could result from their partners failing to adhere to their control plans. The

fourth criterion involved an exploration of the women's motivation to participate in
conjoint therapy to help assess the extent to which she was committed to remaining in the
relationship. The safety of the woman could be jeopardized if she was coerced by the
perpetrator to attend therapy with the intent of saving the relationship. Furthemore, the
woman could not speak honestly in therapy if she feared retaliation fiom her partner for
discussing the relationship in session.

The intake process involved the application of the preceding four critena to
detemine the suitability of the couples for conjoint therapy. Telephone contact was first
initiated with the couple to identiS, their history of violence, the potential risks to the
woman's safety and their motivation for therapy. It was important to determine if there
were outstanding assault charges because the couple may have been interested in therapy
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for the purpose of appeasing the courts. If the couple seemed genuinely motivated and the
nsks to the woman's safety appeared to be minimal, then separate individual meetings

were set up for the couple. 1 conducted the meeting for the women and the CO-therapist
interviewed the men.The nsks to the woman's safety were further explored and a safety
plan was cornpieid wilh lier. Tlie iniui's ability to t&e responsibility for his violent
behaviour and his commitment to a control plan was assessed. Couples did not proceed to
conjoint therapy unless it was determined that this was a safe and appropriate fonn of
intervention. Before conjoint therapy began, a session was held with the couple to review
their protection plans and to discuss treatment goals. Separate interviews were initiated
dunng the course of conjoint treatment if the woman's safety appeared to be at risk.
nie intake process was critical in helping to determine wbich couples seemed

appropnate for conjoint therapy. The telephone screening eliminated most of the referrals.
The reasons most frequently cited for not wanting service were the couple had separated,
the situation that prompted the referral had been resolved or only one of the partners
wanted treatment. Some of the couples were contacted by telephone several tirnes and
they did not retum these calls. in some cases, intake meetings were set up for couples and
they did not attend. The reasons for not attending the intake meeting wcre similar to those

given by the clients who refused service over the telephone. Al1 of the clients who were
contacted by telephone were informed of options such as individual counselling,
obtaining marital therapy at a later time and accessing other cornrnunity resources.

The outcome of the intake process was the participation of five couples in the
practicum. Al1 of the couples had a history of domestic violence, but the case snidies of
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only three couples were chosen for presentation in this paper. These couples wsre
selected because the dynamics of their relationships were the best representation of the
population of domestic violence. One couple was not selected because the focus in
tlierapy primarily addressed the conflict between them and their adolescent children. We
specuiated that the parents may have displaced the tension of their relationship through
identifjmg the children as the problem in the farnily (Minuchin, 1974; Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). However, the confiict between the parents and children was intense and
we did not progress beyond this issue. We were unable to explore the preceding

hypothesis because we were limited by time. The other couple was not selected because
their motivation to attend therapy appeared disingenuous. The husband was charpd with
domestic assault and he was prohibited from living with his wife. This couple wanted to
attend therapy to determine the viability of a reconciliation. They attended only three
conjoint sessions and then ended therapy because the woman decided to obtain a divorce.

The couples presented in this paper each attended individual sessions for an assessment
of safety risks and the completion of protection planning. One couple required more than
one individual session prior to b e g i ~ i n gcouple therapy. The number of conjoint sessions
that the couples attended ranged fiom five to twelve. Two couples terminated therapy

before the practicum was completed. One of these couples tenninatea therapy because
they were satisfied with the changes that they made in treatrnent. The other couple ended
therapy because they seemed resistant to addressing issues that were relevant in couple
work. Therapy for the third couple was tenninûted when the practicum was completed.

CHAPTER 4. LAURA AND JASON

Demonraohic Profile
Laura and Jason were involved in a comrnon Iaw relationship for six months.
They went out for approximateiy nine months before they started to live topiher. They

were in their early twenties. Laura was working part time and attending evening classes to
complete grade twelve. Jason was participating in a job training program.
Laura contacted the EHCC to request couple counselling to address the domestic
violence in her relationship with Jason. She was pregni.int and they wanted to deal with
issues related to the violence before the baby was bom. This couple was living with
Jason's family until they found their own place. Jason's family consisted of his rnother,
Jenny and two brothers. Laura and Jason each attended three individual sessions and five

conjoint sessions.
We decided to provide therapy to this couple even though Jason appeared to be at

risk for being physically abusive to Laura. They required immediate treatment becausc the
pregnmcy could contribute to the stress in their relationship and intensify the nsks to
Laura's safety. Laura and Jason needed to address individual issues related to abusive
behaviour and substance abuse before couple therapy could begin. Consequently, we
fomulated a therapeutic contract with this couple that stipulated that we would provide
individual therapy if they addressed their violent behaviour and theu substance abuse
problem. We agreed to provide Laura and Jason with conjoint therapy if they met the
behavioural expectations identified in the contract.
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Our involvement with Laura and Jason was limited to five conjoint sessions. Our
focus was on helping this couple develop assertive communication skills to minimize the
risk of abusive behaviour in the relationship. It seemed that if this couple could resolve
confiict in positive ways, then their relationship may become more stable which would
provide a safer environment for Laura and the baby.
This couple decided to end therapy before the practicum was completed. Their
decision coincided with a number of positive changes related to them establishing a
stronger identity as a couple. They chose not to continue to live Jason's mother and they
found their own apartment. Jason also started a new job which provided them with more
financial independence. They achieved some success in therapy by improving their
communication skills. It seemed appropnate that they ended therapy because they
required some time to internalize the changes that they made. We encouraged this couple
to initiate contact with the EHCC if they wished to pursue counselling in the future.
History of Violence

The first incident of violence occurred when Laura and Jason were drinking.
They had an argument that escalated to the point where he pushed her onto the couch.

Laura responded by slapping him in the face. Laura tried to leave the house, but Jason
blocked her way by standing in front of the door. Jason's mother intervened and Laura

left the house for a few hours. Jason claimed that Laura was always hitting him and he
retaliated with force to defend himself. Laura said that Jason encouraged her to hit him
and then he would justify his abusive behaviour by saying that he acted in self defence.

The second incident of violence occurred shortly aAer the first episode. Laura and
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Jason were out drinkiiig with a group of kiends and he became angry with her. He called
her derogatory names and pushed her face with his hand. Laura becarne angry and went to
stay at her fnend's place. She was womed that Jason was capable of senously injunng
her when he was drinking. She indicated that she would leave the relationship if Jason
resumed drinking. Jason expressed frustration with thrir constant arguing and said hr

would not remain in the relationship if the arguing did not subside.
Familv of Orinin

Laura was adopted at birth by a matemal aunt because her mother was too young
to parent. Laura had conflicted feelings about her adoptive family. She had a distant
relationship with her adoptive mother, but she was close to her adoptive siblings. She
disliked her adoptive father. She described him as an alcoholic and emotionally abusive
to her and to other family memben. Laura's mother and grandmother visited her in her
adoptive home, but she did not discover their true identities until she was twelve years
old.

When Laura tumed thirteen, she decided to live with her mother against the
wishes of her matemal aunt. Laura thought that living with her mother would bring them
closer together. However, she was extremely disappointed with the way their relationship
evolved. Laura was left alone for days without food because her mother would be out

drinking. They would argue when Laura asked her mother to stop drinking and to spend
more time with her. These arguments sometimes escalated to the point where L a m
would be physically assaulted by her mother. Laura lefi her mother and went to reside

with an uncle and his wife. Laura enjoyed her new living arrangements, but her uncle
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asked her to leave because she was regularly using drugs and missing school. Laura went
to live with her oldest adoptive sister who did not oppose her use of drugs or her decision
to quit school. Laura maintained contact with her adoptive family and biological mother.
Laura's relationship with her biological mother appeared to be characterized by penods of
conflict that involved Laura terminating contact and then initiating a reconciliation.
Jason grew up in an environment charactenzed by violence. Jason's father
physically abused his mother, Jenny, and she divorced him when Jason was five yean

y
another man who was an alcoholic and
old. About six years later, J e ~ remarried
physically abusive to her. J e ~ abused
y
alcohol during this time, but she no longer drinks.
Jason's step-father also physically abused him and his brothers. He described a chaotic
home environment after his mother divorced his step-father. Jason's brothers did not
listen to his mother and there were oRen physical fights between him and his brothers.
Jason's aggressive behaviour also occurred outside of the family. He had a history of
initiating physical fights with peers in the community. Jason, who was the oldest child,
tried to help his mother by telling his brothers to listen to her. Jason described his mother
as caring and he frequently relied on her support to help him with his problems. He has
no contact with his biological father or siep-father.
Laura was introduced to Jason by one of her sister's fnends. Laura and Jason went
out for approximately nine months and they expenenced four separations and
reconciliations during this time. They decided to live together when Laura became
pregnant, but due to financial problems, they resided with his mother and two brothers.
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Assessment

The exposure to alcoholism and emotional abuse in Laura's adoptive family likely

contributed to her feeling helpless and developing a poor sense of self esteem. She may
have trkd to escape the emotional abuse in her adoptive home by moving in with her
mother and developing a close bond with her. However, this relationship seemed to
involve a reversal of the parent and child roles because Laura assumed responsibility for
the welfare of her mother. The reversal of roles likely contributed to Laura and her
mother developing an enmeshed relationship because this situation suggested that Laura's
mother was emotionally dependent on her daughter (Minuchin, 1974). It appeared that the
enmeshed boundary between Laura and her mother was perpetuated by Laura di stancing
when she was angry and by pursuing when she wanted closeness.
Jason was also raised in a chaotic environment where he likely felt extremely

angry and powerless most of the time. He likely learned to be violent fiom being
physically abused and fiom witnessing his mother being assaulted. Issues of COdependency between Jason and Jenny seemed to exist. There appeared to be an unspoken
expectation held by Jenny that Jason, as her oldest son, should act as a disciplinarian
because there was no father in the farnily. Jason would have lacked the developmental
capacity and authority to execute the role of disciplinarian with his siblings. He may have
internalized hstration and anger fiom being unable to hilfill the role of the father figure.
The blumng of familial roles between Jason iuid his mother was further revealed by his
dependence on her to solve his personal problems. This dynamic suggested that Jenny and
Jason related to each other as pars instead of parent and cMd.
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Subsequently, Jason and Laura appeared to have an enrneshed relationship that
was characterized by chronic conflict over their struggle to control each other (Minuchin,
1974). The emotional reactivity between Jason and Laura was high and this seemed to

trigger either distancing or pursuing behavioun (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). They also
experienced difficuity with estabiishing their reiationship as a couple becausr of the
connict that Jason's loyalty to his family created.
Power
-

There appeared to be a pattern ofevents that lead to an escalation of violence.

Laura and Jason would argue and he would then go to the bar. He would retum home
intoxicated and try to resume the argument with Laura by calling her derogatory names
and insulting her. She would attempt to ignore him by going into another room. He would

follow her and continue his verbal attack. Jason had the potential to escalate and
physically assault Laura in these situations.
Also, Laura used violence against Jason in two situations. in some circumstances,
she would initiate violence by hitting or spitting at Jason. He would respond by retaliating
with a physical assault or he would tell her to stop. In other situations, Jason would
antagonize Laura by repeatedly telling her to hit him. When she did assault him, he would
hit back and justify his behaviour by stating that she hit him first.
Laura would stop speaking to Jason after he physically assaulted her. He would
apologize and promise not to hit her again; she would forgive him. If Laura initiated the
violence, she would stop speaking to Jason and he would apologize by uying to be
affectionate with her,
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Once Jason stopped being physically abusive, he tried to control Laura by
demanding that she listen to him and follow his orders. Laura refused to comply and he
found this hstrating because he thought that he was acting in her best interests. For
exarnple, Jason wanted Laura to attend school to improve herself and he created a rule

whiçh siipulaird tIiat she had to altend or slie could not go oui. Laura disagrrd w itli Iiim
and they argued over the preceding rule. Jason told Laura that he was going to leave her if
she did not comply with this rule. He also told her that if she was not pregnant, he would
leave her for another woman because he could not tolerate their constant arguing.
Laura, in tum, would attempt to control Jason by expecting him to follow the
demands that she issued. For example, Laura ofien wanted to borrow money from J e ~ y ,
but she felt uncomfortable asking her directly. Laura would insist that Jason ask J e ~ for
y
the money. Jason would refuse and tell Laura that she should rsk his mother for the
money. Laura would get angry and stop talking to him. Laura's reaction made Jason very
uncomfortable and he would oflen give in and ask his mother for the money to avoid
dealing with her anger.
Laura and Jason often involved his family in their arguments. Jason would tell one
of his brothers that he was angry at Laura. Jason's brother would side with him and the

two of then would proceed to argue with Laura. Laura would ofien get Jemy to help her
argue her point of view to Jason.
At the begiming of therapy, this couple often argued in sessions which revealed
the dynamics of their interaction when they were angry. Laura would not speak and she
often looked at the floor. Jason reacted by raising his voice and demanding that Laura
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talk. Laura would maintain her silence and he would then express his hstration with her
"st ubbom" behaviour. When Laura did speak, the discussion between her and Jason
usually resulted in an exchange of insults. A similar pattern occurred when they were not
angry. Jason tended to verbally dominate Laura in sessions and he frequently answered
questions that were directad io her. Laura spob reluctantly and rarely interrupied wlieii

Jason was speaking.
Assessment

The prevalence of violence between Laura and Jason implied that their
relationship was highly volatile. The risk to Laura's safety appeared imminent because
Jason's ability to control his anger was limited which implied that lie could quickly
escalate to the point of being physically abusive. He also perpetrated third party assaults
which further revealed that he had inadequate control of his anger. Also, his
rationalization of violence as self defence against Laura suggested that his motivation to
control his anger was minimal. The use of alcohol by Jason further minimized his ability
to contain his anger. Laura's fear that Jason could senously h m her if he was drinking
reinforced the helplessness that she probably experienced when she saw him escalating.
Laura's physically abusive behaviour to Jason was inappropriate, but she was much
smaller than hirn and the possibility of her harming him was minimal. The tendency of
this couple to physically abuse each other may have been a consequence of violence being
normalized fiom their exposure to domestic violence, alcoholism and physical abuse in
their family of origins.
Although Jason stopped physically assaulting Laura, he attempted to dominate her
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through emotionally abusive behaviour. He was verbally abusive to her and threatened to
leave her when he was angry. Jason telling Laura that he only stayed with her because she
was pregnant implied that he blamed her for not having any choices which minimized his

contribution to the problems in the relationship. Laura attempted to control Jason's
behaviour by not speaking io him. This seemrd effcctivc to thc cxtcnt that he would oAen
apologize, even if he was not at fault, because he could not tolerate her silence. In fact,
one of the unwritten rules in their relationship seemed to be that Jason was always
responsible for apologizing because there appeared to a pattern where Laura distanced
afler an argument and Jason pursued her forgiveness. This couple's stmggle to dominate
each other ernoiionally may have been one way for them to gain some control over their
feelings of powerlessness that originated in their chaotic families.
Laura and Jason demonstrated poor self di fferentiation and a high degree of
emotional fusion by their persistent efforts to control each other (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998). The fusion in their relationship was further exemplified by the triangulation of his

family into their arguments (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). The triangulation of his family
into this couple's relationship indicated that Jason and Laura felt relatively powerless and
they required the support of an ally to help them assert their opinions. The interference by
Jason's family likely weakened the ability of this couple to resolve their differences
together which, in tum, rnay have sustained their pattern of seeking control through
power.

Trust
The trust in this couple's relationship seemed to be compromised by their history
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of substance abuse and Jason's strong sense of loyalty to his family. Laura and Jason
admitted that they both had extensive histories of abusing substances which contributed
to the tension between them. They suspected each other of relapsing, even though they
had maintained sobriety for a few months. Jason found it difficult to believe thnt Laura
would stay sober because she had lied to him about quitting in the past. Laiira thocight

that Jason would relapse and she believed that her safety was in greater jeopardy when he
was intoxicated. Jason claimed that Laura tried to stop him fiom socializing with fnends
to prevent him from drinking. For example, she did not want Jason to play sports because
she thought his team members would convince him to drink with them aRer the garnes.
Jason was very loyal to his family and this created tension between him and

Laura. One example of this tension was illustrated by their stniggle to detemine if
Jason's younger brother, Stan, could live with them. Jason and Laura were looking for
their own place and Jenny wanted Stan to live with them because of their conflictual
relationship. Laura was opposed to this arrangement because Stan refused to follow the
rules set by Jenny and she thought that his defiant behaviour would be an additional
source of stress on her relationship with Jason. Jason, as the oldest child, felt obligated to

assume responsibility for his brother. He was mgry at Laura because he thought that she
was forcing hirn to choose between her and his brother. Jason wanted Stan to live with

them for a trial period to detemine if he could follow the rules. and if he failed to
comply, then Jason would ask him to leave.
Jason's loyalty to his family was hirther revealed by his sense of betrayal
whenever Laura and his brothers teamed up against him. Jason's feeling were hurt when
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Laura and his brothers "ganged up" on him for the purpose of insulting and laughing at
him. Laura did not believe that this behaviour hurt his feelings because Jason and his
brothers were often verbally abusive to her.

Assessmen t
The lack of mist rcsulting fiom thcir history of substance abuse seemed to affect
Laura more than it did Jason. Laura appeared to be very fearful of Jason drinking which
implied that his potential to senously injure her was greater when he was intoxicated.
Subsequently, one of the ways that Laura tried to protect herself was to control Jason by
minimizing the opportunities that he had to drink. Also, her sense of secunty in the
relationship may have been further compromised by his constant threats to leave the
relationship. Jason did not tnist that Laura could maintain sobriety either. Unlike Laura,
Jason did not fear for his physical safcty if she relapsed.
The tnist in this couple's relationship was further compromised by Jason's

struggle to separate emotionally From his family and to establish an intimatc relationship
with Laura (Mc Goidiick & Carter, 1982). Jason's effort to negotiate the conditions of
tenancy for his brother with Laura reinforced that he was emotionally stuck between his
family and her. He seemed to be stniggling with assuming responsibility for his brother
and making a commitrnent to pnontizing his relationship with Laura. Jason's strong
sense of loyalty to his mother was likely attributable to him being the oldest son who tried
to assume an authontarian role in the family that would have been traditionally enacted
by the father. Therefore, Jason may have felt anxious about abandoning his responsibility

to his brother given the elevated status that he appeared to have in his farnily. Laura did
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not seem to struggle with making a comrnitment to the relationship. She may have been
motivated to solidify her relationship with Jason and begin her own farnily to compensate
for the tenuous relationship that she had with her extended family.
The boundary defining the trust in this couple's relationship appeared enrneshed

(Minuchin, 1974). Laura thought that Jason was not capable of placing limits on his
behaviour and she attempted to act as his extemal control by regulating his activity. The
enmeshment between Jason and his mother also seemed to characterize the inter-persona1
boundary between he and Laun (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). That is, Jason's attempts to
accommodate Jenny's request that Stan live with him and Laura resulted in this couple
becoming triangulated in a situation that should have been resolved by his mother and
brother (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Closeness

Laura and Jason appeared to struggle with establishing closeness in their
relationship. Laura wanted to participate in more activities with Jason, but he perceived
this request as iinreasonable. He believed that she was constantly seeking attention from
him and he could not even watch television without being intempted by her.
Furthemore, Laura wished that Jason would not make so many sexual demands on her
because she lost interest in sex since her pregnancy. Laura also wanted more privacy in
their relationship. She thought that this could be achieved if Jason was more discreet with
the infornation that he shared about her with J e ~ yJason
.
defended his actions by stating
that he discussed persona1 matters with his mother because she helped him solve
relationship problems.
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This couple demonstrated a lack of respect for each other when they took turns
siding with Jason's brothers to insult one another. Jason and his brothers would make fun
of Laura and laugh at her; Laura and Jason's brothers would insult Jason. Jason and Laura
expressed that this beliaviour hurt their feelings. Jason, in particular, wanted Laura to stop
participating in this insolent behaviour and to tell his brothers to stop making fun of him.
The closeness in this couple's relationship was further damaged by Jason
infortning Laura that he would leave her for another woman if she was not prcgnant. The
in~plicationof this comment was that he would remain in the relationship if their arguing
decreased. Laura presented as being committed to the relationship. She wanted to address
the issues that were creating conflict between them. The only condition that could cause
her to leave the relationship was Jason resuming dnnking.
Jason's ambivalent attitude to the relationship appeared to change aRer Laura had

a rniscarriage. Although this event was traumatic, they reported feeling closer to each
other because they coped with their sadness by talking to each other rather than using
substances. They also said that Jenny supported both of thern by encouraging them to
discuss the miscaniage. Afier this, Jason stated that he was committed to staying with
Laura and to addressing the issues that could improve their relationship.

Assessrnent
A pattern of pursuing and distancing was apparent with this couple (Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). Laura pursued closeness from Jason by wanting to spend more time

alone with him. She may have been motivated to pursue him b e c a w she was threatened
by his close relationship to his family and thought that she had to compete with them for
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his attention. Furthermore, she may have pursued him as a way to control his drinking
which helped her feel more safe in the relationship. Jason pursued closeness by making
sexual demands on Laura. He appeared to be uncornfortable with establishing emotional
closeness with her by spending time together as a couple. He likely believed that intimacy
in a relationship was achieved through sexual activity and, subsequently he expected her

to comply with his demands for sex.
The miscamap appeared to be a critical tuming point which helped them

strengthen their relationship as a couple. Jason re-examined his cornmitment to the
relationship and decided to stay with Laura rather than act on his threats to leave her if
she was not pregnant. Jason's change in attitude may have occurred because the
miscaniage helped him realize that he did have strong feelings for Laura. The other
possibility is that he may have not intended to leave her, but used the threat as a way to
gain power and to control her.
Furthermore, the miscarriage represented an opportunity for this couple to l e m
how to deal a crisis. They were able to practice healthy coping skills which involved
talking to each other and to MY about the impact of the miscarriage. Their ability to
maintain sobriety during a crisis seemed to facilitate closeness and to promote trust in the
relationship.

The boundary regulating the closeness in this couple's relationship was primarily
enmeshed (Minuchin, 1974). The pattern of distmcing and punuing implied an over
reliance on each other to meet their needs for closeness (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Laura and Jason's inability to achieve closeness as a couple contributed to the
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enmeshment of their inter-personal boundaries which, in tum, facilitated the triangulation
of his family into their relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Jason's preference to
share confidential information about Laura and to problem solve their issues with his
mother restricted his ability to emotionally separate from his family and to develop an
intimate relationship with Laura. The enrneshrnent of boundaries between this couple's
relationship and his family were also promoted when Laura and Jason would verbally
abuse each other with the assistance of his brothers. Jason revealed that his personal
boundaries were poorly defined because he was unable to tell his brothers that their

behaviour was unacceptable and he expected Laura to communicate this message
(Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
However, Laura and Jason appeared to strengthen the boundaries of their
relationship after the miscaniage by coping positively with the crisis together. Jenny's
involvement seemed appropriate because she offered support to them as a couple which
suggested that she did not become triangulated with either of them.

Interventions
Safety Plaiining
The initial assessrnent of the issues related to safety indicated that the risk of
violence occurring in this couple's relationship was high and that conjoint therapy was
not an appropriate form of intervention. Laura revealed in individual sessions that she
was concemed that Jason may become angry if she identified issues in conjoint sessions
before discussing these problems with him first. She also seemed fearful that he could
seriously injure her if he started chinking. Jason's history of committing third party
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assaults in the cornmunity and his minimization of responsihility for the incidents of
violence against Laura placed him at high risk to be physically abusive during conjoint
therapy. However, we realized that this couple required irnmediate intervention because
the stress associated with the pregnancy heightened the nsks to Laura's safety. Laura and
Jason needed to develop a greater understanding of how his abusive behaviour impacted
on their relationship. They also needed to address their substance abuse problem. We
determined that we could see them for individual therapy if they agreed to attend gender
specitic groups in a family violence program and participate in a treatrnent program for
substance abuse. We would m e s s their suitability for conjoint therapy if they participated
in the preceding programs and demonstrated that Laura's safety could be reasonably
assured in the relationship. We decided to present this therapeutic plan to the couple with
the assistance of Jenny.

Jenny was invited to attend a planning session with Laura and Jason to act as a
consultant to help us finalize the conditions of the therapeutic plan. Jenny's contribution
seemed critical in facilitating this couple's commitment to a treatment plan. Laura and
Jason respected Jenny's opinion because she was familiar with the dynamics of their

relationship and she experienced similar problems with alcohol use and domestic
violence.
Laura and Jason agreed to participate in a planning session with Jemy. They
appeared cornfortable during the session and acknowledged the concems related to
alcohol abuse and violence that were articulated by Jenny. She highlighted the importance

of Laura and Jason maintaining sobriety and stopping the violence in their relationship.
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Jemy pointed out that Jason's use of violence was destructive. She challenged him to
change his behaviour by suggesting that he was at risk for physically harming his child if
he continued to physically assault Laura. Jenny reinforced her points by illustrating the
impact of alcoholism and violence on hcr life and how she overcame these problems
through attending A.A. meetings and couple counselling with a former partner.

We proceeded to formulate a therapeuiic plan that stipulated four conditions that
Laura and Jason were expected to fulfill before conjoint counselling would be considered.
The first condition was that they would no longer initiate violence in their relationship.
The second condition was that they attend gender specific treatment groups once a week
at a community based agency to provide them with education on domestic violence. The
third condition was that they would attend A.A meetings at least once a week. The founh
condition was that Jason and Laura would participate in individual counselling once a
week at the EHCC with us. The sessions with Laura would involve further assessing the
potential nsks to har safety and developing a plan for her safety. Jason would address the
minimization of his violence and develop a control plan for his anger. Jenny supported
the treatment plan and she agreed to report any incidents of violence to us.
This couple successfully met the conditions of the preceding plan and the decision
to implement conjoint therapy was made three weeks after the planning meeting. They
were attending A.A. meetings and participating in a family violence program. There were

no incidents of violence reported by Jenny or disclosed by this couple during their
individual sessions. Laura seemed less fearful of Jason because he was not drinking and

she believed that he was serious about maintaining sobriety. She also indicated that the
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escalation of their arguments were l e s intense and they were not hitting each other. She
appeared to be comrnitted to a safety plan that involved her staying at a fnend's house
when Jason was escalating. Laura felt safe enough to begin couple counselling with
Jason. Jason appeared to make progress with assurning greater responsibility for his
violent behaviour in individual sessions. He also seemed committed to stopping his
physically abusive behaviour and he developed a control plan for his anger.
The focus of the first conjoint session was on the importance of safety and a
discussion of their protection plans. Jason stated that he would either go for a walk or go
swimming if his anger was escalating. Laura indicated that she would also leave the
house if she saw his anger escalating and if her anger was escalating. They attempted to
decide who would leave the house in certain circumstances. For example, Jason thought
he should leave the house dunng the evening and that Laura could take a time out when it
was light outside. This comment appeared to create some tension between hem because

Laura told Jason that she would leave the house whenever she was angry. Jason said that
he would not stop her taking a time out which represented a shi ft in his attitude because
he physically blocked her fiom leaving in the past. They agreed to tell each other when

they were taking a time out.
Part of the tension that was prevalent between this couple in the session was
partially attributable to how the agenda for the session was implemented. That is, we
commented that Laura appeared to be more quiet than usual and Jason volunteered that
they had an argument over money in the waiting room. We proceeded to discuss the
protection plans rather than adâressing the immediate problem that this couple was
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experiencing. This process likely limited our ability to join with this couple because they
did not feel like their perspective was acknowledged and validated in the session (Piercy
et al., 1986). In subsequent sessions, we were cognizant about addressing the emotional
presentation of this couple pnor to implementing our planned strategies.
There was one incident of violence reported by this couple during treatment.
Jason disclosed during the second last session that they attended that Laura had physically
assaulted him. The incident began with Jason calling Laura abusive names. She
responded by calling Iiim names and kicking him. Their control plans were reviewed but
neither Laura or Jason could identify any changes that would make the plans safer. It was
reinforced with tliis couple that emotionally abusive behaviour and violence would

damage their ability to develop trust and carhg in their relationship. They were also
advised that any subsequent acts of violence would result in conjoint tharapy ending and
that they both would retum to individual counselling.
Emotional Abuse

Laura and Jason both engaged in emotionally abusive behavioun that appeared to
be primarily motivated by their need to control and hurt each other. Laura expected Jason

to comply with her demands or she would become angry and stop speaking to him. Jason
attempted to dominate with verbal aggression when Laura failed to comply with orders
issued by him. He was also emotionally abusive when he called Laura narnes and
threatened to leave her for another woman.The triangulation of Jason's family members
into their relationship Further contributed to the pattern of emotional abuse between Laura

and Jason.

Several interventions were undertaken to help this couple change their
emotionally abusive behaviour. We attempted to alter Jason's verbally aggressive
behaviour by stopping him when he interrupted Laura or answered questions directed to
her. Jason was told that Laura had the same opportunity as him to voice her opinions

during the sessions. Jason appeared to acknowledge this because his verbal domination of
Laura diminished during the course of treatment.
We also highlighted the importance of Laura and Jason assuming greater
responsibility for their own behaviour to help rninimize their need to control each other.

Part of this intervention involved us de-fusing arguments between Laura and Jason during
sessions by validating their anxiety related to attending therapy. They both acknowledged
that they initiaily found it stressful to talk about their problems to strangen, but they felt
more cornfortable as therapy progressed. Laura thought that we put Jason "on the spot" by
asking him several questions about his anger. She indicated that she understood this
process afler she spoke with Jenny, who said that men always are asked more questions
than women at the b e g i ~ i n gof couple therapy. Addressing their anxieties about
counselling seemed to enhance the joining process because this couple presented as more
open and relaxed in the subsequent sessions.
Enactments of situations where Laura or Jason were emotionally abusive to each
other were used to help them l e m assertive communication skills that would enable the
resolution of conflict in positive ways. It was emphasized that the involvement of Jason's
family members in their arguments usually escalatecl the situation and prevented them
fiom learning to problem solve together. The incident where Laura kicked Jason was
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highlighted to illustrate that it was imperative to stop the verbal abuse because this
behaviour had the potential to escalate to violence. The enactment consisted of us
highlighting the alternatives to expressing anger in an abusive way (Piercy et al., 1986).
We also discussed the process of taking a iimc out. Furthemore, we pointed out that a

long term benefit of learning to resolve conflict in non abusive ways would enable them
to act as positive role models for their children. This couple seemed to identify with their
potential role as parents and indicated that they did not want their children to witness
yelling and violence. They made a commitment to tell each other when they were angry
instead of calling each other derogatory narnes and to take time outs when their anger was
escalating.
The effectiveness of the interventions airned at changing this couple's pattem of
emotionally abusive behaviour appeared to be marginal because of the highly enmeshed
boundary between them (Minuchin, 1974). The strong need demonstrated by Laura and
Jason to control each other restricted their ability to initiate a style of interaction that was
based more on rational thought and less on emotional reactivity (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998). Also, the emotionally abusive pattem may have been difficult to change because

this couple suffered many physically and emotionally abusive experiences in their
families. Consequently, abusive behaviour was likely normalized for this couple which
implied that their negative patterns of expressing anger would be ditricult to change.
Relationship Patteras

Two primary patterns appeared to characterize the interaction bctween this couple.

The first pattern involved distancing and pursuing behaviours (Nichols & Schwartz,
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1998). Jason pursued Laura when she wris angry at him because he wanted to seek her

forgiveness. Jason was uncomfortable with Laura expressing her anger through silence

and he may have felt responsible for making her feel better. Laura, in tum, pursued
attention fiom Jason by requesting that they spend more time together.
Interventions were focussed on Jason's role as the pursuer to reinforce that he
could not control Laura's emotional reactions. Also, we wanted to promote emotional
differentiation between Laura and Jason through increasing their tolerance to accept cach
others di fferences (Nichols & Schwariz, 1998). We reinforced that Jason was not
responsible for Laura's anger and that it was her choice to demonstrate her anger through
silence. Jason's motivation to assume responsibility for Laun's anger was explored. He
revealed that he had a difficult time refusing Laura's requests, especially when she
wanted money from Jenny, because she would become angry and give him "dirty looks"
which made him Feel "miserable". He feared that she would stay angry at him forever. We
validated Jason's concem by pointing out that it was normal for couples to become angry
with each other. Laura acknowledged that she chose to express her anger through silence
and that she could only stay angry at Jason for about art hou. She also indicated that her
requests that he ask Jenny for money were unfair.

The interventions designed to intemipt Jason's pursuing behaviour of Laura
seemed to be helpful to the extent that she appcared to gain some undentandhg that she
was responsible for the expression of her anger which may have strengthened her

personal boundaries in the relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). An enhanced sense
of self differentiation by Laura may have decreased her motivation to emotionally control
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Jason (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). However, there was no indication from Jason that he
was prepared to stop reacting to her anger which suggested that he would continue to
pursue Laura when she was angry.
The second pattern involved the conflict in the relationship that arose fiom
Jason's struggle to emotionally separate fiom his family and to establish an intimate
relationship with Laura. The situation that involved the request that Stan live with Jason
and Laura was discussed to demonstrate the negative impact on their relationship that
resulted fiom the loyalty to his farnily. We explored Jason's emotional reaction fiom
being placed in a situation where he felt compelled to chose between his brother and
Laura. Jason's belief that he had no choice but to allow his brother to live with him and
Laura was re-frarned in a developmental context. Jason was told that he could
simultaneously be a son to his mother and a partner to Laura. It was pointed out that the
decision of Stan's tenancy should be made together as a couple. We highlighted that
priontizing his relationship with Laura did not mean that he was being disrespectful to his
farnily. Jason and Laura concluded that Stan should not live with thern because they
would have less privacy and more stress as a couple.
Our attempts to solidify this couple's relationship as a separate entity from Jason's

family appeared to be relatively successful given that they were able to reach a decision
regarding the living arrangements of his brother together. Jason also found employment
towards the end of therapy which enabled he and Laura to achieve more economic
independence fiom his family. These changes suggested that the boundary of Laura and
Jason's relationship was becoming more defined which could minimize the tnangulation
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of his family into their relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Their enhanced clarity as
a couple also implied that they started to view their relationship as being unique and
possessing certain qualities of trust and loyalty to each other.

Results of the Measures
Marital Satisfaction Inventory
This couple completed the MSI at the beginning of treatment. A copy of this
measure is located in Appendix A. They did not attend their final session and the second
MSI was not administered. Laura and Jason scored low on the conventionalization scale

which suggested that they were likely to describe their relationship in an open and
realistic manner. Laura expressed a moderate amount of distress with the relationship in
general. She felt somewhat positive about the relationship and she was not considering a
separation. Jason, on the other hand, expressed ex treme dissatisfaction with the
relationship. He had a very pessimistic view of the relationship and he appeared to be
considering a separation. Their scores on the affective communication scale implied that
they felt isolated, misunderstood and that there was a lack of intimacy in the relationship.
Aside from this similarity, Jason's scores on al1 of the subsequent scales were higher than
Laura's scores. On the problem-solving communication scale, Jason identified that
chronic arguing over the same issues caused him excessive distress. Arguments about
finances also appeared to cause him extrerne stress. He identified that their sexual
relationship caused him extrerne distress, but not to the same extent as arguments over
money. These areas of extreme distress likely contnbuted to Jason feeling very alienated
in the relationship. Laura did not share Jason's perceptions of problem-solving
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communication, finances and sexual dissatisfaction. She indicated that al1 of the
preceding areas caused her a moderate level of distress. Laura agreed with Jason that they
argued repeatedly over the same issues, but she appeared not to find this as stressful as he
did. They further agreed that the time they spent together was somewhat dissatisfactory.
This couple had divergent views of role orientation. Laura perceived henelf to be very
traditional and Jason saw himself as somewhat non traditional. They scored in the
moderate range on the family history of distress scale. Jason's score was slightly higher
than Laura's.

The profile of this couple depicted by the MSI appeared consistent with their
presentation in sessions. in general, Jason expressed more hstration and unhappiness
with the relationship than Laura. Jason told Laura that the only reason he stayed with her
was because she was pregnant, but he threatened to leave her because they were

constantly arguing over the same issues. Laura clearly stated that she did not want to
separate and she wanted to address the problems in the relationship. They presented in
sessions as being hstrated and angry because they could not control each other's
behaviour. Jason seemed to be sensitive to the issue of money because he and Laura
frequently argued w hen she wanted him to ask his mother for money. Furthermore, Laura
and Jason stated that they spent most of their time together. In session, Laura stated that
she wanted to spend more time with Jason, but he felt that she monopolized his time and
he wanted more time alone. Another major source of stress was their sexual relationship.

Laura lost interest in sex afler conceiving and Jason wanted to have sex more often. Laura
and Jason were raised in environments characterized by alcoholism, domestic violence,
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physical abuse, separation, neglect. The emotional darnage from experiencing neglect and
abuse as children could have exacerbated the conflict and stress in their relationship.

PASPH and PAPS
This couple completed the Partner Abuse Scale: (PASPH), the Physical Abuse of
Partner Scale (PAPS), the Partner Abuse Scale: Non-physical (PASNP) and the NonPhysical Abuse of Partner Scale (NPAPS). The scales were inadvertently not given to
Jason at the onset of treatment. Laura scored 15.3 on the PASPH and 23.3 on the PAPS.
The scores suggested that Laura perceived that she delivered more physical abuse than
she received. Laura indicated that Jason pushed her violently and made her afraid for her

Iife 3 good part of the time. She reported that she had very frequently beat Jason when she
was drinking. She indicated that she pushed him around violently

and punched his face

and head a good part of the time. Also, she reported behaviours that occurred some of the
time like slapping his face and head, choking him, and violently pinching his skin.
Laura's perception of the physical abuse implied that the use of violence in the
relationship was prevalent. She believed that she delivered more physically abusive
behaviours, but she revealed that she was extremely a h i d of him. These perceptions
were reinforced by Laura in individual sessions. Laura revealed that she was afiaid that
Jason could seriously injure her when he had been drinking. She also thought that he may
become angry if she raised issues in sessions before discussing these matters with him
first .
PASNP and NPAPS

Laura scored 44.67 on the PASNP and 40 on the NPAPS. Laura believed that she
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received slightiy more non-physical abuse than she delivered. The high scores suggested
that she thought the non-physical abuse was a more prominent feature of the relationship
than was the physical violence. Laura perceived that Jason did not want her to socialize
with her female friends, demanded sex whether she wanted it or not, yelled at her,
shouted at her when he drank and Frightened her al1 of the time. She indicated that he
became surly when she said he was dnnking too inuch, did not want her to have male
hiends and demanded she stay at home most of the time. She further described him as
insu1ting her in front of others and becoming angy if she disagreed with his point of view

a good part of the time. Laura believed that she made fun of Jason's abiiity to do things,
did not want him to have male hiends and demanded he stay ai home al1 of the time. She
expected hirn to obey, to hop to it when she gave him an order, became angry if he
disagreed with her point of view and told him he was stupid very frequently.
Laura's belief that the emotional abuse was promineni in the relationship was
evident in sessions. Jason frcquently intempted Laura when she spoke or he would
answer questions directed to her. They both engaged in emotionally abusive behaviour by
insulting each other. Jason often expected Laura to agree with his opinion and he would
tell her that she was "stubbom" if she maintained her own perspective.

fASPH and PAPS
Laura and Jason completed the sarne Hudson scales at the end of treatment three
months later. Laura scored O and 4 on the PASPH and PAPS respectively. She thought
that she did not receive any physical abuse fiom Jason and that she was physically

abusive to him. She indicated that she would very rarely engage in behaviours like
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slapping his face and head, biting or scratching him so he was injured and violently
pinching his skin. Jason scored O and 1.33 on the PASPH and PAPS respectively. He
perceived that he delivered more physical abuse than he received. He thought that Laura
was not physically abusive to him. He indicated that he would very rarely physically force
Laura to have sex and that he hurt her during sex.
A cornparison of Laura's scores on the pre-and post-measures of physical abuse

indicated that she thought that the occurrence of violence in the relationship had
decreased during therapy. Laura claimed that Jason stopped using violence against her
and that she was violent less often. Jason's scores seemed to reinforce Laura's
perceptions that the use of violence was uncornmon in their relationship since therapy
began.

Laura's perception that the violence decreased was i llustrated by Jason's reaction
to the incident when Laura assaulted him. Jason did not retaliate with force against Laura
which implied that he was changing his pattern of behaviour that involved him assaulting
her on the grounds that she initiated the violence. Laura may have assaulted Jason to test
his reaction. If this was her intent, then her need to use violence could diminish if Jason
maintained his non violent behaviour.

PASNP and NPAPS
Laura scored 1 1.33 on the PASNP and 16 on the NPAPS. She perceived that she
delivered more non-physical abuse than she received. In contrast, she scored 44.67 and 40
on the pre-mesure which suggested she received more non-physical abuse than she
delivered. She did not identiQ some of the items, like Jason insulting her and demanding
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she stay at home, that were originally identified. The behavioun she did report on both
measures occurred less fiequently. For example, Jason's demands for sex changed fiom
happening al1 of the time to a little of the tirne. Overall, there was a sharp decrease in the
scores between the pre-and post-measure.
Jason scored 16 on the PASNP and 12.67 on the NPAPS. He thought that he
received more non-physical abuse than he delivered. Jason believed that Laura did not
want him io have any male fnends or to socialize with female fnends and had no respect
for his feelings al1 of the time. He reported that he did not want her having any male
fiiends some of the tirne.
A cornparison of Laura and Jason's responses revealed that their perceptions of

the non-physically abusive behaviours were generally consistent. They agreed that she
delivered slightly more non-physical abuse thui she received. The non-physical abuse in
this couple's relationship did appear less prominent in sessions. Jason stopped
interrupiing Laura and answering questions for her which suggestcd that he valued her
opinions. They also were able to engage in discussions that did not involve an exchange
of insults or Jason making derogatory comments to Laura. Laura's ability to speak more
oflen in sessions implied that she was feeling safer and more respected in the relationship.
Summaw

This couple made gains in therapy that contributed to positive changes in their
relationship. The primary change expenenced by this couple during therapy appeared to
be the development of a more intimate relationship. This was achieved by Laura and

Jason learning assertive communication skills which promoted a more positive style of
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conflict resolution which likely reduced the level of tension between them. The
acquisition of these new communication skills seemed to help this couple minimize the
tnangulation of Jason's family members into their relationship which provided them with
the opportunity to resolve issues as a couple. Although the miscaniage was an
emotionally painful expenence for Laura and Jason, it seemed to be a pivotal point in
their relationship. They dealt with the crisis by using healthy coping skills and Jason was
able to express his cornmitment to the relationship. These two events appeared to
promote trust and closeness in their relationship which contributed to other positive
changes. The decision to find their own apartment suggested that Jason was in the process
of emotionally separating from his family which enabled him io funher strengthen his

relationship with Laura. Jason's ability to find employment also facilitated his separation
from his fmily by providing him with economic independence.

CHAPTER 5. JENNIFER AND BRENDAN

Demo~ra~hic
Profile

This couple had been involved in a common law relationship for six years.
Jennifer was twenty- two years old. Brendan was thirty-four years old. They had a six
year old daughter named Clara. Jemifer was employed as waitress. However, when Clara
was bom, Jennifer quit her job to become a homemaker. Brendan worked in construction,

but he was unable to find Full tirne employment in his field. Consequently, this couple
was receiving social assistance.
Jennifer and Brendan were refened by their social worker from the child welfare
system. The social worker indicated that Jemifer and Brendan were struggling with
issues related to dornestic violence and alcohol. This couple was participating in a
community based program for alcohol use. They had maintained sobnety for
approximately six months at the time of the referral to the practicum. The social worker
believed that the couple could strengthen their capacity to parent by addressing the
violence in their relationship. They each attended one individual session and nine
conjoint sessions.
This couple appeared highly motivated to initiate changes in their relationship
because they successfully achieved sobriety and they were now in a position to address
the issues that were creating conflict between them. They wanted to improve their
communication and develop more intimacy in their relationship. These appeared to be
viable treatxnent goals for short term therapy because they appeared to be committed to
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addressing the difficulties in their relationship.
This couple made some progress in achieving their treatment goals. They reported
improvements in their ability to communicate to each other without either of them
becoming angry. They felt closer to each other, but they believed that intimacy would
develop slowly over time. These changes seemed to help this couple establish more
stability and safety in their relationship which likely enhanced their ability to parent.
Jennifer and Brendan were given the choice of continuing counselling when the
practicum ended. They decided to end therapy because they were satisfied with the
changes in their relationship. Also, they wanted to proceed with their plan for Jennifer io
return to school while Brendan would assume primary responsibility for the domestic
work and the parenting. They indicated that they would contact the EHCC if they wanted
to resume counselling at a later time.
History of Violence

Jemifer and Brendan stated that the physical abuse in their relationship began
aRer his mother died and that the violent incidents occurred when they were drinking.
The fint incident of violence involved Brendan slapping Jennifer across the face during

an argument. They indicated that other incidents of violence occurred on at least three
more occasions. These incidents involved Brendan pushing Jenni fer into walls and
choking her. This couple stated there were likely more violent episodes, but their ability
to remember was limited because they were using alcohol at the tirne. Brendan stated that

he was responsible for physically abusing Jemifer and that he had learned to take time
r
that she would not toierate
outs as a way to cope with his anger. J e ~ i f e indicated
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Brendan's physically abusive behaviour and she would leave hirn if he assaulted her
again.
Farnilv of O r i u

Jemifer's father was an alcoholic who was physically abusive to her mother.
Jemifer witnessed this violence and claimed that she would never remain in an abusive
situation like her mother did. Iennifer said that she received "nothing" from ber parents.
She recalled her father being constantly critical of her and calling her derogatory names.
She does not have contact with her farnily.
Brendan's childhood enperience appeared to be more positive than Jennifer's. His
father was an alcoholic, but he was not physically abusive to his mother. Brendan
described warmth, humor and affection between his parents. They had disagreements, but
they did not argue in front of him. Brendan's mother died about four years ago. He
described her death as the most difficult event that he had to cope with. Brendan did not
maintain contact with his father after the death of this mother.
Brendan met Jennifer one month afier her parents asked her to leave home.
Iennifer was sixteen and Brendm was twenty-eight. Jennifer moved in with Brendan
three weeks after they met because she was homcless. Jennifer discovered that she was
pregnant a few months later.
Assessment

The abusive environment that Jennifer grew up in contributeci to her developing

a poor sense of self and feelings of helplessness. The emotional cut off fiom her farnily
likely resulted in Jennifer having unresolved attachent issues with her parents (Nichols
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& Schwartz, 1998). She appeared to cope with the loss of her farnily by terminating

contact with her parents and begiming a comrnon law relationship with Brendan. Jenni fer
rnay have believed that her relationship with Brendan represented independence from her
farnily, but it likely led her to be over dependent on him (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). She
rnay have expected him to meet some of her needs, like security, that should have been
fuifil led by her parents. Consequently, Jemi fer may have developed diffuse persona1
boundaries to the extent that she may have unresolved developmental and emotional
needs that she expected others to meet (Minuchin, 1974; Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Brendan seemed to minimize the impact that his father's alcoholism had on the
family by focussing on the positive aspects of his parent's relationship. Brendan may
have struggled with issues of co-dependency from growing up in an alcoholic home. His

decision to reside with Jennifer, within a month of meeting hcr, suggested that he had
strong emotional needs that he attempted to meet through a relationship. Consequently,
Brendan likely had diffuse boundaries if he expected another person to met his individual
needs (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Also, he appeared to have difficulty coping with

intense emotions because he chose to distance from his family afler his mother's death.
Her death likely changed the dynamics of the farnily and Brendan's reaction implied that
i t was emotionally easier to separate rather than re-negotiate a relationship with his father

(Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Brendan, like Jennifer, chose to emotionally cut off from his

family when he experîenced a significant loss.
Therefore, the boundaries in this couple's relationship appeared to be enmeshed
because of their expectation that they should meet each other's individual needs (Nichols
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& Schwartz, 1998). The emotional fusion in this couple's relationship appeared to begin

when they first met and Jennifer expected Brendan to take care of her (Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). However, the boundaries shified as she matured md the relationship
evolved. She wanted more independence and she attempted to achieve this by
maintaining an emotional distance fiom him. He responded to this change by punuing
Jennifer because he seemed more cornfortable when she was dependent on him (Nichols
& Schwartz, 1998). This couple's isolation from family and fi-iends likely intensified the

expectation that they meet each other's needs which may have contributed to the stress in
the relationship.
Power
-

The domestic violence in this couple's relationship began afler the death of
Brendan's mother and occurred when they were drinking. They did not discuss problems
or difficulties in the relationship when they were sober. However, they would argue about
unresolved issues when they were drinking and these arguments oficn escalated to the
point where Brendan physically assaulted Jennifer. Jenni fer thought that she was partially
responsible for the violence because she could trigger Brendan's anger by disagreeing
with him. Brendan appeared to assume responsibility for assaulting Jenni fer. He
acknowledged that he expressed anger resulting fiom the death of his mother by
physically assaulting Jennifer. However, he indicated that he would become angry if
Jemi fer disagreed with him when he was nght, even though she knew that she could "get

a slap in the mouth".
Ader the use of alcohol and violence stopped, this couple maintained a pattern of
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withholding different opinions until the tension escalated to the point where one would
verbally explode and the other would react emotionally. Their arguments seemed to be
tnggered when Brendan made critical comments to Jennikr about her abilities to manage
the domestic responsibilities. She would respond by "throwing it back in his face". For
example, Brendan came home one evening and yelled at Jennifer because çupper was not
ready. Jennifer yelled at Brendan and told him that he never had supper ready for her
when she was busy. Brendan would not always respond to Jennifer's comments because
he knew that there was a chance that he could lose control and hit her, He also realized
that his criticisms hurt her feelings which caused him to feel guilty. One of the conflictual
issues that Jemi fer avoided discussing with Brendan was the management of their
finances. She had to ask Brendan for money to purchase household items and she wanted
to make these decisions independently.
The interaction between this couple in sessions did not reveal overt attempts by
Brendan to control Jennifer. They both asserted their opinions and appeared to listen to
each other. Brendan sometimes disagreed with Jennifer, but he did not become verbally
aggressive to attain her cornpliancc with his perspective. On a few occasions, Brendan
raised an issue that Jennifer felt uncornfortable discussing. He appeared to respect her
request that they address these issues privately by not pursuing the matter in session.
Brendan and Jennifer also showed each other respect by not intempting each other when
they spoke.
Assessment

At the beginning of this couple's relationship, Brendan demonstrated a need to be
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dominant in the relationship by assuming that Jemi fer should agree with him whenever
he pcrceived that he was right. His need to control was fùrther revealed in rationalizing
his use of violence by insinuating that Jennifer deserved to be assaulted when she
disagreed with him. Jemifer seemed to share Brendan's perspective by implying that she
provoked violence becaiise she could intentionally trigger his anger. The imbalance of
power between them may have been a result of their differences in age and gender
socialization. Jennifer was an adolescent and Brendan was an adult when they started
their relationship and, subsequently, being older and male could have facilitated his
ability to assume control in the relationship. Jemi fer appeared to accept his dominant
position in the relationship because she was Young, naive and expected Brendan to take
care of her. However, Jennifer's subservient position changed in the relationship as she
matured and became a parent. The intense conflict in the relationship appeared to start
when Jennifer began to assert her opinions and Brendan seemed unable to adjust to her
expression of independence.
This couple demonstrated some understanding of the pattern of conflict in their
relationship because they knew that attempts to express differences to each other could
potentially lead to violence. Although they vented their anger by yelling and criticking
each other, they seemed to be able to limit the escalation of tension before violence
occurred. Brendan appeared to be able to contain his anger by realizing that one of the
consequences of arguing with Jennifer was that he could lose control and physically
assault her. Also, he seemed motivated to controi his anger because he experienced guilt

when he cnticized Jennifer and hurt her feelings.
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This couple appeared to be threatened by the expression of differences in the
relationship which suggested that the boundaries regulating conflict were enmeshed
(Minuchin, 1974). Brendan did not seem to perceive Jennifer as an individual who was
separate from him because he wanted her to comply with his opinions. Jennifer appeared
unable to differentiate henelf tiom Brendan in the sense that she reacted emotionaily to
his criticisms by expressing anger instead of responding more rationally to his perceptions
of her (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Subsequently, the enrneshed boundaries between
Iennifer and Brendan helped maintain their pattern of avoiding conflict and perpetuated
their inability to find more positive ways of coping with differences (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998).

Trust
The trust in this couple's relationship appeared to be damaged from a history of
alcohol abuse and infidelity. They perceived thcmselves as moderate drinken at the
beginning of their relationship because they would drink at bars as a social activity.
However, their use of alcohol intensified afier Brendan's mother died and they began
drinking for the sole purpose of becoming intoxicated. They completed an outpatient
program for alcohol use and maintained sobtiety for six months before they started couple
therapy. They articulated a strong cornmitment to remain sober. However, Jemifer and

Brendan believed that they each had the potential to resume ârinking and that a relapse by
one would invariably result in dnnking by the other. They also identified situations that
could be conducive to a relapse. Jennifer thought that Brendan could be out drinking
whenever he retumed home late. Brendan was concemed that Jennifer mighi start
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drinking because she was attending only one A.A. meeting a week. Brcndan believed that
Jennifer should attend at least three meetings a week, like he was, in order to maintain
sobriety. Jemifer reacted defensively to Brendan's suggestion. She indicated that she did
not need to attend three meetings a week because she was different than him and capable
of maintaining sobriety in her own way. She thought that she might start drinking in

response to the pressure that he was placing on her to attend more meetings.
This couple's history of extra-marital affairs appeared to further darnage the trust
in their relationship. They were aware that their infidelities interfered with their ability to
trust each other. They made a cornmitment to be faithful to each other about two yean
ago. Brendan wanted to discuss their infidelities in therapy, however Jemifer was
uncomfortable with this. She wanted to discuss this issue with Brendan privately. Her
reticence to reveal their infidelities seemed to be related to implications made by Brendan
that he encouraged sexual activity between Jennifer and other men.
A manifestation of the lack of trust in this couple's relationship appeared to be

demonstrated in their jealous behaviour. Jealousy did not emerge as a prirnary theme
during treatment, but they were able to recall episodes where they felt insecure in the
relationship. For example, Brendan would invite the woman who lived next door over for
coffee when Jennifer was not at home. Brendûn said his Fnendship with the neighbor was
platonic. However, he would not invite the neighbor over when Jennifer was at home
which made her suspicious and jealous. Brendan did not trust Jemifer either. They
attended a meeting at a community club where Jennifer discussed the possibility of
volunteering with the manager. Brendan accused Jemifer of staring at this man for the
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duration of the meeting. She indicated that she was looking around the room and not
staring at anyone in particular.
Assessrnent

This couple's difficulty with trusting each other seemed to be related to an extensive
history of substance abuse. The issues related to co-dependency were illustrated by their
belief that they could control each other's behaviour. This distorted sense of power was
further revealed in their perception that one of them was highly likely to resume drinking in
response to a relapse by the other. An implication of this perception was that the individual
choices that they made appeared to be strongly influenced by the behaviour of the other.
Furthermore, Brendan seerned to experience anxiety when Jemifer behaved in ways that
were different from him which likely motivated him to place expectations on her behaviour.
like attending that sarne number of A.A. meetings as him. Jemifer appeared to reinforce the
over dependency between them by rationalizing that her decisions were based on a reaction
to his attempts to control her. Thai is, Jennifer's perception that pressure from Brendan could
cause her to start drinking perpetuated her dependency on him and facilitated his belief that
he could control her.

The trust in this couple's relationship appeared to be compromised by their history
of infidelities. Jennifer appeared to feel more shame than Brendan about their infidelities
because she did not want to discuss this issue in therapy and Brendan did. She may have
felt more shame if Brendan encouraged her to have affairs that she did not want. It was
likely that Jemifer may have felt compelled to comply with Brendan's expectation that
she be sexually active with other men because of her dependency on him at the b e g h i n g
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of their relationship. The social values that support the beliefs that women should not be
sexually prorniscuous and that men are encouraged to pursue sexual activity may have
influenced their attitudes on discussing their sexual history.
The CO-dependencyand the high degree of emotional reactivity demonstrated
between Jennifer and Brendan implied that their persona1 boundaries related to issues of
trust were enmeshed (Minuchin, 1974; Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Brendan's need to
control Jennifer in order to regulate her behaviour indicated emotional fusion in the
relationship because he did not perceive her as an individual (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Iennifer appeared to be enmeshed with Brendan and she was trapped in a pattern of
reacting to his behaviour instead of making rational choices for herself (Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). The enmeshment between Jenni fer and Brendan was funher il lustrated
if she acted on his expectation that she have affairs instead of making her own decisions.

CIoseness
This couple described their relationship as ' M o roomrnates living together"
because there was very little intimacy between them. They did not have any shared
interests and found that parenting was the only issue that they discussed. The combination
of attempting to parent before they had solidified their relationship as a couple and the
occurrence of domestic violence seemed to create a dynamic that inhibited their ability to
establish intimacy. They began parenting at a time in when tlien should have been
solidi@ng the marital relationship (McGoldrick & Carter, 1982). Their daughter, Clara,
was bom shortly after they met and the demands of parenting appeared to create tension

between this couple. Brendan was clearly dissatisfied with the marital relationship afier
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the birth of Clara because the focus of Jemifer's attention shifted fiom him to their
daughter. He wanted to spend more time alone with Jennifer to develop an intimate
relationship that was exclusive of parenting responsibilities. J e ~ ~feri iidenti fied that her
primary role was a parent. She indicated that Clara depended on her and that Brendan was
capable of looking after himself. She thought that if he participated more with the
parenting and the household tasks, then she would have more time to spend with him.
However, Jennifer appeared conflicted about her role in the family. She later
indicated that she wmted sole responsibility of the domestic work because this provided
her with a sense of independence. Jenni fer believed that asking Brendan for help would
place her in a position of vulnerability by depending on him. She needed to protect henelf
from being emotionally vulnerable to Brendan because he betrayed her trust when he
physically abused her. She was more fearful of being hurt emotionally than shc was of
being physically harmed by him. She decided to remain in the relationship and to protect

herself emotionally by not showing him any physical affection. Brendan was aware that
Jennifer physically withdrew From him when the violence started. He seemed to respond
to this emotional distance by continually seeking affection and by making sexual
demands on her. Jemifer was distressed by Brendan's sexual demands. She thought that
her physical attraction would increase when she felt emotionally closer to him. He
believed that more sexual activity would create intimacy.
The emotional distance in this couple's relationship was also maintained by

Brendan perpetually treating Jennifer like she was a child. He attempted to control her
behaviour by acting like a father who knew what was in her best interests. For example,
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Brendan thought that it would be advantageous for Jennifer to establish some female
fiiendships and she reacted with anger to this suggestion. Jennifer believed that she would
develop friendships when she was ready. She told him that she was not his "little girl"
and that she could return home if she wanted to live with her father. Brendan defended his
paternalistic attitude by saying that he cared about Jemifer and he wanted what was best
for her.
Assessment

The difficulties related to the developrnent of intimacy between Jennifer and
Brendan likely began at the onset of their relationship. Jennifer was an adolescent when
she met Brendan who was an adult. She struggled to achieve the developmental task of
establishing independence From her family because her parents forced her to leave home
(McGoldrick & Carter, 1982). Jennifer may have thought that establishing a relationship
with Brendan was equivalent to attaining independence fiom her family. However, the
dpamics of their relationship supported a pattern where Brendan was in control and she
was dependent on him. This arrangement seemed acceptable until Jennifer began to
mature and Brendan became physically abusive. Jenni fer wanted some independence and
she achieved this by controlling the domestic responsibilities. Brendan seemed to be
threatened by Jennifer's maturity and her need for independence because he continued to
treat her like a child even though he knew that this was inappropriate. He may have
resisted interacting with her as an equal because his persona1 needs may have been met by
her being dependent on him. The birth of their child seemed to facilitate Jennifer's ability
to achieve some independence from Brendan by providing her with the roie identity of a
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mother. Her commitment to parenting resulted in the prioritization of Clara's needs over
Brendan's. Consequently, Brendan may have been jealous of Clara because she received
the majority of Jennifer's attention. Brendan may have felt that he needed to compete for
Jennifer's attention by showing a lack of interest in parenting and by focussing only on
improving the marital relationship. His focus on the rnarriage also seemed to reflect his
need to have the type of closeness with Jennifer that his parents had in their mamage.
Jennifer appeared to shift into the parenting role relatively easily, but she
distanced herself fiom the marital relationship. She rationalized that she did not have tirne
for Brendan because of the demands of parenting required her full attention. Although her
time was scarce, the motivation to isolate herself from him was likely intensified by her
anger toward him. She was angry at him because he was physically abusive and she
needed to protect henelf From being emotionally vulnerable to him. Also, she was angry
at him for treating her like a child. Consequently, Jennifer did not seem emotionally
prepared to be intimate with Brendan. She was able to avoid dealing with her reluctance
to develop closeness with him by exclusively focussing on her role as a parent.

In addition, the closeness between this couple was further compromised by
Jennifer attempting to establish independence in the relationship. She was unable to
achieve the developmental task of acquinng independence from her farnily and she
seemed to be processing this task in the relationship with Brendan. The pattern of
requesting his help with household responsibilities and, simuitaneously, rejecting his
support appeared to have some similarity with adolescents attempting to achieve
autonomy (McGolârick & Carter, 1982). That is, Jennifer tried to establish independence
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by assuming sole control of the parenting and domestic responsibilities. However, this
achievement created stress for her because she was Brendan's marital partner and,
subsequently she expected some level of inter-dependency that is involved in intimate
relationships (McGoldrick & Carter; Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Her ambivalence in the
marriage likely contributed to difficulties that Brendan and she were experiencing with
intimac y.
Brendan reacted to Jennifer's attempts to distance by pursuing her sexually as a
way to achieve closeness. His efforts seemed to achieve the opposite effect in the sense

that she further isolated herself in the relationship. One of the outcornes of this pattern of
distancing and pursuing appeared to be the emergence of power struggles that involved
Brendan attempting to control Jennifer. Jennifer reacted by assenirig her independence
which meant that she either distanced herself from Brendan or she became angry.
The structure of the boundaries in this couple's relationship were characterized by
enrneshment (Minuchin, 1974). The dynarnics between Jemifer and Brendan suggested
that they were emotionally immature because they attempted to meet their unresolved
persona1 needs through the relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). This dynamic
created conflict because the punuit of their individual needs otten superceded the ability
of this couple to engage in more cooperative behaviour which could strengthen their
relationship and parenting. The birth of their daughter appeared to alter the structure of
this couple's inter-personal boundaries. This couple was still enmeshed, but an element of
rigidity also seemed to define the boundary between them (Minuchin, 1974). This was
likely the outcorne of this couple's inability to simultaneously achieve the developmental

1O0

tasks of establishing a marital relationship and raising children (McGoldrick & Carter,
1982). Jenni fer and Brendan focussed their attention on different devclopmental stages
and the tension in the relationship probably interfered with their ability to adjust to the
changes in their relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).

ln terventions
Safety Planning

individual sessions were conducted with Jemifer and Brendan to forrnulate
protection plans. Jenni fer did not believe that she required a safety plan because they had
stopped using alcohol. She thought that violence would only occur if Brendan was
intoxicated and that the potential for him to physically assault her when he was sober was
minimal. Also, she felt safe because she no longer intentionally made comments to
Brendan that would escalate his anger to violence since she stopped drinking. Jemifer's
perception that the violence had stopped was acknowledged, but the risks to the safety of
women who were participating in couple counselling were presented. I explained that
there was a risk of violence because the discussion of sensitive issues could trigger
Brendan's anger. It was established that Iennifer did not have any conccms with attending
conjoint therapy with Brendan. She reiterated her position that she would separate fiom
Brendan if he physically assaulted her again. Jemifer agreed to a safety plan that involved
her leaving the house and retuming when Brendan had calmed down. She was given
information about women's shelten because she did not have farnily or friends that she
could stay with if she needed to leave home for an extensive period of time.

Brendan developed a control plan in an individual session. He indicated that the
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violence was his fault even though he was drinking when he physically assaulted Jemifer.
He said that he would not assault Jennifer again because he was able to control his anger
by not expressing his fnistration to her. He agreed to leave the house if he believed that

his anger was escalating.
The protection planning was discussed further with this couple in a conjoint
session. Brendan presented his control plan and k ~ i f edid
r not voice any objections to
hiin taking a time out. They reiterated that the i s k for violence was minimal because their
communication had improved since they attained sobriety. They realized that, in the past,
they did not discuss issues that appeared to be relatively unimportant. However, it was
these issues that they would oRen argue about when they were drinking and this could

lead to Brendan physically assaulting Jennifer. They both claimed that achieving sobriety
has enabled them to discuss and resolve minor problems that used to lead to arguments
and violence in the past.

Part of the safety planning involved the discussion of situations where each of
them had the potential to resume drinking. Jennifer and Brendan identified how they
thought they could trigger the other to start drinking. They also discussed how they would
resist the temptation to dnnk if the other relapsed. Although this intervention was more
related to relapse prevention, it was implemented to reduce this couple's anxiety about
resuming drinking which may have enhanced a general sense of safety in the relationship.
We were careful to give this couple the message that their concems about a relapse were
valid, but that the abuse of alcohol did not cause Brendan to be violent.
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Emotioaal Abuse

The emotional abuse in this couple's relationship appeared to be an outcome of
their inability to express anger assertively. They vîcillated between suppressing anger
through silence and exploding verbally by insulting each other. Brendan was reluctant to
express criticism to Jennifer because she would react with anger. However, his hstration
escalated and he would then criticizr her in a verbally abusive way. She would yell and be
critical of him in retum.
Consequently, interventions were designed to address the interaction between this
couple that resulted in the emotionally abusive behaviour in their relationship. Initially,
we pointed out that avoiding discussions of conflictual issues limited their ability to feel

close because there was unresolved anger between them. Attempts were made to teach
this couple positive communication skills that would facilitate their ability to express
anger in ways that were assertive. This intervention occurred through us enacting
situations with this couple where they avoided discussing an issue because one of them
feared that an argument would ensue (Piercy et al., 1986). We attempted to encourage this
couple to practice these communication skills by reinforcing that they were responsible
for deciding how they reacted to each other. The issue of responsibility was highlighted to
decrease the emotional fusion between them and increased self di fferentiation had the
potential to strengthen their personal boundaries (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
This couple appeared to respond to the preceding interventions because they
reported that they were taiking to each other more in general and discussing a wider range
of topics than just parenting. They were also attempting to discuss issues that had the
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potential to lead to an argument. Jemifer was trying to listen to Brendan when he
disagreed with her instead of reacting defensively to what he was saying. Therefore, it
appeared that this couple made some degree of progress with improving their general
communication and with decreasing the emot ional fusion between them because they
were able to exchanp information thal higlilig,ii[d[lie differeiices between tliem
(Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Relationsbip Patterns

The pattem of distancing and pursuing appeared to be a prominent theme
presented by this couple. Jemifer distanced fiom Brendan by not showing him affection
because she wanted to protect herself fiom being vulnerable to him. She was angry at him
because he physically assaulted her and treated her like a child. Brendan responded by
pursuing sexual activity from Jemifer because he thought that this would create intimacy.
This pattern seemed to be maintained because they did not trust each other enough to
establish more emotional intimacy in the relationship. The repetition of this pattem
appeared to contribute to the hstration that this couple expenenced because the more
that Brendan pursued sexual activity from Jemifer, the more distant she became in the
relationship.

We attempted to intempt the pattem of distancing and punuing by helping this
couple re-define intimacy. The creation of heaithy intimacy seemed to involve Brendan
decreasing his demands for sex and increasing his displays of affection to enable Jemifer
to strengthen her emotional comection with him. Jennifer needed to initiate more
gestures of affection to demonstrate that she was interested in developing intimacy with
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Brendan. Consequently, we attemptcd to facilitate these changes by requesting that this
couple refrain from sexual activity for a week. They were instnicted to altemate the days
on which they were responsible for initiating physical affection to each other.

This couple reported that they mutually decided to have sex three days afier
begiming the exercisa. Jemirer reported thia shr felt cornfortable sliowing Brendan

affection. Brendan found the intervention dificult because he had to refrain from
demonstrating affection to Jennifer. However, they still felt dissatisfied with their sexual
relationship and realized that improvements would likely occur slowly.

The other pattern that appeared to characterize this couple's relationship was
Brendan's tendency to treat Jennifer like a child by believing that he knew what was in
her best interests. Jennifer responded to his paternalistic attitude with angcr which likely
enabled her to further distance herself in the relationship. This dynamic likely originated
at the beginning of their relationship when Brendan was an adult and Jennifer was an

adolescent. He appeared to be invested in maintaining the status quo of their relationship
by continuing to treat her as a child, even though. she had matured and become a parent.
Also, his resistance to acknowledge that she was an adult may have prevented him from
assuming greater responsibility for the parenting of their daughter because sharing this
responsibility implied that they were equal.
The interventions were h e d in a developmental context to help this couple
attain the flexibility required to more equally achieve the responsibilities of the martial
and parental roles. Jennifer needed to participate more in the marital relationship and

Brendan needed to assume greater responsibility with parenting in order to achieve a
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more h m o n i o u s balance in the relationship. We pointed out that the relationship had
changed fiom when they first met because Jennifer was a different person now. It was
suggested to Brendan that it was in his best interests to treat Jennifer like an equal instead
of a child because she had matured. We attempted to clariQ individual boundaries with
this couple by emphasizing that Jennifer w u capable of making decisions and copiny
with the consequences of her actions. Discussion was focussed on how he could benefit if

he began to relate to Jennifer as an adult. He acknowledged that genuine intimacy could
be developed in their relationship if he could interact with her as an equal.

We also attempted to help Brendan shift more into the parenting role by
encouraging him to assume more responsibility for the child care and household tasks. It
was pointed out that helping Jemifer with the domestic work would indicate that he
wanted to share responsibilities which could reinforce that he was her equal instead of a
controlling father figure. The other benefits that Brendan could accrue from participating
in his role as a father were also discussed. He identified that he could develop a stronger
bond with Clara if he spent more time with her and that this would likely create more
closeness as a family.
The interventions with Jennifer were aimed at promoting her ability to trust
Brendan. We identified that Jenni fer's anger was preventing her from establishing
closeness with Brendan. Jemifer's reluctance to trust him was validated by highlighting
that her need to emotionally protect herself was understandable given that she had
witnessed her mother being physically abused. We explored the persona1 consequences

that she paid by not allowing herself to be wlnerable with Brendan. She revealed that she
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always alone and that she could not talk to Brendan when she was feeling sad. Brendan
was asked how he could assure Jennifer that he would not hurt her if she showed
vulnerability.
This couple appeared to attain greater flexibility in executing their marital and
parenting roles which seemed to enhance the overall functioning of the fmily. The
marital relationship seemed to be strengthened because they began to hire a b~bysitter
which allowed them to spend more time together as a couple. Jennifer was asking
Brendan for more help with the household duties. Brendan believed that he was more
conscious of when he was treating Jennifer like a child and he was attempting to stop
hirnself whenrver he started to act like her father. The division of labour with parenting
seemed to become more equitable as well. Jemifer planned on retuming to school and
Brendan was going to assume the role of primary parent.
One of the unintended outcornes of the preceding interventions was that this
couple started to reduce their social isolation by becoming involved in community events.
They were participating in school meetings and taking Clara to activities being offered at
the community club in their neighborhood.
Results of the Measures

Marital Satisfaction Inventory

This couple completed pre-and post-MSI measures which identified changes after
three months of therapy. Results of these measures are located in Appendix B. Jemi fer
and Brendan scored low on the conventionalization scale on the first MSI which
suggested that they were prepared to discuss their relationship in an open and realistic
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way. They identified moderate dissatisfaction with their relationship, but they were not
considering a separation or divorce. Their scores on the affective communication scale
indicated a s h q contrast in how they perceived the affective quality of their relationship.
Jcnni fer's score indicated that she was moderately dissatisfied with the affection and
understanding she received from Brendan. Jennifer appeared 10 bc: soniewhat disiressd
with the ability to resolve their differences and with the amount of time she spent with
Brendan. Jennifer expressed extreme dissatisfaction with their sexual relationship. She
appeared to view affection and sex as separate given that she was moderately satisfied
with the affective nature of the relationship and extremely dissatisfied with the sexual
relationship. Unlike Jemifer, Brendan expressed intense feelings of isolation and
alienation in the marriage. He was extremely discontent with the level of affection and
understanding he received from Jennifer. Also, he indicated that he was extremely
dissatisfied with their sexual relationship. He seemed to view affection and scx as being
more related than Jennifer did. Brendan's score on the time together scale suggested that
he was rnoderately distressed with the amount of time he spent with Jemifer. His feelings

of isolation and alienation may have been intensified by his unhappiness with their shared
leisure lime and with their sexual relationship. Like Jemifer, Brendan was moderately
unhappy with their ability to resolve conflict. They did not report conflict over their
financial situation, however Brendan wished that he was employed. Brendan and Jennifer
saw themselves as adopting non traditional roles as marital partners and as parents.

Brendan viewed himself as slightly more traditional than Jennifer. Jenni fer reported an
extreme amount of dificulty in her childhwd whereas Brendan indicated a moderate
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amount of distress. The sharpest contrast in their scores were identified on the parenting
scales. Jennifer was satisfied with her relationship with their child. Brendan was
moderately distressed with his relationship with their child. They had a moderate amount
of conflict over child rearing and Brendan tended to view this as more problematic than
Jenni fer.

The results obtained on the MSI appeared to be consistent with the issues
discussed during the therapy sessions. Jennifer and Brendan wanted to stay together and
address issues related to anger and intimacy. They were interestcd in learning to resolve
conflict assertively rather than avoiding their differences in order to improve their
communication. They identified the lack of intimacy between them as the greatest
problem in the relationship. Brendan thought that having more sexual activity with

Jennifer would create closeness. He scemed hstrated with her rejection of his sexual
demands. She thought that feeling closer to him emotionally would lead to an increased

sexual attraction to him. She wanted him to be able to show her affection without this
always leading to sex. They acknowledged that their history of alcohol use and the
demands of parenting negatively impacted their ability to feel close to each other.
On the second MSI,Jemifer scemed to maintain her open approach to thcrapy

because her score on the conventionalization scale did not change from the first measure.
Brendan's score changed fiom low to moderate on the convention~lizationscale which
suggested that he was more defensive in his responses on the post measure. Their scores
on the global distress scale indicated that this couple maintained their cornmitment to the
marriage and, overall, they were somewhat content with the relationship. The changes
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occurred on the scales that measured specific aspects of the relationship. Jenni fer
indicated that she no longer found affective communication and problem-solving
communication to be distressful. Brendan's score on the affective communication scale
went fiom extremely to moderately distressed. His perception of problem-solving
communication remained somewhat of a problem between measures given that his score
remained virtually unchanged. Their scores on the post measure revealed that they were
still extremely dissatisfied with their sexual relationship. They indicated on the second
measure that they were satisfied with the timc they spent together. They maintained that
conflict over finances was not a problem. There were not any changes reported on the
fârnily history of distress scale. Also, they maintained the belief that they were somewhat
non-traditional in marital and parenting roles. Jennifer initially saw herself as less
traditional than Brendan; however, on the second measure, he thought that he was less
traditional than Jcnnifer. Unfonunately, the scales that measured parenting were
incomplete.
The changes indicated on the post-measure were apparent in sessions. Brendan
tended to become defensive when the impact that his physically abusive behaviour had on
Jenni fer was highlighied. He seemed uncom fortable discussing the negative
consequences that the abuse had on her. He was also challenged to change his behaviour
that involved him treating Jennifer like a child. He was encouraged to recognize that
Jemi fer had matured and needed to treated like an adult. We enacted arguments with this
couple to help them develop communication and positive conflict resolution skills. This

couple was receptive to examining their beliefs that prevented them fiom becoming
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closer and to implementing changes that could promote intimacy. Brendan reported that
he was stopping himself whenever he started to treat Iennifer like a child. Jemifer said
that she showing Brendan more affection. They also reported that they were spending

more time together as a couple and participating in community events. Jennifer planned
on attending school and Brendan was going to look after their child. Brendan's plan to
assume the role as primary parent likely influenced his perception that he was less
traditional than Jennifer. They still found their sexual relationship unsatisfactory and they
realized that this would take time to change.
Overall, this couple appeared to benefit from therapy. The improvement of their
affective communication suggested that the interventions had some impact on their
behaviour because this scale measures the process of communication which reinforccd
their self reports of interacting differently with each other.

PASNP and PAPS
This couple completed the Partner Abuse Scale: (PASPH), the Physical Abuse of
Partner Scale (PAPS), the Partner Abuse Scale: Non-physical (PASNP) and the NonPhysical Abuse of Partner Scale (NPAPS)at the start of treatment. Jennifer scored 4 on
the PASPH and 2 on the PAPS. These scores indicated that she thought that she received
more physical abuse than she delivered. Jemifer identified that Brendan very rarely
pushed, hit or slapped her face and head. Jennifer indicated that she very rarely pushed,
hit and injured Brendan's genitals. Brendan scored 1.33 on the PASPH and 5.33 on the
PAPS. These scores indicated that he perccived that he delivered more physical abuse

than he received. Brendan identified that Jennifer very rarely hit his arms, body, face and

head. He claimed that he very rarely physically assaulted her. Some of the items he
identified were slapping, choking and throwing her.
A cornparison of Jennifer and Brendan's scores suggested that physical abuse in

the relationship occurred infiequently and that they both thought Brendan was more
physically abusive than Jenni fer. In general, this couple identified similar abusive
behaviours that they inflicted on each other. This couple identified at the beginning of
therapy that the physical abuse ended in the relationship when they stopped drinking.
Brendan assumed responsibility for his physically abusive behaviour and he took time
outs when he sturted to feel angry.
PASNP and NPAPS

On the PASNP and NPAPS, Jennifer scored 4.67 and 6 respectively. These scores
suggested that Jennifer delivered more non-physical abuse than she received. Jenni fer
identified that Brendan screamed at her when he was drinking some of the time. Jennifer
indicated that she screamed at Brendan when she was drinking some of the time. On the

PASNP and NPAPS, Brendan scored 4.67 and 2.67 respectively. These scores suggested
that Brendan thought that he delivered less non-physical abuse than Jemifer. He believed
that she would very rarely engage in behavioun like demanding he stay at home, yelling
at him, and showing no respect for his feelings. Brendan claimed that he rarely did not
want her having any male Fnends, insulted her in front of others and yelled at her when he
was drinking.
Iennifer and Brendan seemed to agree that she delivered more non-physical abuse
in the relationship than him. The relatively low scores implied that they did not perceive
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non physical abuse as a serious problem in their relationship. The items that they
identified on these scales were generally the same which suggested some similarîty in
their interpretations of the non-physical abuse. Their perception that Jenni fer delivered
more non-physically abusive behaviours was not evident in sessions. They did not
engage in any behaviours that reflected verbal or emotional abuse. They demonstrated
mutually respectful behaviour to each other in sessions.
PASPH and NPAPS

The PASNP and the NPAPS scales were administered to this couple when they
completed therapy three months later. The scales that measured physical abuse were not
administered because there was no indication that either of them were violent to each
other during treatment. Jennifer scored 7.33 on the PASNP and 8.67 on the NPAPS.
Ienni fer maintained that she was slightly more non-physically abusive than Brendan.
However, both of her scores were higher on the post measure as a result of identifying the
occurrence of more physically abusive behavioun that were delivered and received. Some
examples of what she included on the post-PASNP were items like Brendan very rarely
yelled at her, was stingy in giving her money and dernanded sex whether she wanted it or
not. Some of the items that she added to the post-NPAPS were very rarely telling him he
was stupid, ordering him around and making fÙn of his ability to do things.

Brendan scored 2.67 on the PASNP and 2.67 on the NPAPS.Brendan perceived
that there was an equal exchange of non-physical abuse between he and Jennifer on the
post-rneasure. He thought the amount of non-physical abuse he received fiom Jennifer
decreased and the amount of non-physical abuse he delivered remained the same between
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the pre-and post-test. On the post-PASNP, Brendan excluded some items, like yelling at
him, that he reported on the pre-measure. Although Brendan's score on the NPAPS
rernained the sarne on the pre-and post-measure, the behaviours he identified changed.
For example, he indicated that he expected her to obey and he demanded she perform
sexual acts that she did not enjoy.
This couple perceived that, overall, J e ~ i f e was
r more non-physically abusive
than Brendan. She identified the occurrence of more abusive behaviours delivered by her

and Brendan at the end of treatment. He thouglit that the abusive behaviours decreased
Jennifer's perception that the non-physical abuse increased during treatment was
not apparent in sessions because their presentation rernained relatively the same durin!:
therapy. However, Jemi fer's perspective could be explained if the discussion of the
emotional abuse in the relationship resulted in her identifying more of these behavioun at
home. Brendan may have thought the non-physical behavioun decreased because he may
have been more content with the relationship than Jemifer was and, subsequently he
could have minimized the occurrence of emotional abuse. That is, Brendan expressed
greater satisfaction with the relationship toward the end of therapy because he and
Jennifer were spending more time together as a couple.
Summarv

This couple was highly motivated to participate in therapy and they appeared to
alter their status fiom "two roornmates living together" to a couple enjoying a more
mutually satisfjnng relationship. This was achieved by lennifer and Brendan developing
more closeness together which enabled them to communicate about issues other than
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parenting and to demonstrate more vulnerability. in fact, the ability of Jennifer to
articulate the emotional impact of Brendan's physical abuse on her behaviour seemed
facilitate the development of more trust and closeness in their relationship. That is,
Brendan accepted responsibility for his physically abusive behaviour and this recognition
seemed to help Jennifer resoive some painfui issues associated with the abuse. in turn,
Jenni fer felt more corn fortable spending tinie alone with Brendan and engaginp in
activities as a couple. They both realized that their sexual relationship would improve as
they developed more emotional intimacy as a couple. Also, Jemifer was going to retum
to school and Brendan was going to assume additional parenting responsibilities which
suggested that he was acting more like an equal partner and less like a controlling father.

CHAPTER 6. KATHERINE AND CiARRY

Demoeraphic Profile

Katherine and Garry had been involved in a common law relationship for about
two years. They were both in their early twenties. Katherine was employed as a sales
representative in the retail clothing business. Garry worked shiAs as a securîty guard.
Gany contacted the EHCC because he was having difficulty controlling his anger

and he was concemed that he might physically hurt Katherine. He wanted individual
therapy to help him leam to express his anger in non violent ways. Garry and Katherine
were also interested in obtaining couple counselling because they thought that therapy
could strengthen their relationship. This couple received individual and conjoint therapy.
Katherine attended four individual sessions. Garry attended six individual sessions. They
participated in six conjoint sessions.
This couple presented as motivated to address the conflictual issues in their
relationship. Garry requested individual sessions to help him leam to express his anger in
non abusive ways. Kathenne agreed to attend individual sessions to identify any persona1
issues that were contributing to the conflict in the relationship. Katherine and Garry
wanted to leam how to resolve conflict without the discussion escalating to verbal or
physical abuse. As conjoint therapy progressed, it became evident that Katherine believed
that the problems in their relationship were Gany's fault. She was participating in therapy
to help him change. Our position was that Garry was solely responsible for the violence,
but that Katherine contributed to the conflict in the relationship.
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This couple chose to terminate therapy when we started to explore Katherines's
perceptions and behaviours in the relationship. This intervention resulted in Katherine
reacting defensively in sessions. Katherine stated she was not prepared to change her
behaviour and they stopped attending therapy. This decision seemed appropriate because
couple therapy was not feasible given that Kathenne was not ready to examine her
contribution to the tension in the relationship.
History of Violence

The violence in this couple's relationship began when they wcre dating. Initialiy,
Katherine punched Garry during arguments and he would not hit her back. Katherine
stopped hitting Gany a few months later because she realized that her behaviour was
physically and emotionaily abusive to him. Garry began to physically assault Katherine
when she stopped behaving abusively. Garry would physically restrain Katherine fiom
leaving the roorn when they were arguing. This happe~edon at least five occasions. The
last incident occurred when Katherine tried to leave and Garry blocked her exit by
grabbing her m.She planned to leave the relationship, but she decided to stay because

Gany was going to attend counseliing to deal with his anger.
Familv of Orinin

Katherine described her fmily as close and she wanted to have the type of
relationship that her parents had. Her parents were married for twenty-two years and she
believed that their relationship was based on trust and respect. Katherine stated that her
father never physically assaulted her mother. Her parents had disagreements, but they
never argued in fiont of Kathenne or her older sister.
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Katherine's mother taught her the most about relationships. Her mother believed
that couples should give up their individual interests and only socialize together. For
example, Katherine's mother told her that if any of her boyfriends wanted to go out to the
bar alone, then they should be single because men went to bars to pick up women.
Also, Katherine learned about relationships tiom observing ber sister, who was
involved in a physically abusive relationship. She criticized her sister for staying with a
violent partner and indicated that she would separate from Gany if he continued to
behave abusively. Kathenne observed that her sister would always apologize to her
boyfhend after he physically assaulted her. Katherine did not want to repeat this dynamic
in her relationship and she always expected the man to apologize after an argument.

Gany's father was an alcohoiic and physically assaulted his mother. She le fi the
marriage and raised Gany and his older brother as a single working parent. Garry
described the relationship with his mother as positive. Gany thought that he was like his
mother in the sense that he often refrained from telling people the truth as a way to avoid

an argument with them. Gany's father terminated contact with him aAer he re-married.
Gany's relationship with his brother seemed ambivalent because he liked spending time
with his brother. However, he believed that he learned to be physically abusive fiom
watching his brother assault his wife. Garry believed that his brother's physically and
emotionally abusive behaviour was w n g and he did want to repeat this behaviour with
Kat herine.
Katherine and Garry met through a mutual friend. Kathenne was involved in a
relationship at the time and she developed a fiiendship with Gany. A few months later,
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Katherine separated fiom her boyhend and began an intimate relationship with G q .
Assessment

Katherine was taught that couples should have only shared interests which
involved spending al1 of their time together because the independence of one partner,
especially the man, could lead to infidelity. She leamed the! couples should be the same
which implied that di fferences should be avoided in order to preserve the relationship
(Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). She also appeared to minimize the potential di fficulties in
her family by descnbing her parent's relationship in idealistic ternis. The involvement of
Katherine and her sister in abusive relationships suggested the presence of some
dysfunctional patterns in their family. Consequently, Katherine appeared to be predisposed to developing enmeshed boundaries in relationships because she learned thût
minimizing differences, and ultimately avoiding conflict, was the basis for a successful
relationship. Katherine's views on confiict in relationships seemed to be further
influenced by witnessing her sister's behaviour in an abusive relationship. That is,
Kathenne believed that men should always apologize to women which implied that
women did not contribute to the conflict in a relationship. Our position was that men
must always take responsibility for their physically abusive behaviour, but the tension and
the conflict in the relationship are the shared responsibility of the couple. Therefore,
Katherine's cornmitment to participate in therapy appeared to be tenuous because her
attitude suggested that she would resist examining her contribution to the conflict in the
relationship. Garry's experience in his family likely taught him to use violence and
aggression as a way to resolve conflict or to gain power. Gany may have attempted to
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cope with the emotional cut off from his father when he re-married by substituting his
brother as a father figure (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Garry's perception that his brother,
and not his father, taught him to be violent provided support for the preceding hypothesis.

Garry's mother likely gave her children the message that domestic violence was
unacceptable by leaving an abusive maniage. Garry seemed to have internrlized ihis
value, to some extent, because he sought out counselling to help him change his abusive
behaviour. Furthemore, Garry's disclosure that he and his mother placate others to avoid

conflict suggested that the roles in the relationship may have been enmeshed (Minuchin,
1974; Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).

This couple demonstrated that the boundaries defining their relationship were

pnmarily enmeshed (Minuchin, 1974). Katherine's belief that individual opinions should
be superceded by the interests of the relationship and Garry's inclination to avoid conflict
seemed to facilitate the emotional fusion in their relationship (Nichols & Schwartz,

1998). This couple seemed to chronically argue over issues involving control which

rein forced that they were threatened by di fferences which re flected poor self
differentiation (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). It also becarne evident that Katherine was
resistant to examining the impact of her behaviour in the relationship which reinforced
that she was not prepared to change.

Power

Katherine thought that their relationship would be "perfect" if Garry could only

leam to control his anger. She believed that pariicipating in counselling could help her

l e m how to change her behaviour to prevent him from becoming angry. Garry blarned
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Katherine for triggenng his anger, even though he stated that he was responsible for his
abusive behaviour.
Two patterns of arguments appeared to characterize this couple's relationship. The
fmt pattem involved situations where Katherine was angry at Garry and he would react
passively. She would disagree with Gary by yelling and cnticizing his opinions. He
would either deny that he had a different opinion or he would try to stop the argument by
apologizing. Garry reacted passively in these situations because he was ovenvhelmed by
Kathenne's verbal aggression and he was unsure of how to assert his opinion. The second
pattern involved situations where Gany was angy at Katherine and she would react
passively. He would either withdraw through silence or use physical force when he was

angry. It was usually in social situations that Garry would chose to withdraw rrom
Katherine by not speaking to her. She recognized this silence to mean that Gany was

angry at her. She would then proceed to guess at the reasons for his anger because he
would deny that there was a problem. She would be so preoccupied with determining why
he was upset that she was unable to socialize with her fiiends. At some point, Garry
would begin to speak to her as if nothing happened and he would refuse to tell her what
had accounted for his sudden change in mood. The absence of an explmation made

Kathenne angry and she would react by refusing to talk to Garry. He would then blarne
her for prolonging the argument.

Garry could also engage Kathenne in an argument by accusing her of being
unfaithful. She knew that it was futile to argue with him in these situations because his
voice had a "sarcastic tone" which meant that he was only interestcd in blarning her for
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his anger. However, she would defend herself against his accusations of infidelity
because she hoped that he would recognize that he was falsely accusing her and stop this
behaviour. This scenario never appeared to occur and these arguments would end in one
of two ways. Garry would calm down and Katherine would stop speaking to him because
he would pretend that an argument had not occurred. The other possibility was that Garry
would physically restrain Katherine when she attempted to leave dunng the argument. He
would let her go after she started to cry. She would become extremely mgry and tell him
that she was leaving the relationship. He would plead with her to stay.
The interaction between Katherine and Gany in sessions reinforced the dynamics
of power in their relationship. Katherine tended to verbally monopolize the sessions by
providing narratives or by questioning Garry when he expressed an opinion that di ffered
from her own. Garry was generally quiet and he oRen mumbled when he spoke. There
were a couple of occasions when Garry became angry and then he would express his
opinion clearly. Kathenne consistently identified during individual sessions that she was
not prepared to change and this was reflected by her rnissing several scheduled individual
appointments.
Assessment

The struggle for power between Kathenne and Garry appeared to reflect their need
to control and dominate each other. Katherine seemed to control Garry by aggressively
criticizing his opinions to the point where he would agree with her perspective to avoid

an argument. The placating behaviour demonstrated by Gany appeared to be the result of
three factors. The first factor was that Garry had inferior verbal skills compared to
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Kathenne's which enabled her to argue her perspective more effectively. The second
factor was that he may have felt obligated to acquiesce to Katherine as a way to
compensate for the guilt he had fiom physically assaulting her. The third factor was that
agreeing with others to avoid an argument represented an aspect of his persona1 style of
contlict resolution that he iearned from his mother. However, the power would shifi from
Katherine to Gany when he began to express his anger through silence, arguing and
physical aggression. Gany's belief that he could not contain his anger interacted with
Kathenne's perception that she was responsible for his ernotional well being wtiich
reinforced his inability to express anger in non abusive ways. Gany was able to control
Katherine's behaviour to the extent that she would repeatedly and unsuccessfully attempt
to alleviate his anger because she felt responsible for his well being. She could perceive
her efforts to control his anger as a failure which could, in tum, damage her self esteem.
Subsequently, the power was constantly shifting between Kathenne and Garry because
each of them appeared invested in controlling the behaviour of the other.
One of the outcomes of this couple's stniggle for power appeared to be a pattern

of distancing and pursuing (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).Gany distanced whenever he
expressed his anger through silence and Katherine reacted by assuming the responsibility

of alleviating his anger by focussing al1 of her attention on him. Katherine also distanced
from Garry when she was angry by ignoring him until he apologized to her and by
threatening to leave him aAer he was physically abusive. He attempted to achieve
closeness by promising to change. Katherine pmued Garry when she expected him to
agree with her opinions. He generally complied and this likely helped create a sense that
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they were close because they held the sarne opinions (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
The strong need for Katherine and Gany to control each other seemed to illustrate
that this couple h a poorly defined personal boundaries which interfered with their ability
to assume responsibility for their own behaviour (Minuchin, 1974). Their pattern of
reacting emotionally 10 rach oihcr by èiipaging iii continual power stniggles rcinforccd

the fusion between them (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).The chronicity of their arguing may
have been a way to achievc closeness because their capacity for intimacy was restncted
by the emotional fusion in the relationship (Nichols & Schwartz. 1998). Subsequently, the

illusion of closeness was created by perpetual conflict which pemitted the expression of
emotion without any pressure to change their behaviour (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).

Trust
Katherine and Garry exhibited extreme jealous behaviour which indicated that
there was little trust between them. The jealousy demonstrated by Katherine seemed to be
based on two beliefs. She thought that if Gany looked at or talked with other women,

then he wanted to have an affair. Katherine would watch Gany when they went out and
she would get angry if she thought that he was staring at other women. She also thought
that if women paid attention to Gany, then they wanted to have an affair with him.
Katherine wanted Garry to make it clear to these women that he was not interested in
them. Kathenne claimed that she would physically assault any woman who persisted in
pursuing him. Garry exhibited jealous behaviour similar to Katherine's. He believed that

she was going to have an affair and he btcame jealous in at least two situations. He would
accuse Katherine of cheating if she stayed too long in the washroom. He would also
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accuse her of "talking to men" with the intent of cheating if they said hello to her. G q
would tell these men to leave her alone and he would initiate a physical fight with them if
they did not leave. Katherine confimed Gany's jealous behaviour by stating that she tned
not to look around the bar because she was womed that he would accuse her of starhg at

otlier inen.
Thcy attempted to control their jealous behaviour by constantly reassunng each
other they would not have an affair and by expressing their commitment to the
relationship. Katherine atiempted to minimize the possibility of either of them cheating
by entering into the relationship with a rule which stipulated that neither of them could
flirt. No flirting meant that they could not look ai or converse with the opposite gender in

social situations. For eexarnple, Garry was expected to look away if a woman was starhg
at him. Kathcrine was expected to ignore men who initiated conversation with her.

The jealousy persisted in spite of their efforts to control it. Three factors seemed
to be influential in maintaining the jealous behaviour of this couple. First, Garry did not
appear to be as committed to the nile on flirting as was Kathenne. They agreed that
Katherine did not flirt, but Garry admitted that he had flirted with other women because
he thought it was harmless. Katherine interpreted this statement to mean that Gany
wanted to have an affair, in spite of his reassurances that he was not going to be
unfaithful.
Second, Kathenne believed that men lied about having affain and Gany
reinforced this belief by habitually telling her 'bhalf-tmths" about women. Katherine
trusted her first boyfhend to go to the bar alone and later on she discovered that he had
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several affirs with women that he had met. This experience taught her to never hlly trust

a partner again. She admitted that this was an extreme position to take, however she felt it
was necessary in order to protect henelf fiom being hurt. Gany admitted that he
contnbuted to Kathenne's inability to trust by Frequently telling her "half-tniths". For
example, Katherine learned that Garry went out Lor coffee with a woman he worked with.
Katherine confronted Garry on this and he eventually admitted to socializing with a coworker. Katherine coped with Garry's tendency to distort the tmth by trying to catch him
in a lie if she had any suspicions about him being unfaiihful. She would ask him to repeat
his version of the situation that she was suspicious of three or four times. She would
believe him if there were no inconsistencies in his explanations. Third, Katherine and

Garry believed that jealousy was part of an intimate relationship. Garry's jealousy
intensified as his feelings for Kathenne becarne stronger. He believed that he had the
right to question ber when she behaved in ways that made him suspicious. Katherine
thought that Garry's jealousy meant that he loved her. However, she thought that Gany's
jealous behaviour was too extreme and she wanted him to react with less intensity. For

example, Katherine wanted Gany to ask her why men approached her in a bar, but she
wanted him to question her in a calm way insiead of becoming angry and accusatory.
Assessment

The intense jealously exhibited by this couple seemed to be based on irrational
beliefs to the extent that they seemed committed to the relationship and they did not have

a history of being unfaithfùl to each other. Kathenne likely had difficulty ûusting Gany
because she doubted the abiiity of men to be faithful. Het distrust of men appeared to be
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related to the expenence of her first boyfhend having extra marital affairs which
reinforced the belief instilled by her mother that men go to the bar to cheat. She seenied
unable to emotionally separate the expenence with her first boyfnend from her
relationship with Gany. Gany's belief that flirting was innocuous and his habit of telling
the partial tmth about women seemed to support rather ihan mitipüie Katherine's
suspicions of infidelity. Katherine's perception that extra marital affairs were inevitable
appeared to rnake her extremely vulnerable to being hurt by Garry. She attempted to
protect herself by maintaining a constant vigilance to help her detect any signs indicating
that he may have been unfaithful.

Gany's jealousy appeared to be more characteristic of abusive men who exhibit
jealous behaviour as a way to control their partners (Walker L., 1984). He held two
contradictory beliefs about jealously. Garry's admission that flirting with women was
innocent was contradicted by his assumption that Katherine would be unfaithful. This

double standard appeared to allow Garry to control Katherine. He could exploit ber
insecunties by engaging in flirtatious behaviour and by accusing her of cheating with men
who initiated conversation with her. The irrationality of Garry's jealous behaviour
seemed to be based on an attempt to gain control of Katherine. It is likely that Garry
learned this emotionally abusive behaviour from intemalizing the beliefs of his father and
brother who were physically abusive to their partners. Garry's exposure to the dynamics

of domestic violence likely created feelings of insecurîty and he attempted to cope by
trying to be powerful and in control of Katherine.

The perception that extra marital affain were inevitable demonstrated that this
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couple had enmeshed boundaries (Minuchin, 1974). They appeared to believe that the
other did not have any persona1 control over their behaviour and, subsequently either of
them could be manipulated into having an affair. The extent to which jealousy govemed
their behaviour implied that there was a high degree of emotional fusion between this
couple (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). This éninashment was reinforced by the intense
emotional reaction experienced by Kathenne and Gany when one of them believed that
the other may have been unfaithful. Katherine initiated the rule on flirting to protect
hetself from being emotionally vulnerable to Garry. Gany seemed ambivalent, but he told
Kathenne that he would respect this rule which was characteristic of his need to avoid
conflict by agreeing with others. Consequently, it appeared that the rule on flirting was
created to act as a boundary that would help this couple control each other's movements.
contain their jealousy and minimize the opportunities to be unfaithful. The rule, however
served as a barrier that prevented this couple from developing a more trusting and
intimate relationship.
Closeness

Katherine and Gany valued spending al1 of their time together and they wanted to
maintain this pattern. They never went out separately and they socialized only as a couple.

in spite of constantly being together, they fiequently argued in social situations about
each other's jealous behaviour. These arguments could be averted if they gave each other
attention intemiittently to prevent feelings of exclusion when they were socialking
separately with their fnends. They also made efforts to maintain contact even if their
work schedule kept hem apart. Katherine was expected to telephone Gany if he was
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working evenings or weekends. He would become angry if she failed to cal1 or if he
telephoned her and she was not home. She thought that his anger indicated that he missed
her. She implied that she was at fault if she was unable to receive or initiate the telephone
calls.

The expeciation of spending al1 of tlieir time together seemed to m a t e somc
tension in the relationship. Katherine indicated they needed to make compromises if they
were to be together al1 of the time. For example, Katherine would wake up at midnight to
pick Gany up from work. Gany would suggest that they go out, but Katherine insisted
that they retum home because she had to work in the moming. Katherine accepted this
disruption in her sleep to provide transportation for Garry as along as he was prepared to
compromise by not expecting her to p out aRer work.
Assessmen t

This intimacy in this couple's relationship appeared to be based on insecunty and
jealousy instead of trust and respect. Their decision to socialize only as a couple
suggested that they perceived the pursuit of individual interests to be a threat to the
existence of the relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).The relinquishrnent of
individual interests in order to maintain the relationship also reflected the value that
couples should spend al1 of their time together which Katherine leamed fiom her mother.
Kathenne appeared to intemalize this value to mean that any time away fiom her partner
was a potential opportunity to be unfaithfid given her experience with her first bomend.

Gany also appeared to hold a similar perception because he becarne angry when he could
not contact her by telephone when he was working. This anger, in combination with his
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irrational jealousy, likely indicated that he thought that she was being unfaithful when she
did not cal1 him or answer the telephone.
This couple's jealously indicated that they were emotionally immature which
limited the extent to which they could develop an intimate and trusting relationship
(Nichois & Schwartz, 1998). They could not trust each other when they were together or
apart. Consequently, they attempted to spend al1 of their time together as a way to control
each other's movement and to minimize the opportunities for being unfaithful. Gany
attempted to control Katherine when he was at work by monitoring her rnovement
through telephone calls. Katherine attempted to control Gany by making compromises in
the relationship.
This couple's efforts to attain closeness through controlling each other implied
that their boundanes were enmeshed (Minuchin, 1974). The jealousy revealed that
Kathenne and Gany had poor self differentiation because of the strong emotional
reactions that were triggcred when they were unable to control each other (Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). Consequently, a nile was created to regulate their social activities to
help them contain their jealously and to minimize the occurrence of extra marital affain.
This couple did not question their need to be inseparable which further reflected the
emotional fusion in their relationship (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). It seemed that they
could create the illusion of closeness by avoiding discussions of their motivation to be
together continually because any attempt to examine this issue would inevitably lead to
conflict.

Interventions

Safety Planning
The fint area of intervention involved the development of safety and protection
plans with Katherine and Gany dunng individual sessions. Katherine appeared to
minimize the need for a safety plan by suggesting that Garry's physically abusive
behaviour was not senous because it did not involve hitting. Afier discussing the
potential risks to her safety thal could emerge fiom participating in couple counselling,
she seemed more committed to developing a protection plan. Kathenne's cue to go to her
sister's house was when his attitude becarne sarcastic because this indicated that his anger
was escalating. Gany agreed to stop physically restraining Katherine if she wanted to

leave the house during an argument.
However, an argument escalated a few weeks afler the protection plans were
developed and Garry physically restrained Katherine when she attempted to leave the
situation. This incident was reviewed to explore the factors that contributed to their
inability to implement their individual plans. Katherine identified that she was not leaving
situations where Gany was escalating. She wanted to give Gany the opportunity to
recognize that he was angry and to stop himself from escalating. She indicated that he
was able to de-escalate himself occasionally and, subsequently there was a chance that

they could resolve the argument. However, if she left the situation immediately, then she
was not giving him the opportunity to calm down which would allow them to discuss the

problem.
Gany acknowledged that he was not taking responsibility for his anger when he
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physically restrained Katherine fiom leaving during the argument. He revealed that he
allowed his anger to escalate in situations where he wanted Katherine to agree with his
perspective. He consciously made comments that he knew would maintain her
participation in an argument. For example, he realized that she would defend herself if he
accused her of flining.
The next part of this intervention focussed on the identitication of changes that
would facilitate a successful irnplementation of their protection plans. Garry thought that
Katherine should tell him when his anger was escalating because he was not capable of
detennining this independently. Katherine knew when Gamy was escalating and she
agreed to this plan. We believed that this solution only maintained the dparnics that
perpetuated Gany's emotional dependency on Katherine. Consequently, Garry was told
that he was responsible for controlling his anger and that he was aware of his cycle of
escalation. Garry agreed to take a time out by going for a walk and he would not prevent
Katherine tiom leaving dunng an argument. Katherine was advised that she was
responsible for her safety and that she should leave if Gany was escalating and refused to
take a time out.
A discussion of the potential problems that could occur with the implementation

of the protection plans was initiated to fùrther enhance Kathenne's safety. Katherine
thought that she may oppose Garry taking a time out because she was womed that he may
go to the bar instead of for a walk. We helped Gany explain to Katherine what his time

out plan was. Gany identified that his need to address the problem immediately placed
him at risk for not following through with the protection plans. We responded by
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highlighting the negative impact that resolving conflict had on the relationship when
Garry's anger was escalating.

In addition to the conjoint meeting, individual sessions with Katherine and Gany
were conducted to further assess their cornmitment to the protection plans. Katherine was
able to articiiiak her safety plan, but her ability to luve durinp an argument appeared

tenuous. She rcvealed that she wanted to help G a y control his anger by providing hirn
with scveral opportunities during an argument that would allow hirn to stop himself from
escalating. 1 reinforced that Katherine was not able to control Gany's anger. However.
her motivation to assist him appeared extremely strong and her safety plan was revised
accordingly. She decided to give him one opportunity to recognize that he was escalating
and to calm down. She agrced to leave the situation if he continued to use a sarcastic
tone. The incident that involved Garry physically restraining Katherine was reviewed,
again, to identify what constituted a fint chance and how she would leave the situation.
This couple did not report any subsequent incidents of violence during treatment.
The process of developing the protection plans may have increased this couple's
awareness of safety issues in the relationship and provided them with some tangible skills
to minimize the escalation of arguments into violence. The ability of Katherine and Gany
to implement their control plans would have demonstrated that they were accepting
greater persona1 responsibility for their behaviour which may have decreased the
enrneshment between them (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Emotlonal Abuse

The intense jealousy demonstrated by this couple appeared to facilitate an
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exchange of emotionally abusive behaviour. Their emotional immaturity often resulted in
them engaging in power struggles to minimize the opportunities 10 be un faithfu 1 (Nichols
& Schwartz. 1998). Katherine's behaviour also suggested that she had a strong need for

Garry to agree with her perspective. She could become verbally abusive if he expressed

an opinion that was different tiom her own. Garry's irrational jealousy contnbuted to him
falsely accusing Katherine of having extra marital affain which hurt her emotionally.
Furthemore, he accused her of being unfaithful as a tactic to engage her in an argument
that he knew would escalate.
The emotional abuse restricted the development of safety, trust and caring
between Katherine and Gany. We attempted to interrupt this nesative pattern of
interaction by teaching this couple positive conflict resolution skills as a way to minimize
their emotionally abusive behaviour. We reinforced that their pattern of arguing was a
choice and that there were alternative ways to resolve conflict. Situations were enacted to
help this couple leam and practice communication skills that promoted positive conflict
resolution (Piercy et al., 1986). Individual sessions were also conducted with Kathenne
and Gany. Katherine was encouraged to examine her contribution to the conflict in the
relationship, but she clearly articulated that Gany's anger was the problem. Katherine
indicated that she was not prepared to change and that participating in counselling would
not alter this decision. She further communicated this message by failing to attend
scheduled sessions.

Gany,on the other hand, appeared to benefit fiom the individual sessions.
Situations were enacted with Gany that allowed him to practice assertive communication
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skills by using "i" messages (Piercy et al., 1986). Gany seemed to be using these new
communication skills with Katherine. For example, he self reported a situation where he
used an "1" staternent to tell Katherine that he disagreed with her opinion. She apparently
became angry at him, but he was able to re-state his opinion and remain calm. He
indicated that Katherine lei\ the house and he did not attempt io stop or follow her.
Over all, the interventions that focussed on helping this couple leam positive
conflict resolution skills appeared to be marginolly effective. Although Gany was
beginning to assert his opinion, Katherine did not appear motivated to mûke any similar
changes because she perceived his anger as the sole problem in the relationship. in fact,
she seemed to be threatened by Gany's assertive behaviour and she reacted with anger
when he maintained an opinion that was different h m her own. Gürry's ability to assert
his opinions to Katherine demonstrated, to some extent, an ability to differentiate his
thoughts From his emotion which had the potential to de-fuse the enmeshed boundary
between them (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). However, the possibility that this couple
would revert to their old pattern of communication where Kathetine dominated Garry
verbally until he escalated was strong. Kathenne did not want to lose her contml in the
relationship and the extent io which Gany intemalized his new communication skills was
unknown.

Relatioiiship Patterns
The jealous beliefs and behaviour exhibited by Katherine and Gany was a
prominent theme identified in therapy. Jealousy was an overt problem in the relationship
that perpetuated power struggles and restricted the ability of this couple to develop trust
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and intimacy. Jealousy was an extrernely difficult issue for Katherine to discuss in

therapy. She could not allow herself to be vulnerable with Gany because slie needed to
protect herself from being hurt like she was in her first relationship. We began to address
the issues related to jealously by asking Gairy to define flirting. Katherine immediately
became angry because she thought that discussing the issue of jealousy meant that we
were giving Garry permission to flirt. Efforts were made to de-escalate her, but she
remained angry for the entire session. We attempted to de-brief this situation dunng the
next session. Katherine was able to acknowledge that she becarne emotionally
ovenvhelmed whenever she talked about the jealously in the relationship. However,
Katherine quickly escalated when we further explored her perceptions of jealousy. She
was unable to acknowledge that jealously negativeiy impacted the reiationship and she
refused to discuss this issue. Again, attempts were made to de-escaiate Katherine, but she
left the session angry. They did not retum to therapy after this session. Our efforts to
encourage this couple to retum to therapy were unsuccessFu1.
Katherine's resistance to change was a consistent pattern through out the course
of treatment. She entered therapy with the belief that the problem in the relationship was
Garry's inability to control his anger. Her motivation to participate in therapy was to learn
how to prevent Gany's anger ftom escalating. The defensiveness exhibited by Katherine
prevented her fiom exarnining the contribution that she made to the conflict in the
relationship. She appeared anxious and hostile whenever any attempts were made to
explore her emotional vulnerability in the relationship. Consequently, Katherine was not a
suitable candidate for individual or conjoint therapy because she was not prepared to
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change. Katherine seemed unable to take the risks associated with establishing more trust
with Garry because she needed to protect herself emotionally in the relationship. The
most appropriate intervention would have been for Garry to continue with individual
counselling because he seemed receptive to changing his behaviour.

Results of the Measures

Marital Satisfaction Inventory
This couple completed only one MSI measure at the beginning of treatment
because they decided to prematurely end therapy. A copy of this measure is located
Appendix C. Their scores on the conventionalization scale suggest that this couple,
especially Katherine, was interested in presenting their relationship in a socially desirable
way. This implied that the scores on all subsequent scales should be interpreted
cautiously because they may minimize the senousness of their problems. Their scores on
the global distress scale revealed that they perceived their marriage as generally positive
and that they were committed to staying together. Their scores on the affective
communication scale implied that they did not feel isolated and that they were satisfied
with the affective nature of their relationship. The specific conflict that they appeared to
have was related to their ability to resolve differences. Their scores on the problemsolving communication scale indicated that they were moderately distressed over
differences being lefi unresolved and the escalation of minor disagreements into major
arguments. Kathenne and Gany did not report any concerns with their shared leisure
time, sexual relationship or financial situation. The satisfaction they reported with their
sexual relationship and leisure time appeared to reinforce theù contentment with their
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affective communication. They scored high in the moderate range on the role orientation
scale which suggested that they perceived that non traditional roles were enacted in their
relationship. Their scores differed on the family history of distress scale. Katherine's
score indicated tliat there were no difficulties in her farniiy of origin that could potentially
contribute to the contlict in her relationship. However, Garry's score indicated that he
was moderately distressed which suggested that witnessing domestic violence and the
divorce of his parents were likely contributing factors to the problems in the relationship.
There was clinical evidence to support the responses provided by Katherine and

Garry on the MSI. One of the pnmary problems that this couple struggled with was their
inability to positively resolve conflict which oflen lead to the escalation of minor
disagreements into major arguments. They also tended to minirnize the problems in their
relationship. Katherine minimized her role in the marital conflict by thinking that the
relationship would be "perfect" if Garry could contain his anger. She often responded to
questions regarding her contribution to the mûrital conflict with hostility and stated that
the therapists were telling her what to do. Garry did not present as defensively as
Katherine in session, however he rninimized his contribution to the conflict in the
relationship as well. He tended to deny the negative consequences that his inability to be
assertive with Katherine had on the relationship. He also rationalized his jealous
behaviour which was oflen the instigating factor in many of their arguments.
Consequently, the interventions that seemed the most successful with this couple
were the individual sessions with Gany where he learned assertive communication skills.
individual and couple sessions with Kathenne did not appear helpful because she resisted
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any attempt to examine how her beliefs and behaviour contributed to the marital conflict.
This couple's pattern of resolving conflict may be altered if Katherine responded
differently to Gany's more assertive communication style.
PASPH and PAPS

This couple completed the Partner Abuse Scale: (PASPH), the Physical Abuse of
Partner Scale (PAPS), the Partner Abuse Scale: Non Physical (PASNP), and the NonPhysical Abuse of Partner Scale (NPAPS). Katherine scored 2 on the PASPH and 2.67 on
the PAPS. These scores suggested that Katharine perceived that she delivered slightly
more physical abuse than she received. Katherine described the physical abuse she
delivered as very rarely pushing, hitting and throwing dangerous objects at Gany. She
described Gany as pushing her very rarely and physically throwing her around the room a
littlr of the time. Garry scored O on the PASPH and 3.33 on the PAPS. His scores
suggested that he was more physically abusive to Kathenne than she was to him and that
she was never physically abusive to him. Gamy described pushing Katherine around
violently some of' the tirne.
Katherine believed that she was more physically abusive than Garry. Garry
believed that he was more physically abusive than Katherine. Aside fiom this, their
responses seemed consistent because they reported an infiequeni amount of violence and
similar violent behaviour was described. Kathenne's belief that she was more physically
abusive than Garry was not supported by their self reports during therapy. There were no
incidents of violence by Katherine to Garry, however he physically restrained her during

an argument. This discrepancy could be explained by their respotises on the measure
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being based on different tirne h e s . At the beginning of their relationship, Katherine
was physically abusive to Gany and then he started to assault her when she stopped
behaving violently.

PASNP and NPAPS
Karherine scorcd 20.67 and 13.33 on the PASNP and h i N S scaies resprctivrly.
She believed that she received more non-physical abuse than she delivered. Katherine

indicated that Gany never wanted her to socialize with her female fnends. Also,
Katherine described Garry as yelling at her, showing no respect for her feelings and
treating her like a dunce some of the time. She indicated that she did not want Garry to
socialize with female fiends and that she became angry if he disagreed with her some of
the time. She aiso claimed that she was rude and yelled at him when shr was drinking
some of the time. Garry scored 2.67 on the PASNP and 14.67 on the NPAPS. Gany
perceived that he delivered more non-physical abuse than he received. Gany
acknowledged that Katherine demanded obedience to her whims a little of the time. Gary
believed that he expected Katherine to obey him a good part of the time. He expected
Katherine to respond immediately when he gave her an order and he frightened her some

of the time.
Kathenne and Garry agreed that she received more non-physical abuse than she
delivered. One difference was that Katherine indicated that Gamy never wanted her to
socialize with her fernale fnends, but he did not identiw this item as part of the nonphysical abuse that he delivered. Garry primarily identified his abusive behaviours as acts
that involved him overtly controlling her and the items that she identified to describe his
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abusive behaviours confirrned this.
Katherine and Garry perceived that she received and that he delivered more nonphysical abuse. This pattern was not apparent in sessions because they were both jealous and
their efforts to control each other's behaviour to minimize the opportunities to be unfaithful
oAen escalated to arguments that invoived a reciprocity of emoiionaily abusive behaviour.
Kathenne became defensive in sessions when we attempted to explore the issue of jealously
with her. More specifically, she was angry at Gany and insinuated that she was going to flirt
to "see how he liked it". Garry also became angry when the topic of jealousy was raised and
he stating thot he had the "right" to monitor Katherine's behaviour because he cared about
her. This attitude revealed Garry's sense of male entitlement in the sense that there was a

double standard in their relationship regarding jealousy. Kathenne appeared to reüct to this
double standard by attempting to change her behaviour as a way to convince Garry that she
would be faithful to him. Consequently, the intensity of Gany's anger to a situation that
created tension for both of them implied that he was more emotionally abusive than
Katherine because she was altering her behaviour to appease him.
Surnmarv

This couple was not emotionally prepared for couple therapy and, subsequently
marginal gains were achieved fiorn their participation in the practicum. Kathenne was unable
to explore her contribution to the conflict in the relationship because she was invested in
protecting henelf and unable to take any risks that could leave her emotionally vulnerable
to Garry. She attempted to mask this vulnerability by believing that the only problem in the
relationship was Garry's anger and that her contribution in therapy was to help him control
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his anger. Gary was solely responsible for his anger and his physically abusive behaviour.
However, they both contnbuted to the conflict in the relationship. Garry seemed more open
to changing his behaviour in the sense that he wanted to l e m to control his anger. He leamed
some assertive communication skills that helped him contain his role in the escalation of
arguments with Katherine during therapy. However, Katherine and Gany did not address
their jealous behaviour and they were still invested in controlling each other which implied
that the potential for conflict to be a prevalent part of their relationship was a strong
possibility.

CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

Develo~mentof Theoretical Knowledne

Some of the theoretical assumptions found in family systems and feminist theory
seerned to support the behavioural pattems exhibited by the couples in the praciiçuiii. Out:
of the theoretical assumptions that appeared to charactenze the interactive styles of the
couples was the prevalence of complementary pattems of communication that epitomized
either distancing and pursuing or passivity and aggression (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984;
Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). The presence of these pattems limited the reciprocation of
mutual support and contributed to "rigid unilateral control" in their relaiionships (Cook &
Frantz-Cook, 1984, p. 86; Geffner & Maynard, 1987). The couples ofien became enpaged
in a power struggle when they atternpted to resolve differences because they refused to
acknowledge the validity of their partners' perspective. The clients seemed to verbally
dominate each other which superceded the ability to compromise and, ultimately, resolve
conflict in a positive way. Subsequently, the primary issues that perpetuated the conflict
were inadequately addressed and the couples argued repeatedly over the same topics
which likely added to the tension in their relationships.
The structure of the boundarîes that regulated the interaction within the marital
subsystems was another concept of family systerns theory that applied to the couples'
patterns of interaction (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). The boundaries in the marital
relationships appeared to be ptimarily enmeshed because each partner appeared to be
overly responsive to the behaviour of the other (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). A cornmon
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theme among the couples was that differences in opinions seemed to create anxiety in the
relationship and they appeared to cope with this stress by fiequently arguing over the
sarne issues (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). The clients seemed to believe that the existence
of the relationship could be threatened by the presence ofany differences between the
partnen. Furthenore, the perpaiuai aryuiiiy over the sanie issues suggeçted the prcsencc
of diffuse boundanes in the marital relationsliips because enmeshed families often

circumvent conflict with chronic arguing which enables the expression of emotion, but
without any expectation to resolve the conflict (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
Furthemore, the couples were either disengaged or enmeshed with their nuclear
families which seemed to contnbute to the stress in the marital relationships (Nichols &
Schwartz, 1998). This stress seemed to interfere with the ability of the couples to achieve
the developmental tasks associated with establishing a marital relationship and raising
children (McGoldrick & Carter, 1982; Nichols & Schwartz. 1998). The clients who were
enmeshed with their parents appeared to struggle with emotionally separating kom their
nuclear families which interfered wi th the dcvelopment of the marital relationship. Some
couples struggled with achieving the task of "accommodation" (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998, p. 246) because they were unnble to negotiate rules unique to the marital

relationship and they repeated the patterns of interaction that they learned in their

families. Consequently, the couples argued over the expectations of each other in the
relationship. Couples who were disengaged fiom their nuclear families appeared to
expenence difficulty with achieving the preceding developmental tasks because of their
isolation. These couples were unable to access any potential concrete and emotional
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support fiom their farnilies to help with the raising of children. instead, the clients seemed
to become overly dependent on each other and this enrneshrnent added to the stress in
their relationship which likely made parenting more difficult.
The emotional imrnaturity of the couples also contnbuted to the prevalence of
conflici in their relationships because their behaviour onen appaared to bz governecl by
feelings instead of logic (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). A theme central to the couples was

the presence of a pattern that involved each partner reacting emotionally to the other
which limited a rational evaluation of their actions. This pattern seemed to govem their
interactions and implied they had low levels of self differentiation because their
behaviour reflected the inability to differentiate between thought and feeling (Nichols &
Schwartz, 19%). However, the emotional reactivity of the clients seerned to decrease as
they began to assume more responsibility for their own behaviour. This change coincided
with the clients demonstrating a greater capacity to control their emotions which enabled
them to make more rational choices about their behaviour. The clients' shifl to assuming
more responsibility for their behaviour suggested that they were beginning to integrate
their thought and feeling (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998). Subsequently, the ability of the
clients to decrease their emotional reactivity to their partners seemed to help clarify their
personal boundaries in the relationship which, in turn, promoted the growth of emotional
maturity of the couples (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).

Some of the key theoretical concepts of the feminist perspective were applicable
to the couples in the practicurn. The belief that the primary objective of gender role
socialization is to support the dominant social and economic position of men by
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advocating that women should be responsible for the emotional well being of the family
was revealed in the attitudes of the couples (Bograd, 1984; Goldner, 1992; Myen-Avis,
1985; Walker, G., 1990). The women believed that they were ultimately responsible for
the emotional state of their spouses and they would ofien blame themselves whenever
their panners were distressed. The need to nurture may have influenceci the women to
participate in therapy because they believed that they could leam to improve the
emotional well being of their partners. The men perpetuated this gender role expectation
by rationalizing their emotional distance fiom the family by implying that their primary
responsibility was the role of the economic provider. Also, the men frequently held their

partners responsible for evoking emotions, like jealousy or anger, and claimed that these
reactions could be avoided if the women had behaved differently. The combination of the
blaming attitude held by the men and the acceptance of the women for their partnen'
emotional state seemed to create a dependency on the women which restricted the ability
of the men to assume more responsibility for their emotions.
The feminist belief that promotes the idea that men and women have different
treatment needs as a consequence of gender differences was true to some extent for the
couples (Bograd, 1984; Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Geffher & Pagelow, 1993; Hansen &
Goldenberg, 1993; McKeel & Sporakowski, 1993; Thorne-Finch, 1992). Gender
socialization did appear to contribute to the cognitive and behavioural differences
between the male and female clients in the practicum. This reinforced the need for gender
specific treatment to help men and women challenge the social values that sanction male
aggression and female submission. However, the dynamics of the clients' nuclear families
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appeared to be a variable that was as powerful as gender socialization in shaping the
behaviour and subsequent treatment needs of the couples. A common theme among the
couples was that each partner seemed to have similar experiences in his/her respective
farnilies which implied that partners in the relationships had comparable levels of
emotional di fferentiation (Nichols & Schwartz, 19%). The prevaience of the emotionai
fusion in the relationships further suggested that the partners were coping with similar
personal issues that often manifested as relationship problems (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998). For example, trust was a universal issue with the couples because the women and
the men were jealous and they attempted to cope with this insecunty by controlling each
other. The emotional immaturity exhibited by the couples also contributed to the
enmeshrnent of their interpersonal boundaries (Nichols & Schwartz, 19%). The clients'
need to create over dependency in their relationships may have onginated fiom
experiencing trauma in iheir families. Consequently, the interaction between socialization
and family of origin experiences appear to strongly influence the treatrnent needs of the

couples.
Furthemore, the pattem of conflict demonstrated by many of the couples
paralleled the cycle theory of violence described by Lenore Walker (1984). The couples
identified the build up of tension, the violent incident and the reconciliation phase during
discussions of their history of violence. The reconciliation phase for the couples was
characterized by the woman distancing and by the man pursuing her through an apology.
Although the violence had stopped, the cycle seemed to continue because the pattem of
distancing and pursuing established in the reconciliation phase would occur after a verbal
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argument. That is, the women continued to emotionally distance From their Pamiers afier
an argument and the men attempted to resolve the situation by apologizing. The

maintenance of this pattem appeared to demonstrate the extent to which the pattem of
interaction between the partners was ingrained behaviour. Therefore, teaching assertive
communication skills seemad essential io liclp the couples establish patterns of
interaction that were structurally di fferent fiom the cycle of violence.
The literature also suggested that there is often an emotional intensity to the
couple sessions which are characterized by the presentation of anger by the man and of
fear by the woman (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993; Walker. L., 1984). The emotional
presentation of the couples in the practicum differed to the extent that the women
generally expressed a n p r and the men were often calm during the sessions. The women's
anger seemed appropriate considering that therapy may have been one of their first
opporti~nitiesto release strong emotions related to the domestic violence. The expression

of anger suggested that the women were feeling relatively safe in therapy and in their
relationships. The men, on the other hand, were generally calm during the sessions which
reinforced that they can control their anger and that the use of violence against their
partners is a choice. Furthemore, the men seemed contrite about physically assaulting
their partners and part of the remorse may have involved feelings of shame. That is, the
men may have attempted placate their partners in session by being calm as a way to atone
for their feelings of guiit fiom being abusive. Aiso, the men may have tried to make a
favourable impression in therapy as a way to minimize the negative social image
associated with being an abusive male.

Deveio~rnent of Clinical Skills
It was a challenging and stressful expenence working wi th the couples in the
practicum. The couple's history of violence and the volatile nature of their relationships
contributed to my concem that physical abuse could re-occur during treatrnent. 1 believed
that the safeiy risks Tor the women wrrr hrighkened if strong emolions were triggered ünd

the couple lefi the session escalated (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1993). 1 responded to this
risk in the early phases of my leaming by cautiously intervening with couples to minimize
the potential of their emotions escalating to the point of violence. The disadvantage to
this approach seemed to delay the process of change because the couples were asked less
challenging questions about their belief systems and patterns of interaction.
As I worked more with the couples, I discovered that they were able to discuss

sensitive issues without becoming emotionally overwhelmed. 1 also learned that 1 could
de-cscalate clients by processing their emotion and by reviewing the couple's protection

plans. Although 1 acquired the skills to deal with potentially volatile situations, 1
maintained a focus on promoting the safety of women afier they left the sessions.
In spite of this vigilance, two minor incidents of violence occurred with different
couples during treatment. It was imperative to clinically address these incidents because
the safety of the victim was the primary consideration in the delivery of treatrnent and the
severity of violence cm increase in the absence of intervention (Aldarondo & Straus,
1994; Bogad, 1984; Gelles & Maynard, 1987; Willbach, 1987). Subsequently, we

discussed the incidents of violence with the couples to help them leam to prevent
violence fiom occurring again. These discussions involved enactments of the situations
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that escalated to physical aggression (Piercy et al., 1986). The focus of the enactments
was to teach the couples assertive communication skills as an alternative way to resoive

conflict. We also highlighted that the emotions, like guiit and disappointment, that
followed on incident of physical abuse fùrther darnaged the ability of the couples to build
trust and closeness in the relationship.
The discussion of these violent incidents that occurred during therapy helped me
examine the concept of therapeutic neutrality fiom the family systems model and the
feminist perspective (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994; Bograd, 1992; Edleson & Tolman,
1994; Gelles & Maynard, 1987; Goldner, 1992; Willbach, 1987). The farnily systems
model suggests that therapeutic neutrality promotes change by enabling the clients to
discuss their experiences with a therapist who does not place a value judgement on their
behaviour (Bograd, 1992; Edleson & Tolman. 1992). The feminist perspective cnticizes
therapeutic neutrality because the position of objectivity communicates that domestic
violence is acceptable and implies that the victim should share responsibility for her
abuse (Bograd, 1992; Edelson & Tolman. 1992).
1 believe that processing these incidents did not compromise the therapeutic

expenence for the couples because they seemed genuinely interested in leaming to
prevent the re-occurrence of violence in the relationship. They identified the situations
involving physical aggression and responded positive1y to interventions designed to teach
them ways to minimize the escalation of conflict. We articulated Our position to the
couples that violence could never be justified and was detrimental to the development of
a trusting and carhg relationship. The intent was to label the violence as unacceptable
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behaviour and as detrimental to the relationship rather than morally evaluating the
perpetrator. This approach did not seem to adversely effect the ability of the clients to
engage therapeutically. In fact, discussing the physically abusive behaviour seemed
effective in the sense that it helped the clients clarify the individual boundaries in their
relationship by reinforcing that the man has options, other than violence, to express his
anger and that the woman deserves safety. Consequently, the process of addressing
violent incidents seerned to be part of, and not foreign to, the therapeutic experience.
Another related concem that 1 had at the beginning of the practicum was that 1
might empathize more with the women because they were victims of abuse. This bias
could have interfered with my ability to develop a therapeutic relationship with the men. I
discovered, however, that 1 could support both genders. Two factors were instrumental in
this process. The first factor was that the CO-therapistassumed the primary role of helping
the men address the impact of their violent behaviour because men tend to be more
corn fortable wi th having their behaviour challenged by therapists of the same gender

(Trute, 1998). This helped me form an alliance with the men by eliminating the tension
that could have emerged if1 confronted them on their abusive behaviour (Piercy et al.,

1986). The second factor was that 1 was aware of my potential gender bias toward and I
made a diligent effort to listen and to emphasize with the male and femaIe clients.
Providing support to each partner did not compromise rny ability to side with the women
when this approach was appropriate (Trute, 1998).
1 also learned to develop questions that highlighted the relationship issues with

which the couples were stniggling. Initially, 1 tended to focus on the content of the
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presenting problems described by the couples. The themes, like trust and intimacy, that
seerned to perpetuate the repetitive conflicts in their relationships were not made explicit
in the sessions because of my inexperience with formulating clinical questions that should
have highlighted the marital con flict from a systemic perspective. Consequently, the
focus of sessions ofien became the discussion of the specific arguments that occurred
between the couples which seemed marginally effective in changing the patterns in their
relationships. However, re-framing the specific conflicts into systemic themes appeared to
help the couples undentand their chronic problems differently and this appeared to
facilitate some therapeutic movement. i became skilled at developing systemic questions
while, simultaneously, tracking the content and process of the sessions.

Another clinical ski11 that 1 improved dunng the practicum was the ability to
highlight the positive aspects of the client's situation. This was an important intervention
because the couples presented as rather discouraged at the beginning of therapy and they
needed to be reminded of the attributes of their relationships. Initially, 1 found it difficult
to provide clients with reinforcement and opportunities to highlight the positive were
missed. 1 struggled with identifying the strengths of the clients because of my perception
that the role of a therapist was to exclusively address the problems in the relationship. 1
realized that identifying the clients' strengths could be an empowering experience that
could facilitate their ability to feel more in control of changing their behaviour. AAer a
few sessions, I became better at highlighting the positives and built on this strength
thmughout the practicum.

An important part of my experience as a clinician was developing an enhanced
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awareness of my emotional reactions to the clients in the sessions. 1 discovered that the
dynamics of the client's relationships were powerful and that occasionally 1 found myself
being drawn into their emotional systems which inhibited my ability to be objective. For
example, 1 became enmeshed with the women by having self doubts at the beginning of
the practicum about the completion of safeiy plans for the women (Nichols & Schwartz,
1998). Most of the women resisted the completion of a safety plan because they were

adamant that their partners were no longer violent. The rationale for this intervention was
explained and safety plans were formulated for each woman. However, the power of the
women's denial of the potential for violence influenced me to the extent that I wondered
if the completion of a safety plan was necessary for al1 couples. This ambivalence was
surprising because I was aware that women ofien empathize with their partners and
rationalize the abusive behaviour (Geffher & Pagelow, 1990; Herman, 1992; Walker, I.,
1984; Magill & Werk, 1985). My ambivalence was reconciled once 1 realized that the

source of rny self doubt was triggered by the minimization of the women. AAer this, 1
gained the insight to identify when the women were minimizing safety which allowed me
to immediately focus on addressing this issue because I was not being pulled into the
client's emotional system.
The implementation of the CO-therapyapproach to treatrnent was an integral part
of my development as a clinician. The CO-therapistand 1 wanted to present as a united
team with a cooperative and complementary approach to intewening with couples. We
attempted to achieve this by identifjmg the objectives for each session. Also, we
focussed on the same themes with the couples by pursuing similar lines of questioning
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without abruptly introducing other issues. It was agreed that one of us would ask the
questions while the other tracked the emotional themes and the interactional style of the
couple. Early in the leaming expenence, one of the barriers to developing a cohesive team
approach was the emergence of a pattern that was characterized by the CO-therapistisking
the majority of the questions and 1 predorninately tracked the interactional processes of
the couples. in other words, the execution of these two distinct therapeutic roles were
polarized in the sessions. Each of us needed to leam to implement both roles to attain a
more complementary therapeutic approach and to enhance our potential as clinicians by
developing a more comprehensive range of skills. The approach of the CO-therapyteam
changed as Igained more confidence. 1 assumed more responsibility for leading the
sessions and 1 becarne more directive with clients which allowed me to challenge tlieir
belief systems. My assertiveness appeared to strengthen the functioning of the CO-therapy
tearn. We seemed to identiQ the couple's patterns of interaction with geater speed and
clarity when the responsibility of the sessions was shared. This may have occurred
because we invested less emotional energy in monitoring our interaction as a team which
allowed us to concentrate on the dynarnics of the couples in the sessions. Furthemore,
the pressure on the CO-iherapistto assume sole responsibility to lead the sessions was
alleviated and he had the oppominity to track the interactional processes of the sessions.
The ability to shifi between the two preceding clinical roles seemed to contnbute to the
cohesiveness of our joint approach to therapy because our styles of intervention became

more complementary.

Achievement of Learainn Goals

Overall, the leaming goals presented at the beginning of this paper were
successfully achieved. The implementation of a pro-feminist approach with couples who
have a history of domestic violence enabled me to develop the clinical skills required to
promote systemic changes in relationships and to simultaneously address the safety issues
for the women. 1 discovered that addressing safety issues and facilitating systemic change
with couples could be therapeutically compatible tasks when the re-occurrence of violent
incidents were handled in a supportive way for the victim and the perpetrator. 1 attained a
greater understanding of resistance by leaming that the defensive reactions of clients
could be minimized by re-frarning repetitive patterns of conflict into systemic themes
which helped give chronic problems a new meaning. Furthemore, family of origin
expenences seemed just as significant as gender issues in influencing the attitudes and
behaviour of the couples. Also, 1 developed greater insight into my emotional reactions to
the presentation of the clients. I recognized the importance of establishing clear
therapeutic boundaries to help minimize the risk of becoming triangulated in the
emotional dynamics presented by the couples. The presence of clear bouiidaries enabled
me to maintain objectivity and to focus on achieving the tasks that would help the couples

integrate change. The CO-therapyteam developed a more complementary approach when
the CO-therapistand I acquired the flexibility to share the roles involved with pursuing
questions and tracking the dynamics of the couples in the sessions. The implementation

of a conjoint approach was a stressfiil and rewarding experience because I had to learn
intervention techniques appropriate to addressing domestic violence and relationship
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issues while, simultaneously, attempting to establish a cohesive CO-therapyrelationship.
The early development of the CO-therapyteam paralleled, to some extent, the process of
change experienced by the couples. That is, the CO-therapistand 1 initially became stuck
in a dysfunctional pattem of interaction. This pattem needed to be identified and efforts to
change Our style of interaction were undertaken before the functioning of the CO-therapy
team improved.

Final Conclusions
Conjoint therapy for couples who have a history of domestic violence is a
valuable intervention in a comprehensive treatment approach. The option of conjoint
therapy respects the decision of the women to remain in the relationship and ultimately
empowen the couple by enabling them to assume responsibility for changing the
emotionally abusive patterns in their relationship. The couples who participated in the
practicum demonstrated strength and resiliency by revealing that they could discuss
sensitive issues and learn to integrate non violent methods of resolving conflict. 1 believe
that I was able to provide a supportive therapeutic experience for the couples that enabled
hem to enhance the quality of their relationships.
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